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Review "A"
Units 1-3
A- Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Ahmed asks you about your favourite subject.
A friend asks you about the subjects you are studying at school.
Your cousin offered you a computer as a birthday present.
Maha asks you why you like English.
You're asked why you admire Dr. Magdi Yacoub.
A friend asks you what you would like to be after leaving school.
Salem wants to know the best thing about your school.
You're asked why you'd like to be a civil engineer.

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
1. A: On which platform is the train to Aswan? r---------,
B: Platform No.5
Place: ............... .

A: May you help me with my bags?
B: With pleasure.
2. A: How do you like this T-shirt?
B: It's lovely but I'd rather have it white.
A: Red is fashion now.
B: But I can not stand it.
A: All right. I'll bring you a white one.
3. A: It's good that you have got a mobile
phone with you. Let's phone the police
about the ddver.
B: Yes, he pit the old man and ran away.
4. A: Excuse me, I'm looking for some
information about festivals around the
world for my English class.
B: There are some books about festivals in the
cultural section over there.

Speaker A: ....... ..
Speaker B: ........ .

Place: .............. ..
Speaker A: ........ .
Speaker B: ........ .

Place: ............... .
Speaker A: ........ .
Speaker B: ........ .

Place: .............. ..
Speaker A: ........ .
Speaker B: ........ .

B- Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:
1. Ahmed always .......... favour to his poor neighbours.
a- does
b- gets
c- makes
d- comes
2 ............ my stay in London, I met myoId friend, Ramy.
a- While
b- When
c- As
d- During
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3. Maha finds it very easy to ........... decisions quickly.
b- get
a- do
c- make
d- come
4. . ........ he was sick, he attended the conference.
a- Because
b- Although
c- Despite
d- During
5. He went abroad to ......... his postgraduate studies.
a- give
b- do
c- make
d- take
6. Although she is over thirty, she is still ....... .
b- alone
a- single
c- one
d- free
7. Hazem enjoys ........ tennis with his friends.
b- plays
a- played
d- to play
c- playing
8. It is impolite to ............. an ass of anyone.
a- satire
b- make
c- mock
d- reason
9 ........... you want to keep fit, you have to practise sports.
a- In case of
b- But for
c- Unless
d- If
IO.The people of Lilliput .......... Gulliver to the ground so as not to
escape.
a- put
b- fell
c- made
d- tied
l1.Have you .......... been to Cambridge University?
a- lately
b- never
c- ever
d- already
12.Egypt always sends ........... to nearly all conferences abroad.
a- donors
b- delegations
c- generations
d- volunteers
13.While Amal was writing an essay, Ahmed .......... TV.
a- watches
b- was watching
c- watched
d- will watch
14.1f you have a ....... connection, you can contact to the internet very
quickly.
a- broadband
b- fax
d- radio
c- telex
I5.We sometimes .............. to the Opera House.
a- go
b- goes
d- will go
c- are gomg

-------'--"--'-'--'-----"-"-'---'-"-"-'--' _.. _.. _--- ._._----_'_-. __ .-------
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16. Mona has had a bank ..... '" since she was at the age of ten.
a- account
b- delivery
'c- Insurance
d- robbery

17.He is very .............. on their traditional music.
a- anxious
b- eager
c- fond
d- keen
I8.The government spares no effort to .......... foreign investors.
b- fire
a- forget
d- exclude
c- attract
19. She can't send e-mails because there is a problem with her internet
a- closure
b- connection
c- transmission
d- disconnection
20. We sometimes prefer tea .............. coffee.
a- on
b- with
c- to
d- for
21. Professor Magdi Yacoub's aunt died .......... a heart problem.
b- in case of
a- because
c- in spite of
d- because of
22. Kidney ....... is to take an organ (kidney from person, animal and
put it into another.
a- transform
b- transport
c- transmit
d- transplant
23. The reason ........... his absence is unknown.
a- to
b- for
c- with
d- of
24. There has been a real ......... in number of people living in Sinai.
a- grow
b- to grow
c- growing
d- growth
25. He is affluent ........... he is miser.
a- when
b- as
c- but
d- because
26. It is easy to change foreign ........ into Egyptian money.
b- language
a- currency
d- luggage
c- investment
27 ...... the summer holiday, he helps his father with his work.
b- When
a- During
c- While
d- As
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28. He would like to work for a ........ organization to help the poor.
a- charity
b- scientific
c- charitable
d- cheering
29 ..
his sickness, he -managed to win the gold medal.
b- Due to
a- In case
c- In spite of
d- Although
f.• • • • • : ••••

30.Interestingly, many people prefer to use traditional banks .......... .
than online banking.
a- worse
b- rather
c- other
d- less
31. Dr. Magdi believes his work can .......... a difference to people's
lives.
b- bring
a- make
c- do
d- give
32 ............ in a system that cools and dries the air in a building or a
car.
b- Air raid
a- Airliner
c- Airmail
d- Air conditioning

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1.
2.
3.
4.

He is good at doing friends.
Prof. Magdi Yacoub was borne in the village of Belbeis.
We're going to ring him up when he arrived.
Hare field became the most important transmit centre in the
country under Prof.'Magdi's leadership.
5. Have you visited the national museum already?
6. Germs could be killed in milk by condensing it and cooling it
again.
7. However darkness it was, I could see them.
8. The people of Lilliput are taller than Gulliver.
9. If I'm a doctor, I'd treat poor patients for free.
10.Prof. Magdi Yacoub resigned as a surgeon in 2001.
Il.He'd rather left at once.
I2.Prof. Yacoub was part of a team which made new heart parts from
human organs.
I3.She has no sooner bought a new mobile phone than she lost it.
14.Many people work for a charitable which helps children with heart
problems
lS.While the wedding party, we enjoyed watching a horse dance.
16.After finished h'is university education, he got a good job,
17, Thanks for pasteur's discoveries, more people live healthy lives .

.
.>;t~h-~~ljlo.O'I4 ••J.a.
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IS.In the past, everyone used to go into their bank to put money into
their accounting.

C- Reading
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
Every second, 1 hectare of the world's rainforest is destroyed. That's
equivalent to two football fields. An area the size of New York City is lost
every day. In a year, that adds up to 31 million hectares more than the
land area of Poland. This alanning rate of destruction has serious
consequences for the environment; scientists estimate, for example, that
137 species of plant, insect or animal become extinct every day due to
logging. In British Columbia, where, since 1990, thirteen rainforest
valleys have been clear-cut, 142 species of salmon have already become
extinct, and the habitats of grizzly bears, wolves and many other creatures
are threatened. Logging, however, provides jobs, profits, taxes for the
government and cheap products of all kinds for consumers, so the
- government is reluctant to restrict or control it.
Much of Canada's forestry production goes towards making pulp and
paper. If these paper products could be produced in some other way,
Canadian forests could be preserved.

A-Answer the following questions:
1. What are the consequences of logging on environment?
2. Are there any advantages for logging? What are they?
3. Does the end of the passage suggest a solution? What is it?

B- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. The habitat of an animal is .............. .
a- where it lives.
b- how it lives.
c- what it does.
d- when it gets up.
5. Logging means cutting down ................ .
b- costs
a- standards
c- sizes
d- trees
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6- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

.

The Maldives is famed for its rare underwater beauty. The profusion of
colours and the abundance and variety of life underwater have fascinated
divers and snorkellers since Maldives was discovered as a diving
destination. The highest level of visibility, that· one could expect,
sometimes exceeds 50 metres. Wann temperatures throughout the year
makes diving in the Maldives a delight; you would want to experience
over and over again. The Maldives has some of the best dive sites in the
world and many visit the Maldives repeatedly for the sole purpose of
diving. All resorts in the Maldives have professional dive schools with
multi-lingual instructors and conduct courses for beginners as well as the
advanced. Many of the resorts have excellent house reefs. Just a short
swim from the beach and snorkellers too can experience the same
pleasures from the surt~lce.

A. Answer the following questions:
1. Why do you think the Maldives is a great summer resort?
2. What facilities do they provide for visitors in the Maldives?
3. How can a foreigner learn diving in the Maldives?

B. Choose the right answer from a, b, c or d:
4. MuIti-lirlgual means ............. .
a- speaking more than one language.
b- speaking more than two languages
c- only speaking a native language.
d- speaking no languages.
5. The underlined word (sites) means ............ .
a- houses
c- villas

b- places
d- cottages

The Novel
,
The Spiders
7- 1. a. Answer the following questions:
1. What equipment did the men use to see through walls?
2. Why did the small spiders in the car die?

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. Although the robbers' cars had local number plates, .......... .
2. The pilot thought that the men died ............. .

c. Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
"It transmits radio waves through the wall. When the waves hit
something on the other side, they come back to it".
1. Who said it? To whom?
2. What was the speaker talking about?

2- a. Answer the following questions:
1. What made the oldest man believe that the spiders were not
deadly?
2. How did the GPR penetrate the rock?

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. A computer changes .......... .
2. The pilot escaped death when .......... .

c. Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
"A team of six archaeologists found these two rooms last week".
1. What did the speaker see in the first room?
2. Why was the second room empty?

D- Writing
8. a. Write a paragraph of about 100 words on:
"Charitable Organizations"

b. Write a paragraph of about 100 words on:
"Money is the root of every evil".

Translation
9. 1. a. Translate into Arabic:
The high cost of living is one of our most difficult problems. The
rise in prices is due to inflation. To bring the prices down, both the
government and the individuals should work together, investment
should be encouraged, production should be increased and
consumption should be cut down.
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b. Translate into English:
.t~'il ~ ~.llc. ~

•~ \.:i.!. ~\

..

\+J'J ~lj'I\.i....JI ~ r,,,I..;i ~1 .,
.
-'
0.;1
c.J..o
~ ~\

~

~I 'i.lji~•• "

2. a. Translate into Arabic:
Our great big cities don't suit modem living. They have been set up
with no regard to their inhabitants and their comfort. They consist
.of a variety of buildings and narrow streets full of petrol fumes and
noise which affect people's health, nerves and even their mental
health.

b. Translate into English:
.~u..;i ~ ~~ ~~-' ~l.....iJ ~~ ~W\ ~t.;..~\/1 ~ -'~

JJ..ot....o \.l;lc.

.~.).,11 L;..;bl~ ~ ~ ~ 0 1~I 0-'~

-

..H~h-~~I jl.Jotl:a ,.,b..
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Sample Test One
A- Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1- You're asked to define the word "diplomat".
2- You want to know your friend's opinion of the new mobile phone.
3- You want to ask Ali the reason why he likes science.
4- Soha asks you about the first people who used paper money.

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
1. A: I C0me from England.
B: Are you coming for work?
A: Yes, I have some work near Siwa.
B. I hope you enjoy your stay. Don't forget
to take dates back with you to England.
2. A: I'll bring my tools and come to your
house to fix the pump.
B: Thanks a lot, I'll be waiting.

Place: ............... .
Speaker A: ........ .
Speaker B: ........ .

Place: .............. ..
Speaker A: ........ .
Speaker B: ........ .

B- Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:
1. N An ........... is a doctor who is trained to perform a medical
operation in a hospital.
b- sergeant
a- architect
c- accountant
d- surgeon
2 ............ got his degree, he worked as an engineer.
b- Having
a- After
c- Before
d- No sooner
3. . .......... is money we carry in our pockets.
a- Cash
b- Debt
c- Debit
d- Credit
4. No sooner ........ " he stepped on my foot than apologized to me.
b- have
a- did
c- will
d- had
5. AI An ......... is a fully grown person.
a- disabled
b- adult
d- invalid
c- child
6. The police put handcuffs on the two men because they ....... their
neighbour's house.
a- rob
b- robbed
c- had robbed
d- will rob
7. A ......... is a person whose job is connected with politics.
b- magician
a- mUSICIan
d- politician
c- electrician
-._ .. _.. - .. _.. _.. _.. - .. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. - .. _.. _.. _.. --.- .. _.. _.. _.. -"--'-"-"--'-"- .. _.. - .. -.. - .. _.. _.. _.. - .. _........ - .. _.. - .. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. - .. -.. _.. _.. _.. - .. _..
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8. Before they ............ , shopping, they had had their lunch.
p- went
b- go
c- will go
d- are going
9. Professor Magdi was part of team which did the first British
........... transplant.
a- kidney
b- heart
c- liver
d- stomach
IO.Jonathan Swift's father was ........... .
b- English
a- Irish
c- French
d- Russian
II.Ali .......... as an engineer last year.
a- beautified
b- specified
c- qualified
d- burified
12. When I reached the platform, the train ... , ....... .
a-leaves
b-Ieave
c- left
d- had left
I3.People use computers for many different .......... .
a- processes
b- surgical operations
c- actions
d- activities
I4.Look! he ........... maths.
a- studies
b- is studying
c- studied
d- was studying
I5.Louis Pasteur discovered ways of .......... diseases from passing
from person to person.
a- saving
b- preventing
c- protecting
d- healing
16:He has been learning English ........ six years.
a- for
b- ago
c- since
d- just

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

It's impossible to make without water.
Prof. Magdi Yacoub learnt to adopt to different situations.
Look! they read silently.
Hardly as she studies, she gets low marks.
People do online shopping and radio banking.
He doesn't write the article until he had welcomed his visitors.

C- Reading
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
Today I am a teacher. Many years ago, I used to have summer jobs.
Once I worked in a factory for gloves.
I liked the people who were working there .They used to treat me as if
I were their son. They advised me. They also helped DIe with my
work. I learned a lot of things from them. The summer after that one, I
worked as a waiter in a restaurant. r used to cany heavy trays every
now and then. That is why my back and feet used to hurt me at the end
of the shift. However, tips enabled me to do many things I was unable
to do before At last, I could join the swimming club without worrying
about fees. I began to enjoy my spare time in a way or another. I had
a lot of time to enjoy the outdoor sports. Today, I say to myself that I
will never forget those days when I needed the others' help and
support. I will never forget my summer jobs and the different
experiences they provided me with.

A- Answer the following questions:
1. What is the second summer job that the writer have?
2. How was it difficult for him?
3. Did he benefit from it or not?
C

B- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. The writer will never forget the summer jobs because of the .............. .
he got.
b- experiences
a- experiments
c- excursions
d- exercises
5. People at the gloves factory were ............... .
a- kind and friendly
b- kind and unfriendly
d- rude
c- unkind but friendly
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, 6- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
Dolphins are mammals not fish. They are warm blooded like man,
and give birth to one baby called, a calf at a time. At birth, a bottle
tnose dolphin calf is about 90-130cm long and will grow to
approximately 4 meters, living up to 40 years.
They are highly sociable animals; Ii ving in groups, caned pods, which
are fairly fluid. Dolphins from other pods interact with each other
form time to time. Dolphins carry their young inside their womb for
about 12 lTIonths. The baby is born tail first, and its mother will feed it
for up to 2 years.
However, the calf will stay with its mother for between 3-6 years
during which it will learn all about feeding techniques, social
interaction and group hunting.

A- Answer the following questions:
1. What are the things in common between man and dolphins?
2. How do you know that a dolphin is sociable?
3. What does the underlined pronoun (they) refer to?

B- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. The life span of a dolphin is abOuL ...
a- 40 years
b- 90-130 cm
c- 4 meters
d- 12 months
5. A dolphin goes hunting ............ .
b- alone
a- in groups
c- only with its father
d- with its neighbours

The Novel
The Spiders
7- a. Answer the following questions:
1. How does the GPR work?
2. Why did the helicopter fly over that place?

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. The police drove the two land clUisers to ......... .
2. A team of archaeologists ............. .

c. Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
"There aren't any deadly spiders in Egypt".
1. Who said these words? To whom?
2. Why was he terribly wrong?

D. Writing
8- 1. Write a letter of about 100 words to an American pen friend,
John, asking him to pay a visit to Gazza Strip to see the traces of
the Israeli aggression on it. Your name is Ahmed Ali.

2. Write an e-mail to your friend Omar Salem saying why
cleanliness is a must today. Your name is Hassan Gamal.

Translation
9- a. Translate into Arabic:
A heart is a blood filled bag of muscles about the same size as a
fist. The muscle contracts about ten times a minute to pump blood
around the body. The heart muscle needs a good supply of oxygen
which it gets from blood vessels.

b. Translate into English:
.:i.!y..JI i.SPJ ":"1.o~1 ~~ ~i lAS ~).l.o.ll ~I J4=JI ~ t::"".fJ .,
.o~1
~i J .~I
~
~ ~y
A C::. ~
~
. J - l~ I.....U.uIJ
., . '--lG...::..ll
.,
. ~
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Sample Test Two
A- Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

You're asked about the nationality of Marco Polo.
Tom asks you about your nationality.
You're asked about your marital status.
Habib thanks you for helping him with his heavy bag.

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
1. A: I got to grips with instructions for the new
video player.
B: I'm sure; you would be very pleased as
you use our products.
A: Thanks a lot for your help.
2. A: Can I buy couples of coloured birds?
B: Of course, after you fill in a form and pay
the price.
A: Where?
B: At the zoo manager's office on your left.

Place: ............... .
Speaker A: ........ .
Speaker B: ....... ..

~~~~c~e·r·A·:·::::·.·""":

Speaker B: ........ .

B- Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1. He runs as fast .......... a train.
b- just as
a- as
c- such as
d- like
2. It is ............ to believe in ghosts.
b- brilliant
a- great
c- ridiculous
d- fantastic
3. She needs to learn English ........... she wants to be a journalist.
a- but
b- while
c- owing to
d- because
4 ............ do their best to prevail world peace.
b- Diplomats
a- Astrologers
c- Archaeologists
d- Astronomers
5. He made an interesting .......... by ship to England.
a- voyage
b- journey
c- flight
d- tour
6. It's illegal to .......... other's properties.
a- donate
b- search
c- steal
d- investigate
7. He works hard ........ succeed.
b- so that
a- because
c- so as not to
d- so as to

.---.~--------.-.--.-----
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8. Hoda doesn't agree ........... Rania to postpone her homework.
a- to
b- an
c- with
d- that
9. By the time she went to bed, she ....... '" her parents.
a- had fed
b- fed
c- wiII feed
d- is feeding
IO.A ............ is a plastic card that can be used to take money
directly fonn your bank account.
a- bill
b- credit card
c- debit card
d- receipt
II.After .......... his homework, he watched TV.
a- had finished
b- finishing
c- finish
d- finishes
12.People ........... at the age of sixty.
a- retire
b- retreat
c- resign
d- relax
I3.She wasn't presented the new mobile until she .......... the final
exams.
a- will pass
b- passes
c- passed
d- had passed
I4.The .......... is the American currency.
b- dollar
a- pound
c- yan
d- lira
15.He'll welcome us as soon as we ........ .
a- arrived
b- '11 arrive
c- arriving
d- have arrived
16. They click the left ........... button twice to highlight a programme.
a- printer
b- mouse
c- keyboard
d- scanner

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1.
2.
3.
4.

I'd like you to make me a favour.
Professor Magdi Yacoub provided to be sociable by nature.
She always tells lies. She is reliable.
People have their food delivery by supennarkets.
5. Having had had his lunch, he went out for a walk.
6. No sooner had he known the good news, then he congratulated
them.
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C- Reading
5- R@ad the following passage, then answer the questions:
Centenarians are people who reach 100 or more years old. What are
the reasons that enable a person to be 100 or more years old? There are
a lot of reasons. Personal hygiene is one reason. Phytochemicals in
dark green vegetables and the vitamins and fiber in fruit are other
r.easons. Do not forget to put into consideration the following tips that
help you to lead a happy life. First. avoid excesses in all things. Be
optimistic about life. Develop a regular fitness routine. Second, drink
eight glasses of water every day. Eat food in their natural state. Eat
fresh fruits, vegetables and other foods. Third, keep learning, develop
new skills and pursue hobbies. Learn from failures. Stay open-minded.
Stay current with new technologies. Fourth. never forget your own
dreams. Travel to unfamiliar places and gain a new perspective. Stay in
touch with the world. FOUlth, thanks God for all the good things in life
and spread the good word around you.

A- Answer the following questions:
1. Who are centenarians?
2. Can you add two more tips of your own to the passage? What are
they?
3. Give examples from the passage to tips for the soul and the body.

B- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. The underlined word "perspective" means ............... .
b- a way of singing
a- a way of thinking
d- a way of living
c- a way of measuring
5. Tips are ................ .
a- instructions
b- constructions
c- deductions
d- restrictions

6- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
People do not think critically nowadays. They are easily swayed by
propaganda and emotionalism. They also do not know what it means
to argue. An argument occurs when we draw conclusion from various
premises. There are certain indicators for premises and for conclusions.
When we use because, for, based on the fact that, we are indicating a
premise. On demonstrating a conclusion, we use therefore. In order to
detect an argument, it is good to keep these indications in mind.
The foundation for all logical thinking is the law of non-contradiction
which simply means that a statement can not be true and not true at the
same time. For example, it cannot be both raining and not raining at the
same time. That law is fundamental to any kind of distinctions:
right and wrong, good and bad, true and false. Difficulties of
communication arise from differing culture age groups, races and
especially from differing worldviews.

A .. Answer the following questions:
1. When does an argument happen?
2. Why do we have difficulties of communication?
3. How can you detect an argument?

B .. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. The law of ............. means that a statement cannot be true and not true
at the same time.
b- non contradiction
a- gravity
c- contradiction
d- condensation
5. Premises are the ........... that one has at the beginning of an argument.
b- suggestions
a- assumptions
c- results
d - conclusions

The Novel
The Spiders
7 .. a. Answer the following questions:
1. Why did the gang of robbers switch off their lights and engines?
2. What do the letters GPR stand for?

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. The engineer, pilot and technicians in the helicopter were on their
way to ........... .
2. The small man shouted 'Let's get out of here!" because ......... .

c. Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
"Get them off me".
1. Who said these words? To whom?
2. What was wrong with the speaker?
._..-.. _.'-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-'--"-"-"-"-"-"-'... -..-.--..-.-- ..-..-..-.. -.. _.. _..-.--..---- ..-.. _.. _.-- .. _--_ .. _.. _.. _.. _..- .. _.. _--_ .. _. __ .. -... _.. _--_ ...
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D. Writing
8- Write a letter of about 100 words to Tom asking him to visit Egypt
next summer as one of the most civilized countries in the Middle East.
Your name is Hesham Hamdy.

9- a. Translate into Arabic:
Many plants and animals have adapted to survive in extreme
conditions. Human beings have done so. People Gan live in hot
deserts and cold places like the Arctic.

b. Translate into English:
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Review "B"
Units 4· 6
A- Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.

Sameh asks you about your plans for your next weekend.
You're asked about the best way to keep fit.
Farid asks you about the characteristics of a good friend.
You're asked about the importance of sport.
You're asked to open the window because it's hot and you agree.
You're asked about the longest river in the world.
Samy asks you about your favourite writer.
Hassan asks you about the age of the pyramids.

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
1. A: I'd like to deposit L.E 2.000
to my saving account, please.
B: With pleasure, but first fill in this fonn.
A: Ok.
2. A: What time will you be checking out
tomorrow?
B: I'd like a 6:00 am wake-up call because
I have to leave early to catch llly flight.
A: I hope you have enjoyed your stay with us.
B : Yes, I have. Thank you.
3. A: What's wrong with you?
B: I have a great pain in my bones and I have
a sore throat.
4. A: This dress is OK. How much is it?
B: Eight hundred pounds.
A: May I pay by cheque?
B: Sorry. we'd like to have cash.

Place: ............... .
Speaker A: ........ .
SpeakerB: ........ .

Place: ............... ,
Speaker A: ........ .
Speaker B: ........ .

Place: ............... .
Speaker A: ........ .
Speaker B: ........ .

Place: ............... .
Speaker A: ........ .
Speaker B: ........ .

B. Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1. He'd rather get up early, .......... he?
a'- wouldn't
b- had
c- would
d- hadn't
2. Mud bricks do not ... " ...... heat well.
b- control
a- conduct
d- govern
c- guide
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3. Having ........... a quick wash, he ironed his shirt.
b- has
a- have
c- had
d- had had
4. 'Farner was .......... yesterday because he had been working hard
all day.
a- proved
b- fired
c- exhausted
d- teethed
5. We painted our room by .......... .
a~ ourselves
b- themselves
c- itself
d- yourselves
6. Mahmoud is good .......... playing computer games.
a- an
b- at
c- with
d- by
7. All religions call for ........... .
a- aggreSSIOn
b- tolerance
c- violence
d- hostility
8. If I ........... you, I'd accept their offer.
a- have been
b- 'm
c- was
d- were
9. Doctors are .......... to practise medicine.
a- modified
b- qualified
c- identified
d- defined
10.My school ............ a new project about keeping fit soon.
a- has started
b- started
c- is starting
d- starts
It.I've read a lot of Arabic writings, but I don't know much about
French .......... .
a- grammar
b-literature
c- prose
d- commentary .
12. He is so ............ that he hanged a small cat.
a- cruel
b- humane
c- kind
d- tolerant
13 ........... people look at the dark side of life.
a- Optimistic
b- Tolerant
c- Wise
d- Pessimistic
14 .......... ~ people always look at the bright side ofUfe.
a- Pessimistic
b- unkind
c- Optimistic
d- Wicked
15. Japan is ........ group of islands in the Pacific Ocean.
a- an
b- a
c- the
d- no article

16. The hunters ........... the lion and took it to the zoo.
a- controlled
b- imprisoned
, c- arrested
d- captured
17. Adel became .......... English teacher in a secondary school.
b- an
a- no article
c- the
d- a
18. The first thing they did was to build a ........... to protect them
from the wind andrain.
a- fountain
b- shelter
c- well
d- dam
19. Crete is an island in ........... Mediterranean Sea.
a- the
b- a
d- an
c- no article
20. The teacher .......... his students into groups before the work shop.
a- split
b- cut
c- projected
d- changed
21. My son enjoys .......... action films.
a- watch
b- watching
c- to watch
d- watched
22. Hunters .......... a fire to frighten fierce animals at night.
a- put
b- set
d- do
c- make
23. That's the ........ interesting story I've ever read.
a- least
b- less
c-little
d- more
24.English is ........... interesting subject I have ever studied.
a- more
b- least
d- the most
c- the more
25. "Lord of the Flies" was William Golding's .......... novel.
a- first
b- second
c- third
d- fourth
26. Mount Fuji is not .. '" ....... dangerous as Annapurna.
a- like
b- such
c- as
d- same
27. Countries should .......... for the sake of their people's welfare.
a- fight
b- forge
c- violate
d- cooperate
28. Gold is ........... expensive than copper.
b- most
a- best
d- less
c- more
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29. A good leader is someone who is .......... .
a- unjust
b- nervous
c- respected
d- pessimistic
30. Ali thinks that science is .......... than social studies.
b- easy
a- easier
c- easiest
d- the easiest
31. All students should be ........ to be reliable.
b- honest
a-. weak
c-senseless
d- impatient
32. OUT school is ........... than yours.
b- biggest
a- beggar
c- big
d- bigger

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
To succeed, you will have to show intolerance.
She is going to be thirty next Friday.
Handball is a individual game.
He'd liked to being a surgeon.
Pessimistic people believe that good things will happen III the
future.
6. A passed car carried the injured old man to hospital.
7. Shelter protects people of the heat of the sun.
8. Peaceful films encourage terrorism.
9. Pessimism is a very good quality.
1O.Ahmed Hassan is the leading of our football national team.
11. We will go out for a walk after the supper.
I2.Cairo is a capital of Egypt.
13.EIephants fight to bring up their young and protect ill family
members.
14.I'm sure you're going to enjoy your flight to Nebal.
15.Cooperation shows a high degree of stupidity
16.If a nurse refused to help a doctor, the doctor would not be able to
make his job properly.
I7.He has just finished reading 'Lord of the Mice' written by William
Golding.
18.Annapurna is not as popular like Mountain Fuji.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

C- Reading
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
In order to think properly, one must not jump at hasty generalization.
When you wish to make an argument for a certain position, you need
to gather information for support. In doing this. you must be very
careful to gather sufficient evidence to support your conclusion. When
a person gathers too little information to support the conclusion being
argued, it can not be a right one. Just because one or two taxi drivers
are rude does not mean that you can generalize that all taxi drivers
behave this way. However, you can say that the particular taxi drivers
you have encountered were rude .Thus. it is clear that people build
their prejudices on a very small sampling and then generalize and
apply them to an entire group of people or things.

A. Answer the following questions:
1. What should you do to think properly?
2. How can you support your conclusion?
3. What does the underlined word (one) refer to?

B. Choose the correct answer from a.h.c or d:
4. ................ people behave in a rude way.
a- All
b- Not all
c- No
d- None of
5. The word (gather) means ............... .
a- conclude
b- collect
d- consist
c- contain

6 - Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
"Back to nature" is a slogan adopted by the whole world nowadays.
Natural remedy is highly required by pharmaceutical companies. They
use plants as material for a natural remedy against many diseases.
Herbs have healing powers, some herbs are used to heal rheumatism,
and others are boiled to organize digestion. These problems were dealt
with by using chemicals before. But now, thanks to biological
resources, things have changed a lot. "Back to nature" is not only
adopted in the field of medicine but it is also called for in the field of
nutrition. Raw fruit and Vegetables are regaining their lost appeal.
Scientists and experts warn people against fast food and ready made
meals. Parents and teachers have a role to play. They should raise the
awareness of their children to know what to eat and what to avoid
eating. Every one of us should adopt that slogan in his own life.

.____________________________________________________________ ._ .. _______ .. _ .. _.. ________ ._ .. _ .. _.. _______ .. _"_" ____ "_"_"_"_' _____ "_"_"_" __ '_"_"_"_' __ .. J
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·A. Answer the following questions:
1- What new discoveries in the field of medicine does the writer tell us about?
2- Are you for or against that slogan "back to nature"? Why? Why not?
3- In your opinion, what does the writer mean by biological resources?

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. Obesity means too much ................ .
a- weight
b- height
d- sight
c- light
5. Rheumatism is a disease that attacks our ................... .
a- skin
b- complexion
c- bones
d- stomach

The Novel
The Spiders
7- 1. a. Answer the following questions:
1. Describe the deadly spider Ayman had seen.
2. Why did Dr Shereen Fakhry think the town disappeared?

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. The spider would have bitten Nagat unless .......... .
2. When the spider laid 2.000 eggs, ............. .

c. Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
"I'm going to use the web to find a spider" .
1. What did the speaker mean by this quotation?
2. How do spiders use' webs?

2. a. Answer the following questions:
1. What did the spider do when it laid eggs?
2. How did Ayman get a computer?

h. Complete the following sentences:
1. The spider left Hassan's house as ........... .
2. The most suitable place for a spider to live in .......... .

c. Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
"They hoped to kill all the spiders and then rebuild the town".
1. How did the people try to kill all spiders?
2. To what extent were the people successful?

D- Writing
1. Write a letter of about 100 words to your friend Amal, advising her
to organize her time to pass the mid-year exams successfully.
Your name is· Hend Ramy.

2. Write aparagrapb of about 100 words on:
'Your dream house'.

Translation
9- 1. a. Translate into Arabic:
We are most successful at things we enjoy. So you should try to enjoy
your work. Think how happy you will be when you have reached your
goals. Think about that happiness while you are working and you will
enjoy your work.

b. Translate into English:
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2. a. Translate into Arabic:
One of the current reform programmes is to stimulate investment in
the industrial sector. The declared aim of the government in its plan is
to increase the share of the private sector to 25 per cent of the total
investment expenditure.

b. Translate into English:
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Sample Test One
A· Language Functions
1- Respond to each of' the following situations:
1. Omar asks for your advice about where to spend his mid-year
holiday.
2. You're asked about the author of 'Lord of tqeFi1es'.
3. Ahmed asks you abou t the quali ties that a good teacher should
have.
4. You're asked how you can be a good sportsman.

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
1. A: I'd like to have steak, please.
Place: ............... .
B: How would you like it, sir?·
Speaker A: ........ .
Speaker B: ....... ..
A: Well done, please.
B: With pleasure, sir.
2. A: May I see your ticket, please?
B: Here you are.
ls~lacek: ···A·············
pca 'er : ........ .
A: Seat 525. That row sir, the third seat along. SpeakerB: ........ .
B: Thank you. What time does it start?
A. It starts at nine.

B- Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose tht correct answer from a, b, c, or d:
1. There's alway snow on the ............. of high mountains.
a- summit
b- roof
c- surface
d- ceiling
2. Luxor is ........... from Giza than Tanta is.
b- far
a- the farthest
c- farther
d- furthest
3. Omar Samra, was the first Egyptian who ........... the summit of
Everest in 2007.
a- came near
b- got
c- reached
d- arrived
4. AI An ......... is a very young child.
a- aged person
b- teenager
c- adult
d- toddler
5. Landing on the surface of the moon was ......... for astronauts.
a- amazed
b- amazing
c- amazement
d- amaze
6 ........ learning is a must for all people.
a- Life cycle
b- Life coach
c- Lifeless
d- Lifelong

7. Few ........ climb mountains for themselves.
a- mountaineers
b- astronauts
c"" gardners
d- pilots
8. Hazem is skilled at ............. quizzes ..
a- getting
b- making
c- reaching
d- doing
9. More than 200 climbers ....... their lives during climbing Everest.
b- missed
a- donated'
c-Iost
d- saved
10.1 wish all students would speak .......... English fluently.
a- a
b- the
c- no article "
d- an
11. The air at the,top of mountains is ..... ,. than the air at the bottom.
b- heavier
a- thinner
c- thicker
d- fatter
12. We always have ........... lunch in a very splendid restaurant.
a- a
b- no article
d- an
c- the
13. AlAn
IS person who asks someone questions during an
interview.
b- investor
a- inventor
c- interpreter
d- interviewer
14. Egypt is the most important ....... country in the Arab world.
b- leading
a- leader
c-Ieadership
d- led
15. The summit of Everest is nearly 9000 meters .............. sea level.
b- beyond
a- under
c- behind
d- over
16. The ........ tree in the world is nearly 10.000 years old.
b- heaviest
a- biggest
c- oldest
d- newest

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1.
2.
3.
4.

London is much beautiful than Amsterdam.
Ramy does his best to win Samy at swimming.
I don't remember what it was like being a kid.
She's just read a article which said that Ali was shocked by things
he had seen.
S. The Amazon is in North America.
6. Do you know something about William Golding?
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C- Reading
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A.I is the intelligence of machines and the branch which managed to
create it. John McCarthy is the one who coined that term in 1956 and
he defines it as the science and engineering of making intelligent
machines. Today, A. I has become on essential part of the technology
industry.Thinking machines and artificial beings appear in Greek.
Human likenesses, believing to have intelligence, were built in every
major civilization. Stories of these creatures and their fates discuss
many of the same hopes, fears and ethical concerns that are presented
by artificial intelligence. The study of logic led directly to the
invention of the programmable digital electronic computer based on
the work of mathematician Alan Turing and others.
Turing's theory of computation suggested that a machine could
stimulate any conceivable act of mathematical deduction.
This, along with recent discoverers in neurology, information theory
and cybernetics inspired small groups of researching to begin
seriously; considering the possibility of building an electronic brain.

a. Answer the following questions:
1. Why did few researchers begin to consider the possibility of building
an electronic brain?
2. What does the underlined "it" refer to?
3. What does the computer science aim to?

b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:
4. 4- The study of logic ...... .in the invention of the programmable digital
electronic computer.
a- resulted
b- made
c-Ied
d- caused
5. Artificial intelligence presents ............ concerns.
a- oral
b- emotional
c- ethical
d- mental

6- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
There are many kinds of avian influenza. The one that has many
people concerned is caused by the virus h-five-n-one (H5Nl). This
virus has killed birds in about forty countries. It is highly deadly to
chickens, turkeys and other pOUltry. But birds are not the only ones at
risk.
Experts still do not know exactly how the virus spread from Asia to
Europe and Africa. Migratory birds fly long distances between a
winter home and a summer home. Some researchers say these birds
are getting too much blame. But scientists believe ducks are a big part

of the problem. TI1ey say ducks might not get sick from bird flu but
spread the disease easily to chickens.
Animal health experts say people who want to protect chickens and
other birds should keep them in closed areas, away from wild birds.
Also, fann birds should not drink from water used by wild birds. If
the virus appears, people with special training and protective clothing
should kill all the birds on the farm. The farm must be cleaned
completely.

A- Answer the following questions:
1. Why is avian influenza dangerous for birds?
2. What role do ducks play in spreading the disease?
3. How can we protect our chickens against that disease?

B- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. 'Concerned' means ........ .
a- worried
c- crazy
5. The underlined pronoun 'them'
a- wild birds
c- all birds

b- angry
d- happy
refers to ......... .
b- chickens
d- migratory birds

The Novel
The spiders
7- a. Answer the following questions:
1. How was Nagat saved from the spider's attack?
2. Where did Ayman see the spider?

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. The student of Zoology told Ayman .......... .
2. An old Egyptian text was translated by ............. .

c. Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
"Thank you for your e-mail. I think the town was a real town".
1. Why did the ancient town mentioned in the text, disappear?
2. What do you think of the addressee?

D- Writing
8- Write a paragraph of about 100 words on:
"The world famous Egyptian architect Hassan Fathy".
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Translation
9- a. Translate into Arabic:
Thrdughout the world people celebrate festivals. Some commemorate
historical events, others are religious. They give people the chance to
relax and enjoy themselves.

b. a. Translate into English:
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Sample Test Two
A- Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

You're asked about the capital city of Turkey.
John wants to know the second largest city in Egypt.
A friend asks you what language people speak in England.
You're asked how far it is from Cairo to Aswan.

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
1. A: Where have you been all this time?
B: I accompanied my father to Siwa
where he works.
A: What is his job?
B: He is an archaeologist.
2. A: I'd like to change some money, please.
B: Here you are, Cash or travellers cheques?
A: Travellers cheques..

Place: ............... .

Speaker A: ........ .
Speaker B: ........ .

;~~ae~~~A·:·::::·::".·:
Speaker B: ........ .

B- Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:
1. . ............ computer has changed the way we work.
b- The
a- A
c- No article
d- An
2. France is ........... of the European union.
~p~

~p~

c- portion
d- a part
3. Mount Fugi is ........... beautiful than the Matterhorn.
b- better
a- more
c- little
d- worse
4. Rules make it possible to ., ....... things.
b- modify
a- know
c- organise
d- recognise
5. Football is the ......... popular game in Egypt.
b- many
a- less
d- most
c- much
6. If there are no rules, life will be ....... .
a- modified
b- predictable
c- unpredictable
d- identified
7 ......... River Nile is the longest river in the world.
a- No article
b- The
c- A
d- An
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8. Jack's group tries to ............. Poggy's glasses.
a- steal
b- gain
.c- give
d- join
9. The wind is getting stronger. There ....... be a heavy rain.
a- is going to
b- will
c- shall
d- would
10. lLisn't allowed to talk about .......... in public.
q,- policy
b- politics
c- politician
d- political
11. I'm sure you ....... pass the final exam successfully.
a- will
b- may
c- would
d- are going
12. Unlike basketball. boxing is alan ......... ,. sport.
b- individual
a- group
c- personal
d- team
13. Abu Traika ........... a famous goal yesterday.
a- gained
b- earned
c- scored
d- won
14. Pupils join the primary stage at the ....... of six.
a- age
b- year
c- old
d- period
15. Magdi ............. , Ashraf at tennis.
a- earned
b- gained
c- won
d- beat
16. It is easy for us to ........ predictions about tomorrow's weather.
~do

~gct

c- make

d- take

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1. Mount Fuji is the less dangerous if it is compared with Annapurna.
2. In my opinion, mountaineers are very coward people.
3. During a second world war, Golding was a sailor in the British
navy.
4. A good leader discourages the boys to cooperate.
5. Wolves usually hunt by packs.
6. We travelled to France and spend too weeks in Paris.

c- Reading
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
In many countries around the world, women are entering the work
force in great numbers for the first time. It is true that more women
are cUlTently employed than ever before. However, the goals of
equal work opportunity for women have not been fully realized.
For a number of reasons; they held low-ranking positions, the last to
be employed and the first to be fired when employment drops off.
They usually got lower-paying positions than men; even they were
doing the same work. Certainly, great efforts have been made
towards equality, but the problem of reaching this goal is becoming
increasingly clear all the time. Although women have come a long
way, they still have a long way to go for equal opportunity.
Women in China now receive equal pay for equal work, therefore,
they are not dependent on their families as they once were. In the
field of medicine ,they are nearly half of all the doctors, there.
On the other hand in many countries, women now work as
scientists, medical workers, welders, electrical workers, oil-well
operators, vegetable growers and members of the Armed forces.

A. Answer the following questions:
1. How far have women around the world achieved equal
work opportunity with men?
2. \\That is meant by the underlined word "drops off"?
3. What is the situation of women in China?
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B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:
4. In the past, work conditions were .............. for men
and women.
t.a_ equality
b- the same
c- equator
d- different
5. To hire Ineans to ................. .
a- work
b- do
c- employ
d- dismiss
6. Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
Sport is an important part of today's society and plays a
large role in people's lives. Now more than ever sport
events dominate headlines and athletes have become
national heroes.
From a social standpoint, sport plays a positive role in
uniting people from different social backgrounds in
support of their favourite team. However, just as sport
unites people so it can divide them, as is often
demonstrated by crowd violence at football matches.
Sport is also an important part of every child's schooling,
as it plays a big role in their physical and mental
development. It teaches children how to work as part of a
team and co-operate with others, while at the same time, it
improves their physical condition. The only drawback to
this is that children who are less able to perform well in
sports are likely to feel inadequate in comparison to their
more gifted· classmates, which may affect their selfconfidence. From an economic point of view, sports can
be very profitable, as it attracts a lot of advertising. On one
hand, this creates profit for the sporting industry which
allows for improvement and expansion. On the other hand,
large sums of money are often paid to event organizers to
promote products such as cigarettes, which are harmful to
one's health.

A. Answer the following questions:
1. According to the passage, sport has two social effects on
people, what are they?
2. In what way can sport be profitable?
3. How does sport play an important part in education?
B. Choose the correct answer from a, b. c or d:
4. The children who are likely to feel inadequate are
usually .................. sport.
a- good at

b-

c- interested in

experts at

weak in
5. One drawback of sport at football matches is that ............ .
d-

a- it creates profit for the sporting industry.
b- it often leads to violent actions.
c- it improves the physical condition.
d- it develops the mental condition.
The Novel
The spiders
7· a. Answer the following questions:
1. Why did the people decide to kill all the spiders?
2. How did Ayman make the best use of the internet?

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. The old Egyptian text was about .......... .
2. Ayman and his internet friends had ............. .

c. Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
"Right I think you have to be flexible".
1. Who said this statement and to whom?
2. What did the speaker mean by 'to be flexible'?

D- Writing
8- Write a letter of about 100 words to your Saudi pen friend,
Fahd telling him about your favourite· hobbies. Your name is
Ahmed Mohamed.
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Translation
9- a. Translate into Arabic:
As we live in a technological age, anything seems possible. It took a
long'time to develop new ideas in the past but this is not so any
longer. Progress in our present age depends mainly on computers
without which it would be impossible.

h. Translate into English:
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Review "c"
Units 7 - 9
A- Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1. You meet a tourist at the airport. You want to give him a hand.
2. You meet an old friend after a very long time.
3. A person you do not know arrives in your school and you want to
help him.
4. You ask an older person about his education.
S . You want to ask one of your grandparents about his life when she
was young.
6. Ahmed suggests going to the shore but you don't have spare time.
7. You're asked which sport you think is the best form of exercise.
8. Nora asks you about the writer of 'The Necklace'.

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
1. A: I want to buy a new blouse. May you give
me advice about the latest fashion?
B: With pleasure. Floral blouses are now the
latest fashion.
2. A: What can I get for you?
B: I prefer fish and watermelon as a dessert.
3. A: Our teacher asks us to read about pollution.
Can you advise me about the book to read?
B: There are five books on that shelf on your
right. I think the first one is the best.
4. A: Can I help you, madam?
B: Yes. My car suddenly broke down.
A: Where is it now?
B: About fifty meters from here.

Place: .............. ..
Speaker A: ........ .
Speaker B: ....... ..
Place: .............. ..
Speaker A: ....... ..
Speaker B: ....... ..
Place: .............. ..
Speaker A: ........ .
SpeakerB: ....... ..
Place: .............. ..
Speaker A: ....... ..
Speaker B: ....... ..

B- Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:
1. Ramadan,1973, was the month ...... our great army restored our
dignity.
b- which
a- when
c- that
d- where
2. Gad restaurant. . " ....... are used by 80% of the population.
a- springs
b- chains
c- series
d- robes
3. This is the brave man ....... saved the young lady from drowning.
b- which
a- where
d- who
c- whose
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4. Our cotton ......... has increased since we used modern technology.
a- tax
b- import
0- yield
d- income
S. Alexandria, ...... is the second capital city, has many comfortable
resorts.
b- which
a- where
c- when
d- whose
6. Mr Wong is the ....... for a big Chinese company.
b- preserver
a- preservationist
c- presenter
d- representative
7. Mr Wong is at Cairo Airpot ........ Mr Latif the manager of Fruco,
is meeting him.
b- when
a- that
c- where
d- whose
8. "I'm ............. to meet you", said Mr wong to Mr Latif.
a- pleaser
b- pleasing
c- pleasurable
d- pleased
9. Egypt imports iron ....... Italy and Turkey.
a- from
b- to
c- for
d- with
1 O.Mr Latif .......... Mr Karmi to Mr Wong.
a- presented
b- introduced
; c- offered
d- produced
11. The young girl .......... eyes are blue, is American.
a- whose
b- who
c- whom
d- that
12.1 have an fa ........... with the Prime minister today.
a- conference
b- interview
c- appointment
d- draft
13 ........... is a large business organization.
a- Corporation
b- Cooperation
c- Coeducation
d- Coexistence
14. Mr Hassan is the ....... buyer for an English supermarket chains.
a- chief justice
b- chieftain
c- chef
d- chief
IS.We shouldn't encourage trade .............. china to protect our
products.
a- to
b- for
c- with
d- in
.
16. Miss Zizi, ..... bookshop is next to our school, is kind hearted.
a- that
b- whom
c- who
d- whose'

'-"."
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17. Mr Karmi is our .............. manager.
b- sails
a- sales
c-seab
d-saling
18.Mr Wong is the representative for a Chinese .......... company.
b- imported
a- import
c- imports
d- importer
19. Uncle Bmad has ............... an appointment to meet Dr Omar at
home.
a- fixed
b- limited
c- made
d-, done
20. Our plane arrived ........... Borg: Alarab airport on time yesterday.
a- with
b- at
c- in
d- for
21. "Mr Ali '11 be with you .......... a minute", said the receptionist.
b- at
a- III
c- by
d- for
22. Professor, would you mind ............... us about Maupassant's life?,
the presenter said.
b- told
a- to tell
c- tell
d- telling
23. He joined the ........... and fought France in a European war.
b- orphanage
a- university
c- army
d- institute
24. Maupassant used to enjoy .. ,........ .
a- fished
b- fishing
c- to fish
d- fishy
25. Nagi moved to Cairo ........... he worked as a clerk.
a- where
b- which
c- when
d- who
, 26. My favourite hobby is ........ tennis every friday.
b- play
a- played
c- playing
d- to play
27 ...... work is an exercise in itself.
a- Spiritual
b- Mental
c- Pair
d- Manual
28. Magdi spends all his free time ... , .... English novels.
a- read
b- reads
d- reading
c- to read
29. I ........... the Olympic Games all day.
a- have watched
b- have been watching
c- watched
d- watch
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3D.Tamer looked so ................ when he received the bronze medal for
Judo.
a- jealous
b- ashamed
c.. shameful
d- proud
31.. Have you ever .......... ludo?
a- done
b- had
c- taken
d- made
32. He hasn't done Karate, ........ 11
a-.. .Dor have
b- so do
c- neither have
d- neither did

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1. The Olympic Games takes up every four years.
2. We should make sports to keep healthy.
3. He deposits all his safes in Swiss bank accounts.
4. It was such an amazed car that he decided to buy it.
S. Professionals do sports for fun.
6. While he was walking, he saw a double of cars coming fast.
7. Omar has been working like a pilot for about ten years now.
8. We all despise our maths teacher for his mental quickness.
9. They promised to go canoe tomorrow morning.
10. The Ramans left Greece during the second century BC.
1 1. Athletes were only interested on money, so in 349, the games were
stopped.
12.Astronomers discovered the Ancient Olympic stadium.
13.lt was believed that the games would help people to be a less
peaceful place.
14.Computer technology has changed the way in which companies
attract and distribute their goods.
lS.A queen is someone who husband is the king of a country.
16.Local economy means that companies do not need to stay in one
country.
17.Corporations, controlled together as a single organization, trade in
other countries.
18.He often goes to Suez which he can visit his relative.

c- Reading
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
The village seems almost unchanged. A large area of green
vegetation surrounds the villagers' homes. Through the trees, you
can still see in the main street the same shops that were there when
you and I went away. There is no change in the shapes of the
fields. But you will notice some difference in the village school. It
is being added to, though you can still make out the lines of the old
buildings that we knew when we were.pupils there. Most of older
villagers have been happy enough to spend their whole lives here.
Now, of course, they are used to the place so that they do not want
to live away or travel far.
But for many young people, life here is not varied enough to
satisfy them. Their parents tell them that city life is very hard and
too competitive to suit them, but the young men and women
answer that conditions in the country are too
limited to offer them opportunities for making a good living. Their
parents naturally want to keep them. They say work on the land is
peaceful .They are very friendly with their neighbours. They share
their joys and sorrows. They help each other in misfortune. They
are never lonely. Very often the young men and women do not
listen to them. The city has too many attractions to offer, with its
busy streets, fine shops, bright lights, cinemas and other
entertainments. Many young villagers earn quite enough money in
the city to have a comfortable life. But they don't know how
difficult it is to get to work, and what temptations await them.
Some succeed, but many more fail.
A. Answer the following questions:
1. Why do many young villagers leave their villages?
2. What do parents in the village try to do?
3. What are the difficulties faced in a city?

B. Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d:
4 - Change in the village is most felt in the .......... .
a- enlargement of the old school.
b- difference between generations.
c- immber of attractions now available.
d- increase of green fields.
5 - Young villagers find life in the country ............. .
a- boring
b- ambitious
c- difficult
d- interesting
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6- Rea~ the following passage, then answer the questions:
With the march of time, people and their customs change. In
China, before 1949, women were considered second class people.
Girls had to bind their feet to stop them from growing because
small feet were considered a sign of beauty. They suffered much
and couldn't stay on a job for a long time. After the 1949
revolution, Maozedong, who had done much to make China better,
said, "Women hold up half the sky." And from that time, women
were treated as men's equals. Many women have become business
owners and managers. New mothers are now allowed to take two
years out of work to look after their babies. All this looks good but
there is another side of the picture. Farm wives do most of the
donkey work in their fields and spend about 12 hours a day
working. Most are illiterate; they know nothing about reading or
writing. Moreover, if a working woman had a baby and stayed at
home to look after it for two years, she was not allowed to go back
to her previous job.
In the late seventies, a law came out and was obeyed by all. It
ordered each family to have one child only, and in case parents had
a second child, they had to get rid of it or lose their jobs. Many
families wished to have a son. People, then, believed that girls
were a shame. Therefore, if they had a baby girl, they drowned her
in the river or just threw her away. About half a million female
babies were killed ,each year. Nowadays, there are 118 males for
each 100 females. In spite of this, husbands treat their wives badly
and beat them. Di vorce has become quite frequent.

A. Answer the following questions:
1. Why do women consider Maozedong the greatest Chinese leader?
2. Account for the fact that Chinese men today are more in number than
women.
3. How did China solve the problem of overpopulation?

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. The Chinese government made the people obey the law by ........... .
a- allowing all working women to stay at home for two years.
b- making those who had a second child lose their jobs.
c- allowing parents to drown the baby girl.
d- doing an these things.

5. Chinese couples prefelTed to have a son because ............ .
a- sons love their parents more.
b- sons have a much better future since women are treated as men's
equals.
c- girls are still considered a shame.
d- an the above reasons.
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The Novel
The Spiders
7- 1- a. Answer the following questions:
1. Why was Dr Jones interested in the spider Ayman had seen?
2. Why was the female spider more dangerous than the male?

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. The six yellow and black spiders on the database were not ....... .
2. Ayman said that the old pictures were the same as ............. .

c. Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
"Don't worry, we will find it on the database. "
1. What would they try to find on the database?
2. Did they find what they searched for?

2- a. Answer the following questions:
1. Why didn't Ayman want to tell the police about the spider?

2. What do you know about Susan Bennett?

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. Spiders are useful because .......... .
2. The ancient Egyptians were so clever .......... .

c. Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
"What a nuisance! I have had to cancel my next trip".
1. Who said these words? To whom?
2. Why was the speaker annoyed?

D. Writing
8- 1. Write a paragraph of about 100 words on:
"What you would like to be"?
2. Write an e-mail to your friend Maged telling him about a film
you have watched. Tell him why you liked it. Your name is Rani
Said.

Translation
1- a. Translate into Arabic:
Education is becoming more and more important. People have to
continue learning new skills throughout their lives. One person
may do several different jobs.

b. Translate into English:
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2- a. Translate into Arabic:

World trade increased at a tremendous pace in the 20th century.
Most economists believe that the volume of world trade will
increase even more in the new millennium. That's why Egypt calls
for world cooperation.

b. Translate into English:
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Sample Test One
A- Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1. Rani eats food with too much fat in it.
2. Your cousin has poor teeth. Give him advice.
3. A friend asks if you are enjoying your book and you agree.
4. You recommend a new CD by your favourite singer to Ali.

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
1. A: A car hit mine and broke its door.
B: Have you got the number of the car?
A: A taxi 33333.
B. Ok. We will find the taxi-driver.
2. A: I'm fascinated by chemistry.
B: That's good. You can join our research
team in the field of bacteriology.
A: Alright. Thanks for your advice.

Place: ............... .
Speaker A: ........ .
Speaker B: ........ .

Place·: ............... .
Speaker A: ........ .
SpeakerB: ........ .

B- Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:
1. I wish Egypt would take part ...... the following football world cup
championship.
b- in
a- on
d- for
c- at
2 ............ players play football for money.
a- Amateur
b- Voluntary
c- Merchantable
d- Professional
3. It is the money and training that drive the sport ..... ~ ..
~off

4.

5.

6.

7.

~b~k

c- forward
d- away
Squash is a very good exercise, so it helps me to keep ......... .
b- fat
a- fitness
d- unfit
c- fit
When I was young, I ...... live in a small flat, but now I live in a
villa.
a- used to
b- 'm used to
c- use to
d- 'm used
. ...... isn't an Olympic sport at the moment.
a- Squash
b- Judo
c- Karate
d- Swimming
Ayman did not use to enjoy .. '" at home.
a- stayed
b- to stay
c- staying
d- stay

._ •• - •• _ •• _ •• __ ._ •• _ •• _ •• _. __ •• _ •• _ •• _ •• _ •• _ •• _ •• _ •• _.' ____ "_"_' __ "_' __ "_"_"_"_' __ "_"_"_"_"_"_' _____ •• _ •• _ •• _ •• _ •• ____ •• _ •• _ •• _ •• _ •• _ •• _ •• _ •• _ •• _ •• __ • .J

8. I like ............. a part of a team to do well.
b- bee
a- be
c- being
d- been
9. She ....... basketball for aboutten years.
b- 've played
a- plays
c- played
d- has been playing
10. Olympic Games have helped to .............. understanding between
nations.
a- prevent
b- develop
c- concentrate
d- hinder
11.A chemical business may not be good .......... the environment.
a- for
b- at
c- of
d- on
12. . .......... "means affecting or including the whole world".
a- Regional
b- Local
c- National
d- Global
13. Zaki used to drive a ten .......... old car.
a- years
b- year
c- year's
d- years'
14. Computers, ....... in Japan, are of high quality.
a- are making
b- are made
c- which make
d- made
IS.Mona can't .............. a new mobile phone because she has hardly
any money.
a- offer
b- bear
c- borne
d- afford
16. He bought a large villa ........ over the main street.
a- looking
b- looks
c- is looking
d- looked

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The Olympic Games are an international ceremony.
All students should benefit of the educational programmes on TV.
He ran fast, but fortunately ~e lost the race.
Would you mind helps me with this heavy bag?
They make Karate to be able to defend themselves.
Mr Kamal visits our school every day part from Saturdays.

··-··-'·-··_"_"_··_"_U... _U....U.U..'.U.".U."." ................_. __ ............ _...._...................."."."_,..".,,,.,,.,,,.,,.,,,.,'.'..0......._.....
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c- Reading
5· Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
There is no doubt that Egypt has every reason to be proud of its
ancient civilization that has yielded wonderful remains and
monuments. These have captured people's admiration and high
appreciation everywhere allover the world.
When tourists have been very well treated, satisfied and pleased with
th.eir visits in Egypt,' they will, no doubt, speak well of Egypt with
the good result that more and more tourists will come to our
country; so tourists· themselves can be good propaganda.
Moreover, tourism is one of the main sources of income and hard
currency money that is badly needed to carry out investment
projects.
In order to attract tourists to Egypt, tourist offices in our embassies
in Europe, America and Asia should distribute well prepared
booklets and brochures that contain full and exciting information
about the old Egyptian legacy and its effects on other civilizations,
besides the places of interest and services that could be offered to
help tourists enjoy their tour.
Ancient remains as well as new discoveries of antiquities should
be described in an attractive manner. Moreover, art history
museums as well as Egyptian Civilization Museums should be set
up in the capitals of European and American countries.
More important still is the necessity of affording all possible
facilities to tourists as soon as they set foot in Egypt. We have to be
sure that tourists fe,el that their stay is enjoyable, comfortable and
without any troubles. Tourist police should stop any nuisance
committed that would spoil enjoyment and safety.

A. Answer the following questions: .
1. How can tourists be a good propaganda to attract more tourists to
ourcountty?
2. What shuuld we do to attract more tourists to come to our country?
3. Why is tourism important for our country?

B .. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. Egypt is proud of its ancient civilization because .......... .
a- tourists come from allover the world to visit it.
b- it brings us hard currency.
c- it has attracted people's admiration and high appreciation everywhere.
d- booklets contain ex~iting information about old Egyptian
monuments.

5. Tourist offices in our embassies abroad should ........... .
a- carry out investment projects.
b- distribute brochures that tell about the old Egyptian legacy.
c- afford all possible facilities to tourists as soon as they set foot in Egypt.
d- stop any nuisance that would spoil toUrists' enjoyment and safety.

6- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
Would you like to be a "teleworker"? Teleworkers are people who
work for companies, but not in companies. That is to say, they do
company work at home, usually on computers.
Teleworkers communicate with their bosses by telephone or fax.
They usually transfer information from their own computer to the
office computer by electronic means. Some companies also give video
phones to their teleworkers so that they can see their work colleagues
when they speak to them.
"Teleworking" is becoming more and more popular in Britain and in
USA. There are many reasons for this increase. The ~iggest advantage
for companies is that teleworking reduces the companies' running
costs. Having fewer employees at work means having less office
space. Also, comp1lters are now quicker and easier to use, and the
price keepS going down. For a company, it is cheaper to train
employees in computer skills and give them a personal computer to
use at home.
However, before you apply for a job as a teleworker, you should ask
yourself if it is really the best situation for you. Bill Smith, who works
for a big company, hasn't enjoyed his last three months at home. He
often falls asleep at the computer because he doesn't have anybody to
talk to. Next Week, he is starting a new job in a company where there
are five people in one small office." I can't wait", he says.

A. Answer the following questions:
1. Give two reasons why some companies like to employ teleworkers.
2. What enables teleworkers to see their work colleagues when they
speaktbem?
3. If you get the chance, would you like to work as a teleworker? Why?
Why not?

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4 - A teleworker's job is to work. .......................... .
a. in a small office
b. with colleagues in an office
c. for a company at home
d. alone in an office in a company
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5 - According to the passage, teleworkers communicate with their
colleagues and bosses by means of ................................. .
a- television
b- phone or fax
c-video
d- radio

The Novel
The Spiders
7- a. Answer the following questions:
1. Wh~t news did Professor Malcolm have on the telephone?
2. Show how spiders multiply quickly.

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. It took years to develop a new antivenom because ....... .
2. Professor Jones came to Egypt to ............. .

c. Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
"I haven't seen anything like this before."
1. Who was the speaker?
2. Why couldn't the speaker identify it?

D. Writing
8. Write a paragraph of about 100 words on:
"Professor Magdi Yacoub, a world famous heart surgeon"

Translation
9- a. Translate into Arabic:
Health is a splendid treasure that completes our happiness. We
can't enjoy life if we are not healthy, however wealthy we may be.
Our sound bodies enable us to do everything that brings us great
joy. To be healthy, you should eat fresh fruit and vegetables
besides doing exercises.

b. Translate into English:
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Sample Test two
A- Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

You're introduced to a foreign friend.
You ask your uncle Said when he began his first job.
You want to ask your grandfather about the beginning of his job.
Someone suggests going to the cinema and you agree.

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
1. A: Silence, please. He has just been
operated on.
B: I'm awfully sorry.
2. A: I'd like to have a cup of coffee.
B: How do you like it?
A: With little sugar, please.

Place: ............... .
Speaker A: ........ .
Speaker B: ........ .
Place: ............... .
Speaker A: ........ .
SpeakerB: ........ .

B- Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:
1. Ramy practises .......... to keep fit.
a- regular
b- regulation
c- regularly
d- regularize
2. Hockey is a ........... game.
a- individual
b- personal
c- pair
d- team
3. The film was so ........... that I went to bed.
a- boring
b- interesting
c- exciting
d- inviting
4. We should be ......... of our football national team due to great
achievements.
a- proud
b- ashamed
c- modest
d- shy
5. My father ......... for his company for twenty years and he's still
working.
a- works
b- has been working
c- has worked
d- worked
6. Earthquakes shake the ....... of buildings, weaken and break them.
a- found
b- finder
c- foundations
d- finding
7. I haven't played tennis ......... has Ahmed.
a- Either
b- So
d- Neither
c-Nor
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8. AlAn . ............ is a person who does something for enjoyment.
a- engineer
b- volunteer
c- donor
d- amateur
9. ,Hesham.......... my dictionary to look a difficult word up.
a- borrowed
b- lent
c-gave
d-exported
IO.Governments can provide sports ........................ for sportsmeri and
sportswomen.
a- face powder
b- facelift
c- facilities
d- face-off
11.1 look forward to .... ; ..... you.
a- meeting
b- meet
c- have met
d- met
12.They decide to buy alan ....... diamond necklace as a replacement.
a- different
b- similar
c- opposite
d- identical
.
l3.A corporation ............ goods to shops and companies in a particular
area.
a- invests
b- distributes
c- introduces
d- imports
l4.He needs to payoff all his ....... before he leaves the country.
a- debits
b- cards
c- debts
d- coins
l5.My friend Samy, .............. is a pilot, lives in Tanta.
a- which
b- who
c- whose
d- where
16. A chemical busin~ss could create a lot of jobs for ........ people in
the area.
a- odd .
b- strange
c- foreign
d- local

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Omar is terrible in remembering phone numbers.
The western desert should be deserted to provide different crops.
If 1 had a lot of money, I will go to Itlay.
Water is used for fertilizing the f1elds.
Is she to buy a car, she would give me a lift.
The reason of the accident is unknown.

c- Reading
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
.

What sort of food are we likely to be eating in the year 2020? Most
people, when you ask them a question like that, either say: "There
won't be any left "or" whatever it is, there won't be much taste in
it". Of course there are good reasons for being pessimistic about
the world's food supplies in the future.
Nevertheless, not all experts share the general despondency:
For one thing, although the world's population is rising fast,
food production is keeping pace with it, even in developing
countries. It is therefore argued that the main reason why people
are hungry is not that there is a food shortage but that methods of
cultivation are not sufficiently advanced in some areas and the
food is not fairly distributed to all tnose that need it.
Moreover in most industrialized countries, one important cause of
trouble is our conservative preference for meat. After all, we are
already in a situation where we feed animals with grain to produce
high-quality beef, even though the grain would feed the human
population.
By the time our grandchildren have grown up, it seems likely that
many of these problems will have been resolved. Scientists are
already capable of constructing steaks from vegetable ingredients
like Soya beans. However skeptical we may be about their claim
that they can reproduce the substance, taste and colour of meat by
~ means, the fact is that the most common complaint about
such "steaks" is that we will no doubt have discovered a way of
including artificial bones, skin and fat!

A. Answer the following questions:

.

1. What are the main reasons for food shortage at the present time?
2. Is our diet going to be the same or different in the future? Why?
3. Who can solve the problem of our preference for meat?

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. The underlined word "pessimistic" in the first paragraph
means ............. .
a- caring
b- uncaring
c- hopeful
d- hopeless
5. The underlined word "these" in the last paragraph refers to
a- steaks
c- scientists

b- vegetable ingredients
d- substance, taste and colour of meat.
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6. Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
When most children and older people- who should know betterthink of pirates, they think of storybook characters. The most
famous of these are Long John Silver in 'Treasure Island' and
Captain Hook in 'Peter pant. These and other pirates sailed the seas
in sailing ships. Their flag was skull and crossbones. They robbed
other ships and led exciting and adventurous lives. They lived over
a hundred years ago and although they were bad men, they. were
not completely wicked. This is the romantic idea of pirates. The
truth is very different. Firstly, most pirates were not and are not
like the storybook characters. They are not just men who robbed
other ships; they were and are murderers of the worst kind. They
killed and kill people for their money and goods.
Secondly, there are probably as many, if not even more, pirates on
the seas today than there were a hundred or mor~ years ago.
Nowadays, however, they do not sail in sailing ships and they do
not have swords. Modern pirates use fast motorboats. They have
machine guns and other weapons which they use to kill the sailors
and passengers on the ships they attack. Whereas pirates in history
were usually caught and punished. most modern pirates are never
caught. They move too quickly and there are too many of them.
Piracy is so serious that American sailing magazines tell their
readers to take weapons with them- the bigger the better. They also
advise having the most modern. So many people have had
problems with pirates that they don't talk about the fish they have
caught or the excitement of saiUng any more. They talk about
machine guns and bullets, and their escapes from pirate attacks.
When we think of pirates, therefore,' we should not have romantic
ideas, we should remember that they are really some. of the most
dangerous and wicked men in the history of sea travel.

A. Answer the following questions:
1. How do children usually think of pirates?
2. Why has piracy become a very serious problem?
3. Make a comparison between pirates in the past and modem pirates.

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. American sailing magazines advise readers to take weapons so as to ........ .
a- kill each other
b- hunt animals
c- defend themselves
d- kill captain

~
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5. Captain Hook is a ............................. .
b- romantic person
a- policeman
d- writer
c- story pirate

The Novel
The Spiders
7- a. Answer the following questions:
1. Who is Malcolmlones?

2. Why did Malcolm Jones go to Hamdayya?

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. In: order to keep the spiders out, the police got .......... .

2. It was thought that the spider in Hamdayya was female because ......

c. Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
"I'm not very keen on spiders.
1. Who said these words? To whom?
2. What did the speaker admit?
It

D- Writing
8. Write a letter of about 100 words to your friend Maha thanking her
for the necklace she gave you on the occasion of your success. Your
name is Sabar.

Translation
1- a. Translate into Arabic:
What most teachers fail to teach inside their classrooms can be
taught in the playgrounds. Students can learn from competition and
team work. That is why the government gives due care to sports.

b. Translate into English:
.~'::I4-l1 ~ ~ ~ ~\j~J I."ib. u;~1 ~~ oJ~ ..>"-- .,
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Answer key
Review A
B- Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:
1- a. does
4- b. Although
7- c. playing
10- d. tied
13- b. was watching
16- a. account
19- b. connection
22- d. transplant
25- c. but
28- c. charitable
31- a. make

2- d. During
5- b. do
8- b. make
11- c. ever
14- a. broadband
17- d. keen
20- c. to
23- b. for
26- a. currency
29- c. In spite of
32- d. Air conditioning

3- c. make
6- a. single
9- d. If
12-b. delegation
15- a. go
18-c. attract
. 21- d. because of
24- d. growth
27- a. During
30- c. other

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, ~hen
write them correctly:
1- doing: making
2- borne : born
3- arrived: arrives/has arrived 4- transmit: transplant
6- condensing : boiling
5- already: yet
7 - darkness : dark
8- taller : shorter
9- 'm: were
10- resign.ed : retired
12- organs: cells
11- left: leave
14- charitable: charity
13- has: had
15- while: During
16- After: Having
18- accounting : accounts
17- for: to

Sample Test One
B- Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:
1- d. surgeon
4- d. had
7 - d. politician
10- a. Irish
, 13- d. activities
15- b. preventing

J

2- b. Having
5- b. adult
8- a. went
11- c. qualified
14- b. is studying
16- a. for

3- a. Cash
6- c. had robbed
9- b. heart
12- d. had left

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1- make
3- read: are reading
5- radio: internet

2- adopt : adapt
4- Hardly: Hard
6- doesn't: didn't

._-_ .. _.. _.. _.. -.. _.. _.. _.. - .. _.. _.. _.._.. _.. _.. _. __ .. _.. _.. _.. _.. -.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _--_.._.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. -_._.. _.. _.. _.. _.. __ ._. __ ._---_. __ .. _.. _-----------{--._.

Sample Test Two
B-Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:
1- a. as
4- Diplomats
7 - so as to
10- b. credit card
13- d. had passed
15- d. have arrived

2- c. ndiculous
5- a. voyage
8- c. with
11- b. finishing
14- b. dollar
16- b. mouse

3- d. because
6- c. steal
9- a. had fed
12- a. retire

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1- make: do

2- provided: proved
4- delivery: delivered
6- then : than

3- always : never/ unreliable
5- Having: After
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ReviewB
B- Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:
1- a. wouldn't
4- c. exhausted
7- b. tolerance
10- c. is starting
13- d. Pessimistic
16- d. captured
19- a. the
22- h. set
25- a. first
28- c. more
31- h. honest

2- a. conduct
5- a. ourselves
8- d. were
11- b. literature
14-c. Optimistic
17- b. an
20- a. split
23- a. least
26- c. as
29- c. respected
32- d. bigger

3- c. had
6- b. at
9- b. qualified
12- a. cruel
15- b. a
IS- b. shelter
21- h. watching
24- d. the most
27 - d. cooperate
30- a. easier

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1- intolerance : tolerance
3- individual : team
5- Pessimistic : Optimistic
7- of: from
9- good: bad
Pessimism: Optimism
11- the: ..... .
13- fight: cooperate
15- stupidity: intelligence
17- Mice: Flies

2- is going to : will
4- being: he
6- passed: passing
S- Peaceful : Violent"
10- leading : leader
12- a: the
14- Ire going to : will
16- make: do
IS-like: as

Sample Test One
B-Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:
1- a. summit
4- d. toddler
7 - a. mountaineers
10- c. no article
13- d. interviewer
16- c. oldest

2- a. the farthest
5- h. amazing
8- d. doing
11- a. thinner
14- h. leading

3- c. reached
6- d. Lifelong
9- c. lost
12- h. no article
15- d. over

4- Find the nlistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1- much: more
3- kid: toddler
5- North: South

2- win: heat
4-a:an
6- something : anything

Sample Test Two
B- Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:
1- a. A
4- c. organise
7- b. The
10- b. politics
13- c. scored
16- c. make

2- d. a part
5- d. most
8- a. steal
11- a. will
14- a. age

3- a. more
6- €. unpredictable
9- b. will
12- b. individual
15- d. beat

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1- less : least
2- coward: brave
3- a: the

4- discourages : encourages
5- by: in
6- too: two
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Review C
B-Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:
1- a. when
4- c. yield
7- c. where
10- b. introduced
13- b. Cooperation
16- d. whose
19- c. made
22- d. telling
25- a. where
28- d. reading
30- d. proud
32- c. neither have

2- b. chains
3- d. who
5- b. which
6- d. representative
8- d. pleased
9- a. from
11- a. whose
12- b. interview
14- d. chief
15- c. with
17- a. sales
18- a. import
. 20- b. at
21- a. in
23- c. army
24- b. fishing
26- c. playing
27- d. Manual
29- b. have been watching
31- a. done

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1- up: place
3- safes : savings
5- fun: money
7- like: as
9- canoe: canoeing
11- on: in
13-less : more
15- who: whose
17- in: with

2- make: do
4- amazed : amazing

6- double: couple
8- despise : admire
10- left : conquered
12- Astronomers : Archaeologists
14- attract : produce
16- Local : Global! International
18- which : where

Sample Test One
B- Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:
1- b. in
4- c. fit
7- c. staying
9- d. has been playing
12- d. Global
15- d. afford

2- d. Professional
5- a. used to
8- c. being
10- b. develop
13- b. year
16- a.looking

3- c. forward
6- b. Squash
11- a. for
14- d. made

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1- ceremony : festival
3- fortunately: unfortunately
5- make: do

2- of: from
4- helps: helping

6- part : apart

Sample Test' Two
B-Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c,' or d:
1- c. regulary
4- a. proud
7- d. Neither
10- c. facilities
13- b. distributes
16- d.local

2- d. teain
5-b. has been working
8;.. d. amateur
11- a. meeting
14- c. debts

3- a. boring
6- c. foundations
9- a. borrowed
12- d. identical
15- b. who

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
2- deserted : cultivated
4- fertilizing : irrigating/ watering
6- reason : cause

1- in : at
3- will : would
5- Is : Were
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Practice Test 1
A. Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
a- A friend asks you why you enjoy reading newspapers.
b- A friend asks you a question you would prefer not to answer.
c- You want to know a friend's opinion of a book you have both
read.
d- You want to know which subject your uncle enjoyed most when
he was a student.

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
a. A: For homework, please do Exercises A and B on page 20.
B: Could you repeat that, please?
Place: ............... .
A: Certainty. Do exercises A and B on page 20. Speaker A: ........ .
Speaker B: ........ .

b. A:
B:
A:
B:

How would you like to pay for it, sir?
Pslace : ............... .
peaker A: ........ .
By credit card, please.
Speaker B: ........ .
That's fine, sir. Shall I put it in a bag for you?
No, thank y0U. It's starting to rain, so I think I'll wear it now.

B. Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1. My father has just bought a camera ........... .
b- by website
a- by internet
c- online
d- on computer
2. I'd ............ be a doctor than a dentist.
b- prefer
a- rather
c- want
d- like
3. I have a very important decision to .......... next week.
b- have
a- make
c- come
d- do
4. In the evenings, I like ..... the internet.
a- surfing
b- travelling
c- going
d- running
5. Scientists are doing .......... into new kinds of energy.
a- study
b- research
c-work
d- experiment
6 ........... people live with their families before they are married.
b- Individual
a- Single
c- Alone
d- Professional

7. Application forms often ask people about their ...... status.
a- married
b- waiting
c- marital
d-farnous
8. My father works very hard, and he ............. working even when he
doesn't feel well.
b- goes back
a- gets on
c- gets up
d- goes on
9. Surgeons ........... operations to help people get better.
b- make
a- do
c- take
d- bring
10. Professor Magdi Yacoub is a famous heart. ......... surgeon.
a- change
b- move
c- transport
d- transplant
11. Mother Teresa really ............ a difference in people's lives.
a- making
b- made
c- did
d-does
12. It's OK to ............. mistakes when we are learning something for
the first time.
a- do
b- have
c- take
d- make
13. My father is a .......... He works in politics.
a- diplomat
b- politician
c- surgeon
d- pilot
14. Can you give me an ............. for being late to class today?
a- example
b- imagination
c- explanation
d- invitation
15 ....... I studied as hard as I could, I only scored 70% on my exam.
b- If
a- Although'
c- Because
d- However
16- It's.......... to think that horses can fly!
a- famous
b- ridiculous
c- availab1e
d- traditional

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1. This car factory does parts for cars and buses .

. . ... .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. ,. ................................ " .......................... , .......... "
2. Have you ever meet a famous person?
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f • • ''' • • • • • • • • • f '

3. When you pay with money, you pay in credit.

........................................... " .. " ..... .... -'" ....
"

4. I don't like meat. I prefers to eat fish .

. ... . ." ................................... , ., ..... ' .. '" .... . .

,
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5. Something that contains new and interesting ideas is traditional.
6. The children of our children are called our grandparents.

C. Reading
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A goal is something you want to achieve. First, decide what your goal
is. For example, do you want to pass a test? Do you want to be a
doctor? When you have decided on your goal, write it down on paper
and look at it every day. Then decide what you must do to succeed.
Some people never reach their goal because they think it is
impossible. But you must always believe that your goals are
possible, Don't think, "This test is difficult. I'll probably fail".
Instead, think, "This test ~s difficult, but I've worked hard and I will
pass it".
Most people are successful at things they enjoy. So always try to enjoy
your work. Keep looking at the goal you wrote on paper and think
how happy you will be when you succeed. Think about that happiness
while you are working and you will enjoy your work.

a. Answer the following questions:
I. What is tpis pas~age about?

2. W.haJ ~ould you do when you have written your goal on paper?
3. Why do some people not reach their goal?

b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. What is the opposite of pass?
a- sw::ceed
b- fail
c- lose
d- miss
5. What kind of things are most people successful at?
b- Things that are difficult.
a- Things that are ellsy.
c- Things that they enjoy doing. d- Things they work hard at.

6-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
One day, I was waiting for a friend in town when I saw two men. One:
was sitting on the pavement wearing old clothes. He had a hat in i
front of him. As people passed, he said, "Can you give me money,
please?" Some people threw coins into his hat, but most walked past.:
The other man, who was wearing a suit, stopped people and asked!
them politely to lend him money to buy petrol for his car. Most!
people happily gave him coins or notes. During the ten minutes
was watching him, he collected a lot of money. He put it all in his 1
pocket, but did not go to buy petrol. I soon realised that both men!
just wanted money. The one in the old clothes needed money more!
i

I

11

!
i

!
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than the one in the suit, but the one in the suit got more money. Isn't
that strange?

a. Answer the following questions:
1. How did the two men look different?
2. What did the writer think about what he had seen?
3. What does the word most refer to in: (but most walked past)?
b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
. 4. Why was the man's hat in front of him?
a- It had fallen off his head.
b- It was there on the pavement before he sat down.
c- He put it there for people to throw money into.
d- He had taken it off because it was a hot day.
5. Why didn't the man in the suit go to buy petrol?
a- There was already petrol in his car.
b- He was going to buy petrol later.
c- He didn't have a car.
d- He had lied about why he ne.eded money.

The Reader (The Spiders)
7 - a. Aswer the following questions:
1. Why did the men's car move without lights and with a silent
engine?

2. Why were the men carrying special equipment that could see
through walls?

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. The men found treasures in the rooms using a machine called ...

2. The pilot thought the four men had died of ...................... .

c. Read the quotation, then answer the questions:
"We'd better get on the radio," said the engineer.
Those words saved the pilot's life. He left the car and went back to
the helicopter and the radio.
.
1. Why did the helicopter crew need to get on the radio?
I

2. How did the engineer's words save the pilot's life?
,
...................................................................................................................................................
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D- Writing
8- Write a paragraph of about 100 words on a job that you would
like to do when you finish your education.

Translation
9 .. a. Translate into Arabic:
Egyptians are proud of Professor Magdi Yacoub. Thanks to his high
qua1ifications, he has become the pioneer of heart transplant
operations. Though he is 'in his 70s, he is still making great efforts for
the sake of children with heart problems.

b. Translate into English:
.~.l::JI ~..,l.,,:&:J\
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Practice Test 2
A. Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
a- You want to know a friend's opinion of a tennis match you both
went to.
b- Someone asks for your advice. They want to know what you
would do to keep fit.
e- A friend asks you what you know about Omar Samra.
d- Someone asks your opinion about what makes a successful
SWImmer.

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
a- A: I'm sure our listeners would like to hear how you first became
interested in heart surgery.
B: Well, my father was a surgeon so I grew up watching him
save people's lives. But I really became interested in heart
surgery when my aunt died of a heart problem.
A: And why do you continue to work today, even though you
can take lots of time off?
B: Well, I believe that I can really make a difference in people's
lives.
A: Well, that's all we have time for. Thank you very much,
Professor.

I

PI"...................................................... ..
Speaker A: ........................................................ .
Speaker B: ........................................................ .

b- A: How long have you been feeling unwell?
B: Since Thursday.
A: I see. Well, you need to go to bed, keep

w~rm

and rest for a

few days. Take one of these tablets three times a day.

!

i
i

i

i
!
i
i
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B: Thank you.

I

Place: ............................................................... .
Speaker A: ........................................................ .
SpeakerB: ....................................................... ..

B. Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1. It isn't very polite to make .......... of people.
a-laugh
b-joke
c- funny
d- fun
2. If you are a policeman, you have to wear a special ............. .
b- dress
a- shirt
c- uniform
d- trousers
3. In most shops, you can pay by ......... , cheque or credit card.
b- money
a- cach
c- debit
d- coin
4. Squash is ................ sport.
b- a single
a- a team
d- a personal
c- an individual
5. To be successful, the members of a sports team must ........... ~ith
each other.
a- cooperate
b- leave
c- pass
d- prove
6. They have just ...... ~ ... a good decision.
a-done
b- made
c- found
d- brought
7. He's very ................ He always thinks the worst is going to happen.
a- sensible
b- happy
d- intelligent
c- pessimistic
8. Shakespeare and Dickens are two of the most famous names in English
b- books
a- mUSIC
c- writers
d- literature
9. My brother's ........... ambition is to climb Mount Everest.
a- lifelong
b- life
c- long
d- wrong
10. While I was doing the shopping, I .............. one of my teachers.
a- was meeting
b- met
c- have met
d- am meeting
.-..
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11. I could sleep anywhere ........ , '" .. I was extremely tired.
a- while
b- although
c- because
d- however
12. As soon as I got to the station, I realised that I. ............ my train.
b- missed
a- had missed
d- miss
c- have missed
13 ................. author of Lord o/the Flies is William Gelding.
a- An
b-A
c- The
d- No article
14. Europe is not as large .............. Asia.·
~u

~ilim

c-to
d-so
15. Next Monday, I ........... my brother for lunch. We've already booked
the restaurant.
b- met
a- meet
c- will meet
d- am meeting
16. Go and see that film. I'm sure you .............. it.
b- enjoy
a- will enjoy
d- are going to enjoy
c- are enjoying

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
a. Ali is the faster runner in our school.
b. I'd like to be the doctor when I'm older.
c. Monajogs the internet for long hours every day.
d. Egypt, Greece and Italy are all on a Mediterranean Sea.
e. My father was a sailor in the army.
f. The children in Lord of the Flies were kind to each other.

C. Reading
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
Hockey is a very old team sport which is popular all over the world.
Hockey is normally played on grass, but there is also ice hockey.
Men and women can play hockey, and in some countries they play
together in mixed teams. Like footbal1, there are eleven players in a
hockey team. Players carry sticks which they use to control the ball either to pass it to other players on their team, or to hit it into a net
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and score goals. The goalkeeper is the only player who can kick the
ball.
Hockey can be a dangerous game. The ball, which is small and very
hard, can break bones if it hits a player, and players can hurt each
other with their sticks. One of the important rules of the sport is that
players cannot lift their sticks above their shoulders.

a. Answer the following questions:
1. On what surfaces is hockey played?
2. What do hockey players use to hit the ball?
3. What can goalkeepers do that ordinary players cannot do?

b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. How do players score goals in hockey?
a- They kick the ball into the net.
b- They hit the ball into the net with a stick.
c- They throw the ball into the net.
d- They carry the ball into the net.
5. How is a hockey ball different from a football?
a- It is softer.
b- It is larger.
c- It is smaller.
d- It is not round.

6-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
Two of my friends went on a three-week climbing holiday in
Switzerland last year. They had climbing lessons for six months
before they left and took ropes and other important equipment.
On the first day of their holiday, they started climbing one of the easy
mountains. It was a bright, sunny day and they did not find climbing
difficult. When it was nearly dark, they stopped and ate some of the
food they had brought with them, then they made beds for themselves
on a large piece of rock. The mountain side provided shelter from the
wind.
During the night, it became very cold and started to snow.
Unfortunately, when my friends woke up in the morning, the snow
was stilI falling and they decided to come down the mountain. But
there was too much snow and they had to wait for five hours to be
rescued.

a. Answer the following questions:
1. What did the writer's friends do before they went climbing?
2. What was the weather like when they started climbing?
3. How did the story end?
b. Choose the correct answer from a; b, c or d:
4. How long was the writer's friends' holiday?
a- six weeks
b- six months
c- three weeks
d- a year

5. When did the two people decide to stop climbing?
a- on the second morning.
b- on the first evening
c- during the first night.
d- on the first morning.

The Reader (The Spiders)
7- a. Answer the following questions:
1. Why did Ayman write an e-mail to Dr Shereen Fakhry at Oxford
University?
.............
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2. What did the spider do when it found a quiet dark place?

h. Complete the following sentences:
1. To research about the spider, Ayman used the ............................ .
2. The spider needed a safe place for its family because ......... '" ... , ..

c. Read the quotation, then answer the questions:
"The story of the spiders may just be a story. Good luck with
identifying your spider".
1. What was the "story of the spiders"?
2. Do you think Ayman is pleased or disappointed when 'he hears that
the story may not be true? Give a reason for your answer.

D- Writing
8- Write an e-mail of about 100 words to your friend Hassan telling
him about a book you have read recently. Tell your friend why you
liked or disliked it. Your name is wessanl Ahmed

Translation
9- a. Translate into Arabic:
Internet shopping has greatly grown nowadays. Lots of shops and
companies now have user-friendly web sites to make buying easier,
cheaper and more interesting. In this way, more and more people are
attracted to online shopping .
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b. Translate into English:
................................................................................. "" ................ -.............. "'" -.......... .
........ ........ .......... ....... ...... ........ ........ ....... ....... ....... ........ ....... ........ ........ ..... . . , .... "'" .............. .
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Practice Test 3
A. Language Functions
1- Respond to each of tile following situations:
a- You are sitting on,a bus and the person next to you starts to
smoke.
b- Someone asks your opinion about what makes a good team
player.
c- You have just been introduced to Mrs Brown, a person you
have not met before.
d- You've just met a friend who you haven't seen for a year. You
want to know about your friend's activities since you last met.

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
a. A: Helwan, please.
B: Certainly, sir. But will take a long time
because the roads are crowded.

Place: ............... .
Speaker A: ........ .
Speaker B: ........ .

A: Yes, I understand.
B: (after an hour) Here we are, sir. That will be twenty pounds.
A: Thanks you. Here you are.
b. A: Welcome to this famous Egyptian site.
It was built by Salah El Din Al Ayyoubi.

Place: ............... .
Speaker A: ........ .
Speaker B: ........ .

B: When was it built?
A: It was built in 1176. It was built to protect Cairo from
enemIes.
B: It's amazing!

B. Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1. We went to Italy by sea. Our ............. took two days.
a- flight
b- drive
c- crew
d- voyage

2. It's quite safe to swim here. The water's not very .............. .
a- deep
b- high
c- tall
d- long
3. The ............ of that mountain is always covered in snow.
a- head
b- bottom
c- summit
d- height
4. My father's company ............ people from many different countries.
a- plays
b- works
c- keeps
d- employs
5. I'm afraid we can't ............ a holiday this year.
a-buy
b-pay
c- afford
d- earn
6. There are many ............... pictures in the museum. Some are 1.000
years old.
a- valuable
b- cheap
c- rich
d- high
7. I'd love to take ............. in the Olympic Games, j:-.:1t I'll never be good
enough.
a- place
b- care
c- tum
d- part
8. The ............ of the year for my family was my sister's wedding.
a- height
b- highlight
c- benefit
d- worst
9. Have you ever ................ a dangerous spider?
a- see
b- saw
c- seen
d- seeing
10. I was so tired that I fell asleep ................ I was doing my homework.
b- because
a- while
c- if
d- but
11. That was one of ............... books I've ever read.
a- best
b- the best
c- better
d- good
12. I expect it ................ sunny and warm tomorrow.
a- will be
b- is being
c- is
d- is going to be
13. A supermarket is a large shop ........... '" you can buy many different
things.
a- who
b- what
c- which
d- where
14. In the past, many people ............ to pay for things in cash.
a- use
b- uses
c- usmg
d- used
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15. The first person ................ I spoke to this morning was my sister.
b- that
a- which
c- what
d- when
16. Where .............. your brother use to live?
a- does
b- do
d- doing
c- did

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
a. How long are you been learning English?
.....................................................................................................................................

b. What is the more enjoyable thing about learning English?
c. In the past, Egyptian children didn't used to learn English until
they were 11 or 12 years old.
c. People describe today's world as a local economy.
e. Diamond necklaces are cheap pieces of jewellery.
f. People who come third in a race win a gold medaL

c. Reading
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
When Guy de Maupassant arrived in the French capital during the
early 1870s, Paris was one of the most exciting cities in the moderr
world. Many of its mirrow streets, with their old houses in the poorer
parts of the city, had been knocked down in the 1840s and replaced
by wide streets with beautiful new buildings. These were much
healthier for people to live in. New railway lines brought thousands of
people into the city every day to work in the growing industries.
The Eiffel Tower opened in 1889 and brought thousands of tourists
into Paris, which was already an important centre for artists and
writers. The first line of the Paris Metro opened in 1890, attracting
even more visitors.

a. Answer the following questions:
1. When did Maupassant move to Paris?
2. What does the word These mean in (These were much healthier)?
3. Why did people come into Paris by railway?
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b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. When were parts of Paris rebuilt?
b- in the 1870s
a- in the 1840s
c- in the 1880s
d- in the 1890s
5. What does the word Metro mean?
a- private transport.
b- a meeting place.
c- a bus route.
d- an underground railway.

6-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A man was going from Greece into Turkey on his bicycle when a
guard stopped him. The guard asked, "What's in the bag on your
back?"
"Sand," said the man.
"Take it off. 1 want to have a look," said the guard.
The man took the bag off and opened it to prove he was only carrying
sand. Then he closed the bag, put it on his back and continued into
Turkey.
The next week, the same thing happened. Again, the guard wanted to
see inside the bag, but again there was only sand. This continued for
six months, but then one week the man did not come.
Some years later, th~ guard saw the man in the town and said, "You
can tell me the truth now. I knew you were bringing something into
our country, but I didn't know what."
"It was bicycles," said the man, smiling.

a. Answer the following questions:
1. Where was the man on the bicycle travelling to?
2. What did the guard expect to find in the bag?
3. What does This mean in (This continued for six months)?
b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, cor d:
4. How many journeys did the man make?
a- between one and ten
b- between 11 and 20
c- between 21 and 30
d- between 31 and 40
5. Where did the guard find out the truth?
a- in a Turkish town
b- in a Greek town
c- between Greece and Turkey d- We don't know

The Reader (The Spiders)
7 - a. Answer the following questions:
1. What did Dr Fakhry receive form archaeologist in Egypt?
2. In her computer conversation with Ayman, what does Dr Fakhry
suggest he does ifhe sees the spider again?
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·b. Complete the following sentences:
1. Ayman thinks that if he tells the police that he's seen a big dangerous
spider, they wilL .......................................................... .
2. Some species of spiders lay ........... , .. , ....... .

c. Read the quotation, then answer the questions:
"Businesses in the town would lose money. Everyone would be
furious, Ayman wished he had never started this".
1. Why would businesses in town lose money?
2. Why would everyone be furious?

D- Writing
8~

Write a paragraph of about 100 words on an object that you like.
It could be a mobile phone, a necklace , a watch or any other cheap
or expensive object

Translation
9- a. Translate into Arabic:
The Olympic Games first started in Ancient Greece, where they were
part of some religious celebration. Since then they have become
international sports festivals which are held in a different city every
four years. In these games, the winning competitors get gold, silver
or bronze medals.

b. Translate into English:
"~~I ~,
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Review "D"
Units 10-12
l-"Respond to each of the following situations:
1. Your bus leaves in ten minutes and you want to catch it.
2. Hesham offers to go the doctor's with you , but you can't take him
on your own.
3. You don't have any sugar left. Explain why you are going to the
supermarket.
4. You're at Hazem's house and you're late for home. Hazem wants
you to stay with him but you apologize.
5. A friend asks your opinion about a film director he likes. You don't
agree with your friend.
6. You're doing a project on wildlife. Ask a friend of yours for more
information.
7 . You advise a friend of yours not to eat too much.
8. Salem believes that fresh fruit and vegetables are good for health.
Express your opinion.

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
1. A: Pa~sport and tickets, please.
Place: ............... .
B: Here you are.
Speaker A: ........ .
Speaker B: ........ .
A: Smoking or non-smoking?
B: Non-smoking, please.
A: Thank you, I have given you a window seat 24 A.
2. A: Good morning, madam. Can I help you?
B: Yes, please. I'd like to get a new passport. ~~:~e~A·:·::::·"""":
What can I do?
Speaker B: ........ .
A: Please, fill in this form and bring two photos. You also pay
150 pounds.
B:Ok.
3. A: Would you like to start with chicken
Place: ............... .
soup, sir?
Speaker A: ........ .
Speaker B: ........ .
B: Yes, please.
A: What would you like to have next.
B: Rice, meat and potatoes.
4. A: I'd like a fashionable dress, please.
Place: ............... .
B: What size do you wear?
Speaker A: ........ .
Speaker B: ........ .
A: 38
B: Here you are.
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B- Vocabulary and Structure
3· Choose the correct answer from 8, b, c, or d:
1. Shanghai is a modern ...... ... .... . .. city which has a population of
20 million people ..
a- Japanese
b- Turkish
c- Chinese
d- French
2. The Olympic Games took .......... hfAthens, Greece, in 2004.
a- in
b- over
c- off
d- place
3. A ........... is a dance which is very formal.
a- bell
b- ball
c- pile
d- bill
4. We're going to ......... a quiz.
a- do
b- make
c- recycle
d- bring
5. AI- Ahly will ......... Enppi next week.
a- WIn
b- beat
c- gain
d- earn
6. Hoda usually hurts ....... when she is peeling the poatoes.
a- oneself
b- itself
c- herself
d- yourself
7. Water skiing is a sport which is still ........ of the Olympics.
a- spot
b- portion
c-port
d-part
8. Mohamed scored an exciting goal, ....... he?
a- didn't
b- doesn't
c- did
d- won't
9. There are five .......... in the 01ympic sign.
a- rectangulars
b- circles
c- squares
d- triangles
IO.He won't go abroad for many reasons, ........ ,. he?
a- is
b- did
c- does
d- will
iI.It is said that ...
can be poisonous for the soil.
a- pesticides
b- fertilizers
c- water
d- wheat
12.Let's go the cinema, ........... we?
a- shall
b- will
c- do
d- did
13.Some people are in favour of genetically .......... crops.
a- identical
b- modify
c- modified
d- modification
o ••••••

14 ....... is a chemical substance used to kill insects that damage crops.
a- Herbage
b- Herbivore
c,.. Herbicides
d- Pesticides
I5.My dog sometimes washes .............. .
a- oneself
b- himself
c- itself
d- themselves
16. . ....... land produces plenty of good crops.
a- Desert
b- Fertile
c- Organic
d- Deserted
17.This book does not belong to me. I'm sure it is ......... .
a- your
b- you
c- yours
d- mine
IS.To .......... pollution from traffic, we could ban cars from cities.
a- increase
b- modify
c- reduce
d- produce
19.In the past, the Nile ........ and left fertile soil on the fields.
a- flooded
b- flood
c- floods
d- modified
20. Gelletic engineering can be used to stop tomatoes ........... rotting
quickly.
a- with
b- at
c- from
d- by
21. We should improve the quality of the soil by adding ....... organic
fertilizers.
a- inorganic
b- aritificial
c- chemical
d- natural
22. Moby Dick had already written two books ..... Typee and Omoo.
a- called
b- calls
c- call
d- to call
23. Organic farms don't produce the same ......... as modem farms.
a- quantities
b- qualications
c- qualities
d- quantum
24. The principal let Ahmed .......... the class because of being ill.
a-leaves'
b-Ieft
c-Ieaving
d-Ieave
25. If food or crops ripen, they become ........ .
. a- ripes ,"
b- rip
c- ribbond- ripe
26. Mr Hassan resigned as a manager because he was bored ....... the
job he had been doing.
a- with
b- from
c- by
d- about
-_.._.._.._..-.._.._.._.._..-.._........ _.._.._..-.._.._.._.._.._.. _.._.._.....................-.._.._.._.._..._..._.._.._.._..-.._..-......_.._.._..........._..........._.._.._.._.
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27. Many people in Somalia die of ...... because of wars and drought.
a- thunder
b- epidemic
c- starvation
d- flood
28. He swore to take his .......... on his political enemies.
a- revenue
b- review
c- view
d- revenge
29. Plants are reproduced from .......... .
a- Pollen
b- petal
c- nectar
d- seeds
30. He ........... tennis for 10 years when his brother left for London
in 2000.
a..; play
b- had been playing
c- played
d- plays
31. Our ....... forces proved to be the strongest ones.
a- arm
b- armed
c- army
d- armour
32. It is possible to be ........ and determined without hurting other
people.
a- ambitious
b- ambition
c- ambiguous
d- ambivalent

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1. Karim was so exciting to reach the summit of the mountain.
2. I haven't been able of playing squash.
3. A team of nurses and doctors should fight together.
4. Amal would like tq get married and bring for three beautiful girls.
5. The picture was detached to the wall and I couldn't take it off
6. If you want to take fit, do a lot of exercise.
7. Football is the least popular game in Egypt.
8. Scientists can make infection about tomorrow's weather.
9. Wild animals are keep in cages.
10.lt's not nice to make fine of old people.
II.I'd like to get a job board for a few years.
12.Why don't you apply at that job.
13.1 can't use my computer because my mice is broken.
14.The ministry has sent a flock abroad to attend the conference.
15.Reham has a lot of research to make.
16.Having finishing his work. he went to bed.
17.No sooner had he bought a mobile phone. then he lost it.
18. You must park here. It's a no parking area.

C. Reading
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
'Over the past twenty years, computers and the internet have
become more and more important to us. In fact, depending on
computer technology continues to grow everyday. We seem to use
computers for almost everything these days; in shopping, driving
our car, or communicating with relatives and colleagues.
This explosion in computer technology has resulted in a rush to
install computers in every classroom and to "wire" every school to
the Internet. In USA, between 1984 and 1997 alone, the number of
computers in secondary schools increased to more than 8 million
units. Both educators and students alike have been forced to keep
up with this new wave of technology. Teachers have found that
even though they themselves are still trying to learn the most basic
of computer skills, they are expected to teach students about
computer know-how.
Few people would question the role that computers could play in
education. Some educators claim that students given the
opportunity to use them in a classroom setting will get better grades
than those who learn without having had any computer experience.
These people say that just as computer technology has improved
the way cars work, computers will make the classroom a better
place to teach concepts and ideas that students need to become
brighter, more successful adults.

a. Answer the following questions:
1. How could computers help students become more successful?
2. Give an example from the passage that shows that computers have
been widely used in secondary education.
3. Give some examples of everyday uses of computers in our lives.

b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. Teachers are expected to teach students how to use computers
although ........... .
a- they know how to use computers.
b- they are still learning how to use computers.
c- they know all the basics of computer skills.
d- they are forced to use computers.
5. "Few people would question the role that computers could play"
means .......... ?
a- many people are certain about the importance of computers.
b- some people ask questions about computers.
c- not many people doubt the importance of computers.
d- some people want more computers.
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6-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
Antarctica is the continent surrounding the South Pole. It has an
area of over 15 million square kilometers, about the size of the
USA and Mexico put together. With an average temperature at the
South Pole of 50°C, it is the coldest continent. It is so cold that a
thick sheet of ice always lies over the land. Pack ice surrounds the
shore of Antarctica and cliffs of ice from the coast. The mountain
ranges which lie along the shore and inland are always covered in
snow. In fact, Antarcti~a contains 90% of all the snow and ice in
the world.
However, Antarctica is not just a large, cold desert. It is rich in
mineral deposits; ,coal and minerals such as copper, iron, uranium,
gold and platinum have found there. Many oil companies have
carried out surveys in the area for oil and it is not clear whether
they have found any there, and whether it could be successfully
exploited in the conditions in and around the continent.
Cold as it is, Antarctica is also rich in animal life, but because of
the temperature, the animals and birds found there are aquatic, e.g.
seals and penguins. The sea is also particularly rich in Krill which
are small shrimp-like creatures that whales, seals' and penguins
feed on.
At the end of the nineteenth century, interest in Antarctica grew,
so that an increasing number of explores came from many
countries to explore the continent. They were from Sweden,
Belgium, Australia and New Zealand. They crossed the coast by
sledges pulled by dogs. That means of transport proved more
reliable than the motorized means which a British team was using
at that time.

a. Answer the following questions:
1. How large is Antarctica continent?
2. Is it possible to grow vegetables in Antarctica soil or not?
Give reasons for your answer.
3. What do whales feed on in Antarctica?
b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. The shore and inland are ........... with a thick sheet of ice.
b- uncovered
a- discovered
c- recovered
d- covered

The underlined word "They" in the last paragraph refers to ......... ..
a- explorers
b- animals
c- transport
d- riches

The Novel
The Spiders
7-1- a. Answer the following questions:
1. What did Ayman's family think of Ayman's story about the spiders?
2. Why had men died from these spiders bites?

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. If the spiders were an unknown species, .......... .
2. As Ayman didn't have time to read Dr. Fakhry's second e-mail, .....

C. Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
"We have protective clothing. Do you need any other special
equipment?"
1. Who said these words? To whom?
2. What equipment did he take with him?

2- a. Answer the following questions:
1. What did Ayman's uncle advise him to do?
2. What made'Ayman feel that he was a fool?

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. The police got protective clothing from .......... .
2. The archaeologists at the site died because .......... .

c. Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
"That's why I came to Egypt. If it is a known species, I can identify it."
1. What was the speaker's job?
2. Why did he think of spiders?

D- Writing
8- 1. Write a letter of about 100 words to your English penfriend.
Jack describing a place that is off the beaten track. Your nam~ is
Ahmed Samir.
2. Write an e-mail to you friend explaining how you think people
could be successful. Your name is Karim.

Translation
9- 1- a. Translate into Arabic:
Cairo has many fascinating places to visit, such as the Egyptian
museum, the citadel. the opera, and the wax Museum. They are so
wonderful that tourists and Egyptians like to visit them several
times. They also show that Egypt is a civilized country.
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b. Translate into English:
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2· a. Translate into Arabic:
Vitamins are very essential for good health. Their absence causes
serious diseases. Foods that contain vitamins are often called
protective foods because they protect us frommariy fataFdiseases.<

b. Translate into English:
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Sample Test One
A- Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1. You see a classmate who has been away for many weeks.
2. Ahmed suggests going the beach but you'd like to play.
3. You suggest going out for a walk toyour cousin.
4. You want to know if your grandfather did apythi'ng when he was
not w o r k i n g . '
'.

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
" ...
1. A: What would you like to start with, sir?
. Place: ............... .
B: Lentil s·oup.
Speaker A: ........ .
SpeakerB: ........ .
A: Next?
B: R<>.a~t meat and rice.
2. A: Where can I find some books about geology?..------_--.
Place: .............. ..
B: They are on the shelves over there.
Speaker A: ........ .
A: How many books can I borrow at a time?
SpeakerB: ........ .
B: Only three.

B- Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1. . ......... houses keep out cold and heat.
a- Isolated
b- Separate
c- Individual
d- Insulated
2. How ......... do you go to Mersa Matrouh? Once a year.
b- often
a- long
c- many
d- much
3. . ........ engineering may bring new diseases in the future.
b- Genetic
a- Medical
c- Organic
d- Agricultural
4. It's said that modern farming makes ....... money than organic
farming.
a- less
b- more
c- little
d- least
5. Many houses in Japan are made of wood because Japan has a lot of
a- deluges
c- earthquakes
6. Organic food is better for you,
a- is
c- isn't

b- floods
d- volcanoes
........... it?
b- won It
d- wasn't
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7. Some houses are made from mud bricks to be suitable for ......... .
climates.
b- mild
a- dry
d- hot
c- cold
8. I think that the train never comes on time, .......... it?
a- won't b- didn't
c- doesn't
d- does
9. New York is famous for its ........ .
a- fountains
b- towers
c- headquarters
d- skyscrapers
10.They built their house by .......... .
b- themselves
a- himself
c- ourselves
d- them
II.Buildings have .......... roofs in places where there is a lot of rain
or snow.
a- sloping
b- flat
c- insulated
d- isolated
12.He had his field ........... .
b- water·
a- watering
c- waterproof
d- watered
13.Hassan Fathy is the world famous .......... .
a- astrologer
b- astronomer
c- architect
d- archaeologist
14.She'd better study hard, ........... she?
a- wouldn't
b- hadn't
c- didn't
d- doesn't
I5.All students should be ... ~ ..... about asking questions when they
don't understand.
b- confident
a- ashamed
. c- confidential
d- confiding
16.Ayman prefers the market ........ ,. the supermarket.
. a- above
b- over
c- on
d- to

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
. write them correctly:
1. He is the manager for a travel agency in Aswan.
,
2. More than 100 million people visit places on the Mediterranean
bank.
3. We should leave now. The train leaves in five minutes.
4. Biology is the scientific study of people, their customs, beliefs, etc.
5. His car is rusty. It needs to be polish.
6. Too many cars in city centres can create pollution, cars noise and
congestion.

C- Reading
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
,

Ecotourism is traveling to protected areas where human rights are
respected. Ecotourism is important as we want the future
generations to enjoy the same wonderful environment we have
today. Individuals who are ecological and socially conscious have
a role to play in that respect. They greatly appreciate the natural
beauty of nature.
Governments are trying all the time to help local communities and
local people to keep their heritage. Ecotourism also calls for
promotion of recycling and· energy and water conservation.
Ecotourism is facing a great conflict between making money and
keeping away from the negative impact of tourism. The more
pressure on local environment is put, the more necessary the
development of infrastructure is needed. Places where wildlife
viewing is involved, animals can be scared away.

a. Answer the following questions:
1. What is ecotourism as you understood from the passage?
2. Why is it important for future generation that we keep nature as it
is today?
3. What is the role of individual in ecotourism?

b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:
4. The underlined word impact means ............. .
a- influence
b- fluent
c- affect
d- efficiency
5. The underlined pronoun their refers to ........... .
a-local communities
b- individuals
c- governments
d- tourists

6- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
The ancient Greeks always asserted that a healthy mind in a
healthy body is the key to a well-balanced life. Nowadays many
schools are decreasing the amount of time given to sports, and
some sehools are removing it altogether. Although academic
subjects are certainly a very important part of the school
curriculum, I am strongly opposed to the complete removal of
sports.
Firstly, schools have a responsibility to educate children in all
areas. For that reason, it is just as important to provide sports
practice for the professional sportsmen and women of the future,
as it is to provide academic training to those who will go on to
university.
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In addition. students these days spend long hours studying or
working at their computers. Therefore, they need the opportunity
to do some physical activity during the school day. This will not
only help to increase their level of fitness and make them
healthier, it will also mean that they develop better social skills
and are able to concentrate on their studies for longer, and thus
achieve better result.
In conclusion, I strongly believe that sports should remain a key
part of the school curriculum. All children have the right to get a
balanced education •. and they should not be deprived of the
opportunity to learn how to play sports.

a. Answer the following questions:
1. Does the writer support or oppose the issue of increasing sport time at
schools?
2. In your opinion, how could practising sports at schools help students
later in university and at work?
3. Why is it important to practise sports during the school day?
b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. Which statement is not true?
a- Sports encourage team spirit.
b- Sports give the chance to be physically fit.
c- Sports help students become more successful.
d- Sports lead to overweight.
S. The underlined word Key means .......... .
b- crucial
a- unimportant
c- umque
d- easy

The Novel
The Spiders
7- a. Answer the following questions:
1. Why had Ayman to go with the professor?
2. What was Ayman's uncle?

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. The protective clothes were made of ........... .
2. Ayman believed that his uncle was right as he was not sure ......... .

c. Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
"Dr. Shereen thinks I should tell the police about it."
1. Why didn't the speaker tell the police?
2. When did the speaker say it?

D- Writing
8- Write a paragraph of about 100 words on:
"Global Warming"

Translation
9- a. Translate into Arabic:
Nothing is uglier than a street without trees. Trees give us shade
and the green colour makes us feel at ease. They also purify the air
as they give off oxygen by day.

b. Translate into English:
•,.it.: , t2;" ,'.; U..o fi.'J1 ~4J1 ~ ~..>:..5J4 ~\i)lc,J ~lA~l.J ~\jy.Ai CJJ .,

........................................................•..............................•..
•.........................•.....•.......................................•.................
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Sample Test Two
A- Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

You meet someone for the first time. What do you say?
Someone thanks you for a favour you did for him.
You are invited to a wedding party, but you refused politely.
You ask Tamer about the troubles Ahmed had. Write a question.

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
1. A: Why are you throwing this rubbish here?
B: Well, what would you like me to do with it?
A: You should put it in the garbage bin.
2. A: Excuse me, do you have these trousers in a
large size?
B: Just one moment, madam. I'll check.
A: Thank you.

pslace: ···A·············
k
peaer
: ........ .
Speaker B: ........ .
pslace: ···A·············
k : ........ .
peaer
SpeakerB: ........ .

B- Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1. I succeeded in ........ that e-mail at six o'clock p.m.
a- send
b- sent
c- to send
d- sending
2. Adel is interested in ............. fiction novels.
a- scientifically
b- science
c- scientific
d- scientist
3. She .......... to pass her driving test last week.
a- succeeded
b- could
c- managed
d- got
4. . ...... changes affect the growth of plants.
b- Climatic
a- Climate
c- Weather
d- Climatology
5. He took his car to the garage where one of the mechahics was ..... .
start it.
a- succeeded
b- able to
c- managed
d- could
6. Rainforests ........... in carbon dioxide and produce oxygen.
a- result
b- put
c- give
d- take
7 . You .......... borrow my bicycle tomorrow if you like.
a- won't
b- must
c- can't
d- may
__ "_0._.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.' __ '_"_"_"_'._•. _.. __ ._ .. _.. _.. _n_ .. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _. __ .. _"_"_"_ .. _.. _.. _. __ .. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _..

8. When a volcano .......... , it gives out hot lava.
a- emits
b- rebels
c- revolts
d:- erupts
9. He ............. be Egyptian. His parents are German.
a- might
b- must
c- can't
d- could
IO.The sea level will rise if the Arctic glaciers ............. .
a- melt
b- vaporize
c- condense
d- freeze
11. you ......... smoke here because there is a "No smoking area"sign.
a- need to
b- don't have to
.
c- mustn't
d-must
12.He is ............. a project on a peaceful atomic reactor.
a- doing
b- making
c- creating
d- forming
13.You ................... wash your hands before you eat so as not to
catch swine flu.
a- needn't
b- must
c- mustn't
d- don't have to
14.She interviewed a .......... scientist last might.
a- remark
b- remarkably
c- remarkable
d- remarked
I5.When you are on holiday, you ......... get up early.
a- mustn't
b- must
c- have to
d- needn't
16.All my sisters are married, but my brother is still ......... .
b- alone
a- free
c- single
d- one

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write it correctly:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Concrete houses are suitable for hot weather.
Meat is rich with protein.
Wood may withdraw an earthquake better.
You must eat too much butt~r~ as it has a lot of fat.
In the past, whales were hunted for their meet. their tongues and
their oil.
6. Ayman was borne in a good Cairo family in 1999 .

._U_U_U_"_"_"_"_"_"_" __ '_"_"_"_"_"_"_" ____ "_"_"_"_"_"_"_"_"_"_"_"_"_"_"_"_"_.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.._.. _.._.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _......._.. _..
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c- Reading
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
The Asian Tigers are Thailand, Indonesia, South Korea. Malysia,
Singapore, Taiwan and Hong Kong. They are countries with
growing economies. The whole world acknowledges their superior
status in world economy nowadays. If you follow the example of
these miracle economies in East Asia, you can be very rich.
A great amount of stories circulate about the success of Asian
families and peasants who moved from poverty to wealth. The
number of Asian companies went from two in 1988 to 30 in 1997.
American money in Asian funds grew 18- fold in five years. This
rapid growth of Asian Tiger economies has been due to the special
characteristics and mind-set in Asia. People are hard-workers.
They care about their children's education. Add to this, foreign
investment is the key to success there.

a. Answer the following questions:
1. What is so special about Asian Tigers?
2. Why do you think people in those countries succeeded in their life?
3. Mention two reasons for Asian Tigers' success.

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:
4. The word circulate means ............. in the passage.
a- move in circles
b- spread
c- spring
d- disappear
5. The word poverty is the antonym of ........... .
b- wealth
a- health
d- fortunate
c- poor

6-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
Computers are a major technological breakthrough of the twentyfirst century. Their benefits are numerous; yet, much can be said
against them.
The main disadvantage of a computer is that staring at a screen for
long periods of time can be damaging to the eyes, and sitting for
hours at a time is certainly not healthy. Secondly. computers
distract from social interactions such as conversation. People can
be inclined to become anti-social, and stay at home to use their
computer. Finally. qne of the major arguments again~t the use of
computers is that the more jobs which are done by computers, the
fewer are done by people.
However, the advantages of computers are numerous, such as the
undeniable educational benefits. especially to children. School
subjects become more interesting when presented on a computer
... _ •• _ ... _ •• _ ... _ ....... _ •• _ .. _ •• _ •• _ •• _;.._ •• _ •• _ ••

_.~_
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screen. Moreover, computers can be fun with a seemingly endless
variety of games which can be played on them. In addit~on..
computers are valuable to any business, making life easier' and
saving time by being capable of storing and retrieving vast
amounts of information at the touch of a button. Furthermore,
personal gains can be seen as the use of computers increases
powers of concentration. To sum up, there are strong arguments
both for and against the use of computers.

a. Answer the following questions:
1. How do school subjects become more interesting?
2. How do computers affect social life?
3. In what way are computers beneficial to any business?
h. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. Some people have the negative opinion about computers that they ..... .
a- solve the problem of unemployment.
b- increase the number of unemployed people.
c- help people find more jobs.
d- create more job opportunities.
5. The underlined word "fewer" in the second paragraph refers to ...... ,.
a- argument
b- computers
c- people
d- jobs

The Novel
The Spiders
7 .. a. Answer the following questions:
1. Do you agree with scientists who experiment on animals? Wby?
2. What did the ancient medical text describe?

h. Complete the following sentences:
1. When scientists put small quantities of venom into animals, these
animals .................. .
2. It was difficult for the spiders to get through the men's suits because
Co

Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
"Professor, where is the best place to set up your equipment?"
1. What was the equipment that speaker was talking about?
2. Why do you think the equipment was brought?

D- Writing
8- Write a paragraph of about 100 words on:
"The advantages of Teamwork"
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Translation
9- a. Translate into Arabic:
We are lucky to be living in this marvelous age. Children are
immunized since their birth against several serious diseases. A
large number of past fatal diseases can be cured by modem drugs
and surgery.

b. Translate into English:
•
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Review E
Units 13 - 15
1- a. Respond to each of the following situations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reham eats food with too much salt in it.
Ramy always feels tired. Give him advice.
You're asked about the weather today
You're asked why you prefer living in a fl?uddy house.

b- Respond to each of the following situations:
1. Omar who feels unwell asks for advice about food. Suggest fruit.
2. You ask Hosam about the name of the book he is reading and its
writer.
3 . You think Ali likes coffee, but you want to check.
4. Garoal wants to know where your dream holiday would be. You
enjoy beach holidays.

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
1. A: Can I see your driving license, please?
B: What for?
A: You have parked in a no- parking area?
2. A: Please, fasten your seat belt.
B: Are we about to land?
A: Yes, in a few minutes.
3. A: It's very kind of you to bring me such
lovely flowers.
B: Not at all. I hope you get better soon.
4. A: How would you like to pay for this suit?
B: By Master Card.
A: That's fine.

Place: ............... .
Speaker A: ........ .
SpeakerB: ........ .
Place: ............... .
Speaker A: ........ .
Speaker B: ........ .
Place: ............... .
Speaker A: ........ .
Speaker B: ....... "
Place: ............... .
Speaker A: ........ .
SpcHker B: ....... ..

B- Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:
1. Life without .......... is meaningless.
a- tyranny
b- ambition
c- greed
d- prejudice
2. Thanks to the internet, it is easy to ......... my English friends in
no time.
b- contact
a- conduct
d- bind
c- connect
3. A funnel is used for .......... liquids such as water and oil.
a- splitting
b- including
c- pounng
d- condensing
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4. The ............. of our story is that we shouldn't be deceived by
appearance.
a- history
b- moral
c- topic
d- formal
5. Dr Ahmed Zewail ............. to the whole world that Egypt is the
land of geniuses.
a- asked
b- provided
c- told
d- proved
6. If the tree falls down, it .......... the road.
a- blocked
b- 'd block
c- will block
d- would have blocked
7. Ten students
Ramy do their best to keep their school
clean.
a- combining
b- containing
c- including
d- enclosing
8. If I ........... time, I would listen to music.
b- have had
a- had
~~dh~

~h~e

9. Mahmoud spends most of his free time .......... to his friends on
the phone.
a- advising
b- chatting
c- telling
d- thanking
10. If she had seen the criminal, she ........... the crime.
a- reports
b- will report
c- would have reported
d- would report
11.A ....... is someone whose job is to collect payments from
passengers on a bus or train.
b- paramedic
a- conductor
dpassenger
c- booking clerk
12.If water is heated, it ........... .
a- will boil
b- would boil
c- boils
d- boiled
13.A ........... is someone who is trained to help people who are ill or
injured but is not a doctor.
a- clerk
b- paramedic
c- physician
d- cashier
14.If people ......... too much about unimportant things, their lives 'd
be meaningless.
b- care
a- had cared
c- cared
d- cares
IS.He was late for school because of a traffic .............. .
b- light
a- jam
c- signal
d- sign

.. _.. __ .- .. _--_ .. __ ._ .. _. __ .. _.. _.. _.. _.. _..- .. _...
16. If you hadn't taken those photos, you ..... '" your holiday.
a- wouldn't have remembered
b- wouldn't remember
c- won't remember
d-remember
17.If you don't do it now, you'll only .............. .it.
a- deny
b- blame
c- regret
d- thank
18.Egypt has many interesting .............. places.
a- historical
b- history
c- historian
d- historic
19.The four robbers were looking ........ the treasures.
a- at
b- for
c- up
d- over
20. Sinai is home to ........... such as the fox and the wolf.
a- life preserver
b- lifeline
c- wildlife
d- life jacket
21. I'm interested ....... learning more about Rider Haggard.
a- in
b- about
c- on
d- over
22. The ..... of St Catherine is located in the centre of Sinai.
a- tomb
b- museum
c- mountain
d- monastery
23. Students should be keen ......... learning foreign languages.
a- to
b- on
c- that
d- for
24. The pharaoh Akhnaton wanted EI-Minya to be the ....... of Egypt.
a- airport
b- port
c- capital
d- harbour
25. Sameh is good ........ playing chess.
a- of
b- with
c- for
d- at
26. St Catherine is the oldest .......... monastery in the world.
a- Hindu
b- Christian
c- Jewish
d- Islamic
27. Hassan applied ................ join the army.
a- to
b- for
c- of
d- in
28. Payoum Oasis is a very fertile .......... area.
a- archaeological
b- agricultural
c- commercial
d- industrial

'-~'-"-"-"-.'-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"--'-''-'--"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-'._
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29. Hanan will apply .......... the university next Friday.
a- in
b- of
c- to
d- for
30. A lot of villagers ....... their village due to deluges 10 years ago.
a- occupied
b- donated
c- vented
d- abandoned
31. It ............... that the EL-Mursi Abu EL-Abbasmosque is the most
beautiful mosque in Alex.
a- believed
b- '11 believe
c- believes
d- is believed
32. You will love the beautiful mountain ................. .
b- landfills
a- landmarks
c-landscapes
d-Iandmines

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1. Some people are lonely because they build walls instead of ferries.
2. When the train arrived at Alexandria, the doctor was waiting for
the sick passenger.
3. The ill passenger thanked the doctor on saving his life.
4. Mobile phones are very harmful, especially in emergency
situations.
5. The doctor advised my uncle to give in smoking.
6. Eman loves the silent of the countryside.
7. If there were a traffic jam, everyone would be early for work.
8. If I feel better, I go to bed early.
9. He's quite a good player but his includes in the national team is a
surpnse.
IO.Modern Egyptian civilization began around 7.000 years ago.
11.The Ministry of Education does its best to inform education.
12.I'm really looking forward to read King Solomon's Mines.
13.Let's look at the internet, shall we?
14.He didn't apply for university because he wasn't very bad at school.
IS.A museum is a building in which monks live.
16.1t's knew that the High Dam is a great project.
17.0ur luggage were searched thoroughly last night.
18. I persuaded her to work like hard as she could and just do her
better.

c. Reading
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
Many writers have called Fayoum "a paradise" or a "jewel" or "a
gift of the Nile". The oasis of Fayoum is surrounded by desert and
fed by water from the Nile. The result is a green place with rich
earth and there is even a lake called Birket Qarun. Fayoum covers
an area of 2.000 square kilometres and is only a 2 hour drive from
Cairo. It was formed about 70.000 years ago when water from
the Nile broke through the Lahun Gap and made a large lake.
The lake measures about 240 square kilometres. The deepest place
is 8 metres. Today the lake is salty, like the sea, and contains many
fish.
All kinds of fruit are grown in Fayoum - oranges, apples, apricots.
Many people go to Fayoum to hunt birds, just as the Pharaohs did.
Other people prefer to go and watch the birds through binoculars.
Fayoum is also the home of some of Egypt's famous pyramids and
temples.
The pyramid of Amenehat III was made of thousands of mud bricks
and was covered with limestone. Bricks and pots are still made
today in Fayoum. So if you want to relax and see old buildings, or
go fishing or escape from the noise of Cairo, then Fayoum is the
place to visit.

a. Answer the following questions:
1. How is the Payoum oasis provided with water?
2. Why do you think Fayoum is called a paradise?
3. What are binoculars used for?
b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. Lake Qarun is a wealthy source of........... and beautiful scenery.
a- animals
b- birds
c- fish
d- crocodiles
5. What can't you do in Fayoum?
b- Go bird hunting
a- Visit Pharaonic sites
d- Go diving
c- Go fishing

6- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
For most of us, the idea of soup, which stops us getting ill or crisps
which relax us, seems like something from a science-fiction film.
However, these are not foods of the future. In fact, they are part of a
new group of food products known as 'functional foods', and they
may already be on your supermarket's shelves.
In today's world, we all know that our diet affects our health and
more people are watching what they eat. Food companies are taking
advantage of this fact. They have already started to use ingredients
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in their products which will offer extra health benefits to their
customers. For example, orange juice already contains vitamin C,
but now you can buy orange juice with added calcium to strengthen
your bones and teeth, so it is even better for you than ever before.
Of course, there are people who believe that functional foods are a
bad idea. They claim that products such as these can be dangerous,
as people may end up taking more vitamins than they need and may
damage their bodies as a result. Nevertheless, functional foods are
becoming increasingly popular, and supporters feel that it won't be
long before there are foods which prevent cancer, protect eyesight
and much more.

a. Answer the following questions:
1. Why are some people against functional foods?
2. What are the advantages of functional foods?
3. Would you like your regulcu' meals to include functional foods? Why?

h. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. Functional foods are ......................... .
a- imaginary products
b- real products
c- science-fiction products
d- science-fiction films
5. Some food companies benefit from functional foods by ..................... .
a- offering extra health advantages to their customers.
b- reducing vitamins in their products.
c- helping customers save more money.
d- helping customers consume more foods.

The Novel
, The Spiders
7- 1- a. Answer the following questions:
1. What e-mail did Ayman remember?
2. How did the ancient Egyptians make medicine for the bites of black
and yellow spiders?

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. The young officer was coughing because .................. .
2. To examine the dead spiders, the professor used ...... , .......... .

c. Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
"Ok. Let's see what we have got", said the Professor excitedly.
1. Where did the Professor say these words?
2. Why was the Professor excited?

2- a. Answer the following questions:
1. What did the men do to protect themselves from deadly spiders?
2. How did the men know that the spider did not bite the young
officer's face?

.. _.. __ .__ ._ .. _.. _.. _h_'._"_" __ ' __ O________ ' __ '_" __ ._.. __ .____ .. ____ .. ____ .. ____ .. __ ._h ____ .. _··_··_·· ___ ---__ ._ .. _.. _.. _______ .________ .__ .________ .. _____ .__
i

h. Complete the following sentences:
1. When the Professor examined the spider, it came out to be ....... .
2., The spider's fangs were so strong .................. , .................... .

c. Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
"I will pass your opinion to the colonel. This matter must be decided
at a higher level" .
1. What was the speaker talking about?
2. What were the speaker's orders to his men?

D- Writing
8- 1. Write a paragraph of about 100 words on:
"Football World Cup Championship in South Africa"
2. Write a paragraph of about 100 words on:
"How to avoid swine flu"

Translation
9- 1- a. Translate into Arabic:
Television is considered one of the cheapest and most important
means of entertainment and information. It shows a variety of
programmes that appeal to people of different ages. It also helps
students by presenting useful educational:programmes.

b. Translate into English:
.~ ~ ~I~i jt~'J JlAc.'J1 Jl?,.;l ~I JS ~~I r~ .,
.o~ ~ ~I~

u..,....! o~1 ~I ~ ~ rll~J ."

1- a. Translate into Arabic:
Sports have became one of the most effective means of achieving
peace and stability throughout the world. The Olympic Games are
now a political question. Every country sharing in the Olympic
Games tries hard to win to raise its 'flag before millions of
spectators.

b. Translate into English:
·~4~I.J ~~~~I ~I (.)A ~I ~ o~~I ..u~1 ~~.J ~I~I ~I.Jj

wJ .,

.o)y.Jl t,s..l.J J.,..:..JA ~"J .u.,JI ~ ~I y.;1JI r~ . .,.
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Sample Test One
A- Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1. You understood the film you watched but you are not sure what it
really shows.
2. You want your teacher to help you answer a certain question.
3. You're asked to help your cousin with a math problem. You agree.
4. You're trying to persuade your pen friend Jack to visit the Cairo
town.

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
1. A: May I book a tour to Hurgada?
B: With pleasure. How would you like to go?
A: By plane because it's fast.
2. A: You have to pay a fine.
B: Why?
A: You exceeded the speed limit.

pslace:·· ·A·········· .. .
peaer
k
: ........ .
Speaker B: ........ .
Place: .... ; .......... .
Speaker A: ........ .
Speaker B: ....... ..

B- Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1. Science teachers .......... their experiments in science labs.
a- make
b- do
c- devise
d- operate
2. The Israeli settlements in the Western Bank .......... sooner or later.
a- should remove
b- should be removed
c- will remove
d- removed
3. Time ......... is of great importance for all people.
a- manageress
b- managed
c- management
d- manager
4. It ............ that Egypt is a great country.
a- knows
b- is known
c- knew
d- weB known
5. The .............. of the American president's visit to Sultan Hassan's
mosque received our doubts.
a- declaration
b- announcement
c- advertisement
d- cancellation
6. Dr Yousri helped .......... the reform of education
a- at
b- with
c- in
d- on
7. She ........ that she won't be able to attend my daughter's wedding
party next Sunday.
a- acquires
b- informs
c- blames
d- regrets

8. My neighbor works .......... an oil company.
a- out
b- with
, c- on
d- for
9. The accident is blamed ........ the rash driver.
b- about
a- on
c- for
d- with
lO.If we freeze water, it .............. into ice.
a- will convert
b- turns
d- 'd turn
c- '11 turn
11. The .......... father treats his daughters and sons on equal terms.
b- rash
a- violent
c- stupid
d- wise
12.If she doesn't leave now, she ........... the eight o'clock train.
b- 'd miss
a- will miss
c- won't miss
d- misses
13.Dakhla is a different .......... because it's above sea level.
b- island
a- valley
d- mine
c- oasis
14.If she ............. five years older, she'd go camping.
a- was
b- had had
c- is
d- were
I5.Uncle Ahmed succeeded in .......... his son to give up smoking.
a- repJacing
b- persuading
c- amending
d- reforming
16.If I .......... much money, I would have bought a new car.
b- had
a- have
c- had had
d- have had

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

You must violate traffic signals.
A gene is a part of molecule of a living thing.
You must always think of the other around you.
Concrete is not as dangerous as many other building materials.
She sewed her new dress himself.
We had our car washing.
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c- Reading
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
David wants to buy a Christmas present for a very special person,
his mother. David's father gives him $5.00 a week pocket money
and David puts $2.00 a week into his bank account. After three
months, David takes $20.00 out of his bank account and goes to the
shopping mall. He looks and looks for a perfect gift.
Suddenly, he sees a beautiful brooch in the shape of his favourite
pet. He says to himself, "My mother loves jewelry, and the brooch
costs only $1 7.00." He buys the brooch and takes it home. He
wraps the present in Christmas paper and places it under the tree.
He is very excitecl and he is looking forward to Christmas morning
to see the joy on his mother's face.
But when his mother opens the present, she screams with fright
because she sees a spider.

a. Answer the following questions:
1. What does David want to buy his Mother?
2. Who does David get his money from?
3. How much money does David take to the mall?

b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:
4. David buys his mother a ............. .
b- brooch
a- ring
c- spider
d- purse
5. David's mother screams ........... .
a- because the present is beautiful
b- because she doesn't like Christmas presents
c- because she thinks she sees a real spider
d- because spiders are her favourite pet

6-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
Mrs. Wilson and Mrs. Smith are sisters. Mrs. Wilson Hves III
Duncan and Mrs. Smith lives in Victoria. One day Mrs. Wilson
visited her sister. When her sister answered the door, Mrs. Wilson
saw tears in her eyes. "What's the matter?" she asked. Mrs. Smith
and she said, "My cat Sammy died last night and I have no place
to bury him. She began to cry again. Mrs. Wilson was very sad
because she knew her sister loved the cat very much. Suddenly,
Mrs. Wilson said, "I can bury your cat in my garden in Duncan
and you can come and visit him sometimes." Mrs. Smith stopped
crying and the two sisters had tea together and a nice visit.
It was now fi ve o'clock and Mrs. Wilson said it was time for her to

go home. She put on her hat, coat and gloves and Mrs. Smith put

the dead Sammy into a shopping bag. Mrs. Wilson took the
shopping bag and walked to the bus stop. She waited a long time
for the bus so she bought a newspaper. When the bus arrived, she
got on the bus, sat down and put the shopping bag on the floor
beside her feet. She then began to read the newspaper. When the
bus arrived at her bus stop, she got off the bus and walked for
about two minutes. Suddenly, she remembered she had left the
shopping bag on the bus.
i

a. Answer the following questions:
1. Why is Mrs. Smith upset?
2. What did Mrs. Wilson do?
3. Who did Sammy the cat live with?
b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. Mrs. Wilson forgets ............... .
a- the newspaper
b- her handbag
c- the shopping bag
d- her dog
5. Sammy dies in ................................ .
a- Mrs. Smith's house in Duncan
b- Mrs. Wilson's garden
c- Victoria
d- the bus

The Novel
The Spiders
7 - a. Answer the follow.iq.g questions:
1. Why did the spiders disappear suddenly?
2. What was the medicineffor the spider bites made from?

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. Both uncle Walid and colonel Mikhail were ........... .
2. Ayman had no time to read Dr Shereen's second e-mail.so ......... .

c. Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
"I'm sorry, you'd better read this e-mail".
1. Who was the speaker? rro whom?
2. How were the speak~r'.sfparents and his uncle after reading the email?

iD- Writing
8- Write a paragraph of.. about 100 words on:
"A great discovery"
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Translation
9- a. Translate into Arabic:
All social animals need some methods of exchanging information.
Human beings do that in many ways. They express approval by
nodding, disapproval by shaking the head and show direction by
pointing

b. Translate into English:
...s.)2.i ~.J 0'" .l=..1.J wI ~ ~.J

A,..-..j

J~1 w~1 ~ . ,

Sample Test Two
,
A- Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1. You're asked about your favourite film director.
2. Fady-asks your opinion about the film you saw together last night.
3. The owner of the factory asks ifhe can interview you, but you have
too much to do.
4. You are looking for a necklace you have lost. Ask your brother
about it.

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
1. A: How long have you been feeling unwell?
Place: ............... .
B: Simce Friday.
Speaker A: ........ .
A: Take one of these tablets three times a day. Speaker B: ........ .
B: Thank you.
2. A: May I have your attention, please? We will . - - - - - - - ,
soon be arriving at the monastery of St
~~:C:~e·;A·:·:::·.·:""":
Catherine.
Speaker B: ........ .
B: When was it built?
A: It was built in the sixth century by the Roman Emperor
Justinian.
B: Thank you.

B. Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b ,c or d:
1. Students shouldn't be worried. '" ........ the final exams.
a- about
b- for
c- at
d- from
2. The road to ......... is not straight.
a- success
b- ambition
c- regret
d- failure
3. "I'm sonoy ......... losing your English book", Amal said to you.
b- for
a- to
c- that
d- of
4. Life is not a race. it's a ............ .
b- voyage
a- competition
c-Journey
d-tour
5. The new fumiture .............. now.
a- is polished
b- was polished
c- is being polished
d- have been polished
6. Good friends are hard to find, harder to leave and ......... to forget.
a- likely
b- probable
c- possible
d- impossible
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a- on

..

b- at

c- III
d- with
8. The answer ......... the problem of over population is birth control.
b- to
a- on
c- for
d- about
9. If ice is heated, it .......... .
a- '11 melt
b- would melt
c- melts
d- melt
10. I wouldn't go there alone if I ....... you
a- 'm
b- were
c- was
d- had been
11. It ........... that the earth orbits the sun
a- says
b- said
c- say
d- is said
12. Tel E1 - Amarna is on the ........ of the Nile
a- bank
b- shore
c- beach
d- tank
13. If he had won a lottery, he ........... .
~~llfu~ili

~~fu~ili

c- would have furnished

d- furnishes
14. Payoum oasis is famous for its .............. .
a- water - front
b- water - wheels
c- water - fails
d- water - cress
15. He apologized to me ............. insulting the house keeper
a- for
b- about
c- at
d- of
16. Copper is a good ............. of electricity.
a- contact
b- delivery
c- conductor
d- resistant

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The Olympic Games are famous for athletes.
He is ashamed of his brother because he always comes first.
She'd rather studies hard to join the faculty of medicine.
He used to getting up late, but now he doesn't.
She borrowed a ten-pound note to her young sister.
Adham presented his wife a valuable ring to wear around her neck.

' - r ' - " - - ' - " - " - " - " - " - " - " - " - " - " - " - " - " - " - ' ' - " - " - " - " - " - " - " - " - " - " - " - " - " - " - " - " - " - ' ' - ' - - " - " - " - ' . __ ._ .. _ .. _-._ .. _ •• _ .. _ •• - •. _ .. _ •• _ .. -

5- ~ead

C- Reading
the following passage, then answer the questions:

Many people think that the dinosaur is the biggest animal that ever
lived. They are wrong. The world's biggest animal is still living and
it lives in the sea. It is called the Blue Whale. Blue Whales can be
as long as 30 meters and weigh as much as 1.000 kilos. The largest
dinosaurs weighed only 500 kilos.
The Whale is not only the world's biggest animal, it is also one of
the cleverest. We know that whales can talk to each other, though
we do not know what they are saying. We do not yet know how to
"speak" to whales! One day, perhaps we shall learn to speak to
whales and then they will be able to tell us about themselves.
Whales are part of a family of animals called "cetaceans". These are
animals that live in the sea but unlike fish, do not lay eggs. They
have babies in the same way that cows and cats do, and give their
babies milk. There is a famous White Whale called Moby Dick. He
was in a story by The American writer, Herman Melville. In this
story, a sailor called Captain Ahab spends a lot of time trying to
find and kill Moby Dick. Sadly, there are not many kinds of whales
left. Men have killed them for thousands of years for food and other
things. However, there are now laws to stop people killing most
kinds of whales, so perhaps there will be more of them in the years
to come.

a. Answer the following questions:
1. In what way are whales different from fish?
2. Why aren't there many whales left?
3. Do you think there will be more whales in the sea in the future?
JusH·f'?
y.

b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:
4. The passage is about ............. .
b- what whales eat
a- killing whales
d- dangerous animals in the sea
c- the largest animals
5. The underlined word "themselves" in the second paragraph refers to
b- sailors
d- people

a- dinosaurs
c- whales
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6-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
Advertisement
People who like excitement are to join in the trip of a lifetime. Do
you enjoy foreign travel? Do you enjoy a challenge? We are
looking for ten fun-loving people to come with us on an exciting
journey to a remote part of South America.
We will walk about 30 km each day and sleep in tents. We will
carryall our own equipment and cook our own food. We will walk
through beautiful scenery and see some fascinating ancient
temples .and cities. If you like staying in comfortable hotels and
lying by a pool in the sun, this is not the holiday for you. But if
you like the idea of spectacular scenery, hiking in the mountains
with a fun group of people and ... hting under the stars talking late
into the night, this could be just what you are looking for. You
must be:
• fit and healthy
• under 40 years of age
• capable of carrying and cleaning duties
• prepared to share cooking and cleaning duties
If this describes you, write for more information to: Bill and
Sue, PO. Box 420, London SWB.

a. Answer the following questions:
1. According to the advertisement, which country or countries is the
group going to visit? .
2. Why do you have to be fit to go on this trip?
3. Where will they be staying at night?

b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. What does the underlined part "this is not the holiday for you"
mean?
a- This holiday would be ideal for you.
b- This holiday would not be suitable for you.
c- You would really enjoy this holiday.
d- This is not a time when you can take a rest.
5. Which one of these statements is not true?
a- People who go on this holiday have to be able to carry their own
luggage.
b- They will visit some archaeological sites.
c- You can go on this trip if you are 45 years old.
d- People interested in the trip should write to Bill and Sue for more
infonnation.

The novel
The spiders
7 - a- Answer the following questions:
1. ',Vhere maya spider build its nest?
2. Why were the spiders able to bite Ayman?
b- Complete the following sentences:
1. The inhabitants of Hamdayya left their town because ........... .
2. Female spiders are more dangerous than male spiders because .... .
c- Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
"I want to thank you for your work today. You are welcome to join
us tomorrow. I've ordered stronger protective suit. They will be
here in the morning".
1. What was the speaker preparing for?
2. Why were the stronger suits ordered?
D. Writing
#

8. Write a paragraph of about 100 words on:
"Healthy food"
9. a- Translate into Arabic:
Mass media play a vital role in forming the public OpInIOn.
Newspapers and magazines inform us of whatever happens all over
the world. Radio and TV convey to us the latest news almost in no
time.
b- Translate into English:
-l':ll ~ J ~
-L.l:.,{ ~..J
- .. LlI 'WI J
i.~.h.:WI
4JUJI r I~\ ~-;;
w......, . ,
•I.!:J~
.

............................................................................................................
............................................................................................................

.. _.. - .. _.. _.. - .. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. -.. _.. _.. - .. _.. _.. -.. -.. _.. -.. _.. _--_ .. _--_ .. _.. _---_._ .. _.. -.. _--_ .. _.. _.. _.. _. __ .. _.. -_._ .. _.. _.. _.. _..-.. -.. -.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. -.
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Review F
Units 16. - 18
1 - Respond to each of the following situations:
1. You're asked about the moral of Maupassant's the Necklace
2. Ahmed asks you, "What is the film you have just seen together
really about?"
3. You have to ring Mr Hassn up to tell him that his son, Omar
passed the exam.
4. You ask Adel for more information about a place you have
never heard of.
5. Your mobile phone isn't working well. Ask Hazem to fix it.
6. You persuade Hemat to visit the Egyptian museum.
7. You want Hoda to recommend visiting a historic place in luxor.
8. You need help with a computer problem.

2- Say where these mini-dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
1. A: How quickly can you get me
to the airport?
B: It's a 40 minute drive using the
six of October Bridge
A: Can you get faster? I' m very late.
B: I'll do my best.

Place: ..................... .
Speaker A: ................ .
Speaker B: ................ ..

2. A: Excuse me, I'm interested in
Place: .................... ..
buying this skirt but the
Speaker A: ................ .
price is not marked on it.
Speaker B: ................ ..
B: The price is LE 150.
A: This is really expensive. It's unbelievable.
B: But all our prices are fixed.
3. A: Open your English books, please.
B: Which page , sir?
A: Page 55.

Place: .................... ..
Speaker A: ............... ..
Speaker B: ................ ..

4. A: Excuse me, What time is the next train?
~----------------~
B: 8: 30 platform 5
Place: .................... ..
A: Thank you.
Speaker A: ............... ..
Speaker B: ................ ..

Vocabulary and Structure
3: Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1. Tourists buy ..... from Khan Elkalili to remind themselves of their visit.
~~fu

~~~cin

c- prizes
d- presents
2. Mona suggests ............ to Hurghada next Sunday.
'a- going
b- goes
c- went
d- to going
3. Thomas Cook arranged the first ........ '" tour in 1841.
b- packet
a- packed
c- packing
d- package
4. I bought a new car. It was reaIIy good .......... for money.
a- investment
b- average
c- value
d- avenue
5. Tourism is the second most important earner of foreign ...... after oil.
a- navigation
b- investment
c- currency
d- trade
6. She ............ see a doctor because of high temperature.
a- must
b- doesn't have
c- needn't
d- need to be
7. The tourist industry ........... thousands of people such as travel
agents.
a- occupies
b- applies
c- supplies
d- employs
8. She .......... buy a new dress because her mother bought her a new
one.
a- doesn't have to
b- needs to
c- must
d- used to
9. To encourage tourism, new hotels and roads have to be .. , .....
a- erected
b- renewed
c- demolished
d- destroyed
10. Al Ahly football team wear ........... all other Egyptian teams.
a- down
b- on
c- away
d- out
11. There are many tourist villages on the Mediterranean .... '"
a- depression
b- coast
c- bank
d- valley
12. It is necessary to ........ for the vacant job before the end of the month.
a- applying
b- applies
c- applied
d- apply
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] 3. Package tour is a holiday that is arranged by a company at a fixed ..... .
a- time
b- price
c- season
d- place
14. New parks and resorts will ............ planned.
a- need
b- be needed
c- need to be
d- need
15. Package tours include travel, ............ and sometimes meals for a fixed
pnce.
a- destination
b- estimation
c- evaluation
d- accommodation
16. You ........... buy that camera as I can lend you mine.
b- must
a- had to
c- do not need to
d- mustn't
17. Our luggage was checked all the way through our final ......... .
b- goal
a- arrangement
c- decision
d- destination
18. Dr Ahmed Zewail .......... the nobel prize for chemistry.
b- was awarded
a- awarded
c- awards
d- rewarded
19. Humans can be affected by science experiment which go ........ .
b- ahead
a- wrong
c- blind
d- mad
20. Ayman went back to London to ....... as an engineer.
a- train
b- trained
d- training
c- be trained
21. ........... is the scientific study of people, their customs, beliefs, etc.
b- Anthropology
a- Biology
c- Sociology
d- Phonology
22. Information about swine flu ............. on the internet
a- finds
b- can be found
c- found
d- can find
23. A ....... is someone who controls the making of the play, films, etc ...
a- producer
b- director
c- professor
d- presenter
24. On my way to Port Said. the car ran ......... " of petrol
a- over
b- for
c- in
d- out
25. I think that global ....................... is the most serious prob1em due to
increase in Co2.
a- warnung
b- warmth
c- warning
d- village

26. In some cities, people ...... , use their cars every day because it's
against the law.
b- can't
a- couldn't
dcould
c- can
27. A ............ tale is a story that is intended to warn people.
a- cautious
b- cautionary
c- c a u t i o n d - careful
28. I .......... see very well without glasses because my sight is sharp.
b- couldn't
a- could
c- can't
d- can
29. We should increase our use of ......... from wind, waves and the sun.
a- vapour
b- heat
c- light
d- energy
30. In the past, people ........ drive a car without passing a driving test.
a- could
b- can
c- would
d- may
31. Students are not allowed to leave school without .......... .
a- warming
b- permission
c- allowance
d- warning
32. I ............. ride a bicycle until the age of nine. I'm twenty now.
a- could
b- can
c- couldn't
d- can't

4. Find the mistake in each of the following sentences , then
write them correctly :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

We must help animals and plants to adapt to climate exchange.
You must drive more quickly so as not to make an accident.
That newspaper bought by three million people every day.
General transport should be improved.
Today , all the most important towns and cities are linked by
roads and railways.
6. Birds and dinosaurs are genetic related.
7. I'll look on the internet and hawk a flight and a hotel.
8. It's years for we've been to Frankfort.
9. I'm doing a project on people's driving habitats.
10.The problems we face today are worrying, are they?
lI.Local warming is the increase in the earth's temperature due to
increase in Co 2 •
12. He is the billionaire whose started the park.
13. A hedge is a line of upright wooden posts with wire or wood in
between, used to divide an area of land.
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14.Humans can be affected by science experiments where go
wrong.
IS.We all admire the professor that books are taught everywhere.
16.For Egypt, industry is the second most important earner of
foreign currency.
17. Michael Crichton died in 2008 , in the age of sixty - six.
I8.My children has to study ancient history at school next year.

The novel
The spiders
7- 1- a. Answer the following questions:
1. What were the signs of bad weather over the mountains in Sinai?
2. Where did they put the plants that they had collected?

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. It got so dark that car lights ............... ..
2. They had to get through because ........ .

c- Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
"This is bad. In this weather the road can just disappear. "
1. Who said these words? When?
2. What does the statement "This is bad" refer to ?

2- a- Answer the following questions :
1. Why was the road down the mountain very dangerous?
2. Why was not the road their only problem?

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. Although the second wadi was wider and the water was higher,
they ................. .
2. The rain was so heavy that .................... .

c. Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
"The road is not our only problem" .
1. What was the problem they had?
2. What was the problem with the third wadi?

D- writing
1. Write a letter to Jack apologizing to him for not accepting his
invitation to attend his birthday party.
2. Write a paragraph of about 100 words on:
The mobile phone is a mixed blessing.

Translation
1 - a- Translate into Arabic:
Transplantation of body organs has developed greatly through the
recent years. Could the brain be one of the parts in common
practice within a few years? Who knows? Anyhow, it's all for the
benefit of mankind.
,
..-.. _.._.. _.._.. _.._.. _.. -.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. -.. --._ .. -"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-'--"-"- .. - .. _.. -.. _.. -.. _.. _.. -... _.. - .._.. _.. _.,_ .. _.. _.. _..-...

b - Translate into English :
.~..,.J' u-l}t~'i'J~~'~' ;;~I..;!~ ~I ~Iy\

01.'

"" ••••• " •• "" •• """"""""""""".,,""""""""",, .. ,,""" ""." """" .. """"",, •• ,,"""" """"""" .. """,.""""""" ~"""""""""",,"" IO"""""",,"

2- a- Translate into Arabic .
Economic grouping aims at the formation of economic union
across the political borders of different countries like the
European Union Products from one economic group can flow
without customs regulations or taxes. The European Union also
uses a single currency which facilitates trade

b- Translate into English
.ytA.;'i' ~J ~

.

Y- ~

'-f..jt

o.J}~

r3\.a.ll ~ '~;;lii

.,

.

. U:.yoJ.. L.~ r-lW1J .>- ~ ylill ~'.)j ~I.» w..o~ .ill ."
""""

.. " .. ".. ".. """",, .. ,,"""" ... ","." " ... """ .. " .... " ... ,," ....... "... """"""" .. ,, ... """""",, .. ,,"""""""" ... """" .... ,,
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Sample Test One
A - Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1. You did not enjoy the film as much as the book you like.
2. You are doing a project on unemployment. You want some
information from at;l important person.
3. Someone wants to ask you some questions, but you don't have
time.
4. Karim suggests going fishing. Politely refuse, giving a reason.
2- Say where these mini - dialogues take place and who the speakers
are:
1 - A: Can I help you , sir?
Place: ..................... .
B: Yes, please. I have a problem
Speaker A: ................ .
with the engine of the car.
Speaker B: ................. .
A: What's wrong with it?
B: It produces too much heat.
2 - A: How was your flight, sir?
B: Very good.
A: Welcome back to Egypt.

Place: ..................... .
Speaker A: ................ .
SpeakerB: ................. .

B. Vocabulary and Structure
3 - Choose the correct answer from a, b, cor d:
1. The American astronauts ........ in landing on the surface of the moon.
b- managed
a- succeeded
c- were able
d- got through
2. The only ............ of the massacre was a young man called Tom.
a- usher
b- volunteer
c- donor
d- survivor
3. You ........... borrow my mobile phone tomorrow.
a- succeeded in
b- can
c- managed to
d- got through
4. It's essential for our ........... that we look after tourists well.
b- history
a- knowledge
c- reputation
d- culture
5......... I use your camera, please?
b- Can
a-May
d- Would
c- Could
6. "Take it easy". means to ....... and let normal daily routine worry you.
b- stress
a- annoy
c- relax
d- upset

7. He ......... speak English fluently as he spent 10 years in England.
a- can't
b- can
c- might
d- could
8. Under the new ....... spending on office equipment will be strictly
controlled.
a- modifications
b- amends
c- bases
d- regulations
9 . You .......... come and see us at the weekend.
a- mustn't
b- don't have to
c- needn't
d- must
10. It is known that the Statue of Zeus was made by a .......... artist
a- Turkish
b- Japanese
d- Chinese
c- Greek
11. He ............ take a taxi yesterday because the b.,.s broke down.
a- can't
b- must
(
c- has to
d- had to
12. The Colossus of Rhodes was destroyed by an fa ............... in the year
226 BC.
a- storm
b- deluge
. c- volcano
d- earthquake
13. The first bus is at 5.15 a.m, so I ........ get up very early.
b- have to
a- '11 have to
c- needn't
d- had to
14. The green house ........ means the gradual rise in temperature of the
earth's atmosphere.
a- defeat
b- default
c- effect
d- defect
15. The pyramids ................ from space.
a- saw
b- are to see
c- see
d- could be seen
16. Carbon dioxide in the air ... ,................. the temperature of the earth's
atmosphere.
a- lengthens
b- weakens
c- increases
d- decreases

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

She visited Luxor with herself.
I'm good at swimming, amn't I ?
This is a new mobile phone, isn't he?
Mud bricks conduct heat well. ,
His house is high - tech. It is traditional.
Isolated buildings keep out heat and cold.
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c- Reading
5· Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
Nagwa's wedding dress arrived at six o'clock in the evening, just
sixteen hours before her marriage. "I'll try it on, Mum! she said
and went into her room. Five minutes later, Nagwa's cries brought
her mother. The dress was much too big for her. It was baggy in
the front, and the neck line looked wro11g. Nagwa was very sad.
"Take it back to the dressl taker's", mother said "She must alter it
tonight. Hurry now, take it off and go".
The dressmaker flat was locked. "Closed for one week Holiday".
said a notice on the .ioor. Nagwa went back home with tears in her
eyes. "This is unlucky," said Nagwa's mother. "Shall I ask your
aunt Nawal to help? She was a dressmaker once. I'm sure she can
alter it for you". Aunt Nawal was asked to alter the dress for
Nagwa. She had to take in a lot of material at the front, then she
altered the neckline. At nine o'clock the work was finished, and
• Nagwa tried the dress on. It fitted her beautifully.
The three women were having tea when the doorbell rang. Nagwa's
mother answered it and looked into the worried,eyes of a plump
young lady. The lady was carrying a large, flat box.
Does Miss Nagwa Ali live here? "She asked. "Yes, she's my
daughter. Oh! I'm glad I've found her! There's been a mistake.
Your daughter has my wedding dress and I've got hers. And I'm
getting married tqmorrow!" She held out the' box to Nagwa's
mother.
Ii

a. Answer the following questions:
1. How did Nagwa get the wrong dress?
2.The young woman said, "There's been a mistake. " What mistake was it?
3.What was in the large flat box?

b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:
4. Mother said, "Take it off and go". She means to go to ........ .
b- the wedding
a- aunt NawaI
c- the dressmaker's
d- the shop
5. The underlined word 'baggy' me an s ........... .
a- flat
b- open
c- small
d- big

6-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
,It has become clear in the last decade that in Egypt, the tourism
iridustry has come to hold a position of great importance. It is felt
that it could help increase the national income and open chances
of work before youth.
In some European countries, tourism has brought in millions of
dollars yearly, although they lack the natural and historical
attraction we have in Egypt, the land of glorious past civilization.
We could, for instance, establish tourist villages for children on
the Red Sea. We could teach fishing, swimming, diving and
sailing there. Another good idea would be a village near the
pyramids or in the New Valley for horse riding, and what about
villages for people with health problems like rheumatism? The
warm dry climate of Aswan and Helwan would certainly help
them get better and this is called curative tourism.
Our tourist today wants efficient and friendly service. He would
probably prefer to try out samples of our local food than to the
international meals which are served in some places of
specialities. This would be more interesting than having the same
things he always eats in his country.
It must also be remembered that most tourists nowadays are
seldom rich.
Many of them are students or hardworking employees. So what is
needed is not expensive hotels but clean comfortable places to
sleep and eat in at reasonable prices. This, too, would encourage
Egyptians to travel more and more around their lovely county
having home tourism.

a. Answer the following questions:
1 - Why is tourism important?
2 - Why is Egypt supposed to have flourished and successful tourism?
3 - What is curative tourism?
h. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4 - Home tourism means .............................. .
a- people travelling around their own country.
b- serving international meals in our restaurants.
c- establishing expensive hotels.
d- establishing new tourist villages at cheap prices.
5 - To attract more tourists, we should ................................................ .
a- try samples oflocal food.
b- serve international meals in our restaurants.
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c- establish expensive hotels.
d- establish new tourist villages provided with efficient and friendly
service.

The Novel
The spiders
7· a. Answer the following questions :
1. What made the third car sink into the water?
2. What did Captain Osama use the rope for?

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. Having put the plants in the third car, Wafaa ................. .
2. Wafaa drove the first car to Hamdayya and risked her life to
danger so that .................... .

c. Read the following quotation, then answer the

questions~

"We have to get through. We have a young man' life in our hands"
1. Who said these words? To whom?
2. What did the speaker mean by saying we have a young man in
our hands?

D- Writing
8. Write a paragraph of about 100 words on:
" How to keep fit"

Translation
9-a. Translate into Arabic:
Scientists believe that there are a number of natural reasons for
climate change. One could be changes in how much heat we get
from the sun. Another could be volcanoes which send dust into the
atmosphere when they erupt.

b. Translate into English:
'~'y' ~,~ o~J i~ ~ ~'.)j ~

r,.sA
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Sample Test Two
A. Language Functions
1. Respond to each of the following situations:
1. You understand the story, but you are not sure what its real subject
is.
2. You want your sister to help you prepare lunch for the family.
3. Y ou're asked if you can help Mona with a computer problem. You
agree.
4. You're trying to convince Tom to visit a certain place which is off
the beaten track.

2. Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
1- A: What's the matter with you?
B: One of my teeth hurts.
A: Let me see. It must be pulled out.

Place: ............... .
Speaker A: ....... ..
SpeakerB: ........ .

2- A: How much is a kilo of apples?
B: It's LE'IO.
A: I'd like two kilos, please.

Place: ............... .
Speaker A: ....... ..
Speaker B: ........ .

B. Vocabulary and Structure
3. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1. Sports like squash are ........ sports.
a:- indi vidual
b- citizen
c- team
d- personal
2. Basketball is a ...... sport.
b- team
a- citizen
c- personal
d- individual
3. This year, I ......... to go swimming every day.
b- shall
a- will
c- won't
d- 'm going
4. That's a good idea. You .......... very fit.
a- would get
b- got
c- '11 get
d- were getting
5 . We should do our best to .......... fit.
b- prove
a- show
c- choose
d- keep
6. The Chinese invented ice cream using only two ........ ..
b- topics
a- elements
c- compounds
d- ingredients
7. Let us go fishing, ............ you?
a- will
b- do
c- are
d-shall
"-"-'--"-"-"_ .. _.. _.. _.. _.. -.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. -"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"-"- .. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. -.. -.. _--_ .. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. _.. -.. _..
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8. People should eat ........ vegetables and fruit.
a- inorganic
b- rottcn
c- fresh
d- modified
9. When I saw Ahmed, he .......... .
a-laugh
b- is laughing
c- was laughing
d- laughs
10. My flat is on the fourth floor of a five ......... block next to the post
office.
a- story
b- tale
c- storey
d- store
11. Ramy, ........... car is white, is wise and cheerful.
a- who
b- that
c- whom
d- whose
12. It is not allowed to ........... your car in a no parking area.
b- bark
a- park
c- break
d- brake
13. How long ......... before your bus arrived at the bus stop?
a- had you wait
b- have you been waiting
c- have you waited
d- had you been waiting
14. In Egypt, ...... there is little rain, mosthouses have flat roofs.
a- which
b- where
c- when
d- whose
15. You like orange, .......... you?
b- would
a- do
c- don't
d- won't
16. Africa is the second largest of the world's ........... .
a- valleys
b-lakes
c- oceans
d- continents
4 - Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then

write them correctly:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

He is the player whose scored a famous goal.
We have a nice villa on the north bank.
He visited the village when he was born.
His room is old. It needs to be paint.
I'm against genitically modify crops.
I need to buy a new T- shirt because I have a new dozen.

"--.-.~-------------.--.--

.. -----
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c. Reading
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
Ruth Becker was twelve years old in March 1912 when she
travelled from India to England with her little brother, R.ichard,
aged one, her sister, Marion, aged four, and their mother. They were
on their way home to the USA. After travelling by boat through the
Suez Canal and across the Mediterranean Sea, they arrived in
England. They planned to cross the Atlantic Ocean to the USA in a
famous new ship. the Titanic.
The Titanic was the biggest and most modern ship in the world, and
this was its first voyage. It was as long as three football fields and
eleven storeys high. The newspapers said the Titanic was like a
palace. They also said it could not sink.
When the Titanic left England, the weather was good. For the first
four days, the passengers enjoyed life on the ship. Then, on Sunday,
April 14, the weather turned cold. The nOlihem part of the Atlantic
is near the Arctic Circle, so there were icebergs in the water. At
11.40 p.m. a lookout saw a big iceberg 500 metres ahead. An
officer tried to tum the ship, but it was going too fast. and the
Titanic hit the iceberg.
At first, nobody was worried. Just after midnight, Ruth and her
mother woke up. There was a strange silence because the ship's
engines had stopped. Ruth's mother got up and spoke to a steward
outside her cabin. He said, "Don't won)'. It's only a small problem'.
She went back to bed, but sometime later a steward knocked on
their door and said. "Put your life jackets on and go up to the
lifeboat deck." Do we have time to dress? she asked. "No, Madam,
you have time for nothing. The ship is sinking", the steward said.

a. Answer the following questions:
1. Where did Ruth and her family get on the Titanic?
2. What caused the Titanic to sink?
3. Find the words in the passage that mean .................... .
a- someone whose duty is to watch carefully.
b- a man who selVes food and drinks on a plane or ship.
b. Choose the correct answer from 3, b, c or d:
4. Ruth Becker was ............... .
a-Indian
b- American
c- English
d- French
5. The Titanic .................... before March 19]2.
a- didn't make a voyage
b- wasn't built
c- wasn't in the newspaper
d- made one voyage only
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6- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
With the introduction of the Internet into our daily lives, we have
changed from a society of eight to two (that works from 8 am to 2
pm) into a twenty four-hour society. Everything in this lifestyle is
open all hours. You can buy your grocery at midnight, book your
holiday on the Internet at 3 am and do business online at dawn.
Before you join the 24-hour revolution, take a minute to listen to
what your body is trying to tell you. This "round the clock" lifestyle
is not what the Great Creator intended for us.
In an area of our brains, we have a "body clock" that controls our
body's natural rhythms. It tells us when it is the right time to eat,
sleep, work or play. It plays an important part in our physical and
psychological well-being. It is, in fact, what makes us control many
things including our hormones, temperatures, immune system and
activity. It regulates the tempo and brings in all the different
instruments on time to make music rather than noise. If we try to
ignore our body clocks, or even to switch them off for a while, we
not only deprive ourselves of much needed rest, but we also run the
risk of seriously damaging our health. Accordingly, we need to
have a daily routine.

a. Answer the following questions:
1- Which lifestyle does the writer prefer?
2 - Are you for or against the daily routine? Why?
3 - What does "It" in the third paragraph refer to?

b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. A 24-hour society means a society that works ......................... .
b- day only.
a- day and night.'
c- night only.
d- from 8 am to 2 pm.
S. If you switch off your "body clock", ..................... .
a- you'll miss the train
b- you'll damage your health
d- you'll be late for school
c- you won't attend the match

The novel
The spiders
1- a. Answer the following questions:
1. What present did Malcoln give Ayman ? why?
2. Why did the nurse use a ventilator?

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. The news spread around the hospital that ................. .
2 . Ayman was so weak that .......... '" ........ .

c. Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
"Yes, they Ire all there with him. They 'll be there when he wakes up"
. 1. Who said these words ? To whom ?
2. Who was the speaker taking about?

D. W~iting
8 - Write a paragraph of about 100 words about:
" Healthy enviromment"

Translation
9- a. Translate into Arabic :
Great efforts have been made towards equality between men and
women. Women are offered the same jobs and get equal pay for
equal work. Although women have gained many of their rights,
they still have some demands to reach complete equality

b. Translate into English:
.~I..;9~I.J 4...o.fi.::J1 ~\S ~ ~ ~..,ll wlftl 4.;~ ~~ ul
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Answer key
Review d
B. Vocabulary and Structure
3. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
I-c. Chinese
5- b. beat
9- b. circles
13- c. modified
17- d. yours
21- d. natural
25- d. ripe
29- d. seeds
32- a. ambitious

2- d. place
3- b. ball
6- c. herself
7 - d. part
10- d. will
11- a. pesticides
14 d. Pesticides
15- c. itself
18- c. reduce
19- a. flooded
22- a. called
23- a. quantities
26- a. with
27- c. starvation
30- b. had been playing

4-a. do
8- a. didn't
12-a. shall
16- b. Fertile
20- c. from
24- d. leave
28- d. revenge
31- b. armed

4. Find tbe mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1- exciting: excited

2- able; capable

3- fight: thinkkooperate 4- for: up
6- take : keep

5- detached: attached

7 - least : most

8- infection: prediction 9- keep: kept
11- board : abroad
14- flock: delegation
16- finishing: finished

10- fine : fun
13- mice : mouse

12- at : for
15- make: do
17 - then: than

18- must: mustn't

Sample Test One
b- Vcabulary and Structure
3. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d :
1- d. Insulated
4- b. more
7- d. hot
10- b. themselves
13- c. architect
16- d. to

2'- b. often
5- c. earthquakes
8- d. does
11- a. sloping
14- b. hadn't

3- b. genetic
6- c. isn't
9- d. skyscrapers
12- d. watered
15- b. contident

4. Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctJy:
1- for: of

2- bank : coast

3- should: must

4- biology: anthropology

5- polish: polished

6- cars : traffic

Sample Test Two
B. Vocabulary and Structure
3. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- d. sending
4- a. Climate
7- d. may
10- a. melt
13- b. must
16- c. single

2- b. science
5- b. able to
8- d. erupts
11- c. mustn't
14- c. remarkable

3- c. managed
6- d. take
9- c. can't
12- a. doing
15- d. needn't

4. Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1- concrete: muddy

2- with: in

3- withdraw: withstand

4- must: lTIUstn't

5- meet: meat

6- borne: born

Review E
b. Vocabulary and Structure
3. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- b. ambition
2- b. contact
3- c. pouring
4- b. moral
5- d. proved
6- c. will block
7- c. including
8- a. had
9- b. chatting
10- c. would have reported
11- a. conductor
12- c. boils
13- b. paramedic
14- c. cared
15- a. jam
16- a. would have remembered
17- c. regret
18- d. historic
19- b. for
20- c. wildlife
21- a. in
22- d. monastery
23- b. on
24- c. capital
25- d. at
26- b. Christian
27- a. to
28- b. agricultural
29- d. for
30- d. abandoned
31- d. is believed
32- c. landscapes

4. Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1- ferries: bridges
4- harmful: useful
7 - early: late
10- Modern : Ancient
12- read: reading
15- museum: monastery
17- were: was

2- at : in
3- on : for
5- in: up
6- silent: silence
8- better: tired
9- includes: inclusion
11- inform: reform
13- at : on
14- bad: good
16- knew: known
18- like: as
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Sample Test One
B. Vocabulary and Structure
3. Choose the correct answer,from a, b, c or d:
1- b. do
4- b. is known
7- d. regrets
10- b. turns
13- c. oasis
16- c. had had

2- b. should be removed
5- b. announcement
8- d. for
11- d. wise
14- d. were

3- c. management
6- c. in
9- a. on
12- a. win miss
15- b. persuading

4. Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1- must: mustn't
4- concrete: wood

2- molecule: cell
5- himself: herself

3- other: others
6- washing: washed

Sample Test Two
B. Vocabulary and Structure
3. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- a. about
2- a. success
4- c. journey
5- c. is being polished
7- d. with
8- b. to
10- b. were
11- d. is said
13- c. would have furnished
15- a. for
16- c. conductor

3- b. for
6- d. impossible
9- c. melts
12- a. bank
14- b. waterwheels

4. Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then

write them correctly:
1- athletes: athletics
4- getting: get

2- ,ashamed: proud
5 - borrowed: lent

3- studies: study
6- ring : necklace

Review F
B. Vocabulary and Structure
3. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1- a. souvenirs
4- c. value
7 - d. employs
10- c. away
13- b. price
16- c. don't need to
19- a. wrong
22- b. can be found
25- a. warming
28- d. can
31- h. permission

2- a. going
5- c. currency
8- a. doesn't have to
11- b. coast
14- c. need to be
17- d. destination
20- c. be trained
23- a. producer
26- b. can't
29- d. energy
32- c. couldn't

3- d. package
6- a. must
9- a. erected
12- d. apply
15- d. accommodation
18- b. was awarded
21- b. Anthropology
24- d. out
27 - b. cautionary
30- a. could

4. Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1- exchange: change
4- general: public
7- hawk: book
10- are: aren't
13- hedge: fence
16- industry: tourism

2- quickly: slowly
5- linked: joined
8- for: since
11- Local : Global
14- where: which
17 - in : at

3- bought: is bought
6- genetic: genitically
9- habitats: habits
12- whose: who
15- that: whose
18- has: have

Sample Test One
b- Vocabulary and Structure
3. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d :
1- a. succeeded
4- d. culture
7- b. can
10-c. Greek
13- a. '11 have to
16- c. increases

2- d. survivor
5- a. May
8- d. regulations
II-d. had to
14- c. effect

3- b. can
6- c. relax
9- d. must
12- earthquake
I5-d. could be seen

4. Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1- with: by
4- well: badly

2- amn't: aren't
5- traditional: modern

3- he: it
6- isolated: insulated·

Sample Test Two
b- Voc-abulary and Structure
3. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d :
1- a. individual
2- b. team
4- a. '11 get
5- d. keep
7 - a. will
8- c. fresh
lO-c. storey
11- d. whose
13- b. have you been waiting
15- c. don't
16- d. continents

3- d. 'm going
6- d. ingredients
9- c. was laughing
12- a. park
14- b. where

4. Find the mistake in _each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1- whose : who
4- paint: painted

2- bank: coast
5- modify: modified
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3- when : where
6- need: needn't
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Practice Test 4
A. Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
a- Your pen friend has just arrived. You meet him or her at the
airport. What do you say?

..................... ' ................................................... .
b- You have just read a new magazine for young people.
Recommend it to a friend .

.. ... ........ .... .. .. .. ....... ... .. . ...... ................. .....................

c- Your friend tells you the magazine is good, but you want to make
sure .

..... ... ....... .......... ... ... ... ......... ..... ... ........ ........ ......... .

d- You want to tell a friend not to eat too much fat.

.................................................................................................
2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
!

a. A: Passport and tickets, please.
B: Here you are?
A: Window or aisle seat?

,------------------------,
Place: ........................................... .
Speaker A: .................................... .
Speaker B: .................................... .

B: Window seat, please

A: Thank you. I've given you a window seat, 24A. Here's your
boarding card. Boarding will be at 10 o'clock from Gate 17.
b. A: Which tooth seems to have a problem?
B: The one at the front left. It always hurts

Place: ........................ .
Speaker A: .................. .
SpeakerB: ................... .

when I chew on it.
A: Right. Would you open your mouth, please. Yes, it seems you

have a slight problem, but 1 can fix it right away?

B. Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1. People who ............. money should go to prison.
a- borrow
b- lend
c- bring
d- steal
2. Most people are ................. If they find something, they give it back
to the owner.
a- honest
b- nice
c- kind
d- intelligent

3. John doesn't get paid for playing football. He's .......... .
a- a professional
b- a player
c- an amateur
d- a career
4. I'm really enjoying this dessert. Can you tell me what the ................... .
are?
a- goods
b- ingredients
c- crops
d- foods
5. If you need more ........ , eat more meat, fish and eggs.
a- sugar
b- fat
c- protein
d- carbohydrate
6. In the story of Moby Dick, Captain Ahab is absolutely~ ....... to catch
the white whale.
a- determined
b- sure
c- serious
d- primitive
7. W}1en the boat sank, the ............. were saved by a passing ship.
a- staff
b- group
c- crew
d- employees
8. My sister and her husband live on the ........... of the town.
b- outskirts
a- top
c- side
d- outside
9. The people ........... have just moved into the next flat are from Tanta.
b- who
a- which
c- what
d- where
10. Where .......... you going when I saw you in town yesterday?
a- were
b- did
c- had
d- was
11. The Nile is ..................... liver in the world.
a- longest
b- long
c- the longest
d- longer
12. Those are the people .......... car has been stolen.
b- whose
a- who
c- which
d- who's
13. Ali has had to go to hospital because he hurt ......... while playing
,
football.
a- herself
b- him
c- his
d- himself
14. We arrived late and by the time we sat down, the film .......... .
a- has started
b- had started
c- is starting
d- starts
15. In my opinion, it's warmer now ..... '" ........ it was this morning.
a- as
b- so
c- than
d- that
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16- My clothes were dirty because I .............. the car all morning.
b- had repaired
a- had been repairing
c- repaired
d- am repairing ,

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences., then
write them correctly:
a. You must to eat lots of fresh fruits because they're very good for
you.
b. When I was born,. my parents have been Ii ving in their flat for
three years.

c. You say it's very expensive to live in the city, and I don't agree.
d. I hope I tind myself a flat that's not too cheap so that I can afford
it.
e. Asia is the biggest country in the world.
f. We couldn't get into the car because our keys were opened inside.

c. Reading
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
The people who live in the far north of Canada used to build their
homes out of large blocks of ice. Because these were hard and thick,
their houses were well insulated and so the people were warm and
comfortable. In the hotter climate of North Africa, the Bedouin made
their homes from animal skins. This made it easy for them to move
their home when looking for food. These are two examples of people
who adapt their homes to fit their lives. .
Birds do this, too. Some types of birds, which spend their lives in the
air looking for food, do not make new nests every year. but return to
the same nest again and again. And one particular type of bird does
not build a nest at all. but lays its eggs in the nest of another bird and
leaves these birds to look after its young.
3.

Answer the following questions:
1. Why do homes which are made of ice stay warm?
2. What does the word "these" refer to in "Because these were hard and
thick"?
3. What kind of bird goes to the same nest every year?

h. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. Why does the writer tell us about the Bedouin people?
a- He admires their way of life.
b- He says they are the same as the people in Canada.
c- He uses them as an example.
d- They are travelling people.
5. Why did the Bedouin make their homes from animal skins?
a- They wanted to scare their enemies away.
b- They needed to move often.
c- They had plenty of animal skins.
d- They needed to keep warm.

6- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
I never did cooking at school. I learned everything I know from my
mother. She decided to teach me because when she and my father got
married, she did not know how to cook even the simplest meals. This
was because her mother (my grandmother) had refused to let her in
the kitchen while she was cooking. This meant that she had to begin
cooking lessons at the age of 23.
So, when I was only five years old, my mother started. teaching me.
We began with simple things like eggs and soup, then we moved on to
chicken, meat and fish and finally bread and cakes. I particularly
loved making bread: when a new loaf comes out of the oven, it has a
fantastic smell. I am really glad my mother taught me to cook. If I
have a child, I will do the same for him or her.

a. Answer the following questions:
1. Why didn't the writer's mother know ho~ to cook?
2. When did the writer's mother realise how impoltant it was to know
how to cook?
3. What is the writer's plan for the future?
h. Choose the correct answer from 3, b, c or d:
4. How old was the writer when she started learning to cook?
b- seven
a- 'five
c- twenty-three
d- we do not know
5. What were the last kinds of food the writer learned how to cook?
b- cakes and bread
a- meat and fish
d- soup
c- eggs and chicken

The Reader (The Spiders)
7- a. Answer the following questions:
1. What did the Ancient Egyptians use as a medicine against the
spider bites?
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2. What did the people do with the dead spiders from the
underground tombs?

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. The Echinacea Negra plant contains ............................. .
2. The Echinacea Negra plant only grows in ....................... .

c. Read the following quotation, then answer the
questions:
" They'll have to drive through the storm. It'll take more time. "
The colonel looked very serious. !lAyman Hassan doesn't have
much more time," he said.
1. Why doesn't Ayman have much more time?
................................................................................ ,. .............. " .................................................. .

2. What are they waiting for?
..............................................
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D- Writing
8- Write a letter of about 100 words to an English pen friend, Sam,
describing the house you would like to live in. Your name is Nur
Fahmy.

Translation
9- a. Translate into Arabic:
Some people believe that genetically modified food may bring new
diseases in the future. Others are in favour of this type of food. They
think the gentically modified crops can improve agriculture and
protect people from starvation in poor countries~

b. Translate into Englih:
.~ ~I <.J.4 ~4-ll1 ~ I ~J ~~I A..b...r&ll

U4.J j).b -,
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Practice Test 5
A. Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
a- A friend wants to know what your dream job would be and why.
b- You are standing in a queue and someone steps in front of you
without pennission. Comment politely.
c- You are loo~ng for a magazine you have lost. Ask a friend about
it.
d- Your cousin suggests spending the weekend at Helwan. Politely
refuse; giving a reason.

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
a- A: May I have your attention, please? I hope you are enjoying the
beautiful view of the Sinai.
B: When was the monastery built?
A: It was built in the sixth century by the Roman Emperor
Justinian
Place: .............................................................. ..
B: Thank you.

I

Speaker A: ........................................................ .
Speaker B: ........................................................ .

b- A: May I take your order, sir?
B : Yes, I'll have fish, please.
A: How would you like it, sir?
B: Fried, please.

Place: ...................................... .
Speaker A: ................................ .
SpeakerS: ................................ .

A: Certainly, sir. Any vegetables?

B. Vocabulary and Structure:
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1. Most houses in countries where it rains a lot have .... '" ........ roofs.
a- straight
b- sloping
c- flat
d- long
2. If you want to keep fit, go running. It's a very good fann of.............. .
a- exerCIse
b- practice
c- food
d- work
3. My friend's father is the .......... of ourlocal newspaper.
a- politician
b- diplomat
c- man
d- editor
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4. This CD was a ............... It cost less than two pounds.
a- cheap
b- bargain
c- credit
d- value for money
5. Our cat has ........... ; We haven't seen him for a week.
a- missed
b- come
c- gone mIssmg
d- abandoned
6. We ........ to inform passengers travelling to Cairo that their train will
be 20 minutes late.
a- suggest
b- announce
c- refuse
d- regret
7. There is no airport on the island, so boats ....... food and other goods.
a- sail
b- supply
c- give
d- carry
8. My .......... is to be ajournalist for an international news magazine.
a- ambition
b- hero
c- idea
d- announcement
9. As soon as I met him, I knew I .......... him somewhere before.
a- had seen
b- saw
c- have seen
d- see
10. I didn't realise it was late .......... I was concentrating so hard on what
I was doing.
a- if
b- and
c- because
d- but
11. I ........... my brother's car all morning and he says it's still dirty.
a- have cleaned
b- clean
c- am cleaning
d- have been cleaning
1 2. Many cars ............ in Egypt.
a- made
b- are made
c- is made
d- make
13. If it was cold in the evening, you ................ warm clothes.
a- will need
b- needed
c- would need
d- would have needed
14. I'm not very good ............... remembering people's names.
a- In
b- at
c- with
d- on
15. The Colossus of Rhodes was destroyed .............. an earthquake.
a- from
b- to
c-by
d-~
16- It. ....... that people have lived here for centuries.
a- know
b- known
c- is known
d- has known

-~.-
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4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write thenI correctly:
a. If the film hadn't been funny, I wouldn't laugh.
b. I enjoy history, but I'm not so keen in geography.
c. My father's lost glasses was found in the garden.
d. We will keep out of oil in twenty years ..
e. The train's pilot asked for my train ticket.
f. Two farmers ran out of the ambulance and carried my sick friend

in to the hospital.

C. Reading
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
Everyone knows that Tokyo, the capital of Japan, is one of the largest
and busiest modern cities in the world. But for travellers to Japan,
there are many interesting places which are not too full of tourists.
Here are two which are off the beaten track.
Takayama is a beautiful old town in the mountains. It still has an
ancient street market as well as a farmers' market along the river.
Some of the buildings in Takayama are more than four hundred years
old. A few of the oldest houses are now museums where visitors can
see what life in Japan was like in the past.
Near to Takayama is an old village where you can still see traditional
carpenters at work. Yamadera is a collection of temple buildings on
the side of a mountain. It is difficult to climb up to the temple, but the
view is beautiful.

a. Answer the following questions:
1. Where can visitors see two markets?
2. What does "off the beaten track" mean?
3. What does the word "two" refer to in "Here are two which ... "?

b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. Where can tourists see a collection of temples?
b- on a mountain
a- in Takayama
c- in Tokyo
c- in a village
5. Yamadera is a collection of ................. .
a- educational buildings
b- tourist hotels
c- religious buildings
d- mountains
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6-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A wise man, who was travelling in the mountains, found a valuable
stone in a river where he had stopped to catch fish to eat. The next
day, the man met another traveller who was poor and hungry. So he
opened his bag to share his food. The hungry traveller saw the
valuable stone and asked for it. The man happily gave it to him.
The traveller left knowing that the stone was so valuable that he
would be rich for the rest of his life. But a few days later, he returned
and gave the stone back to the wise man. "I've been thinking," he said.
"I know how valuable this stone is, but I'm giving it back in the hope
that you can give me something even more valuable. Can you give me
what you have that made it possible for you to give me the stone?"

a. Answer the following questions:
1. Why did the wise man stop?
2. Why did the traveller want the valuable stone?
3. What does "it" mean in "I'm giving it back. .. "?
b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. Why did the wise man open his bag?
a- To put the valuable stone in.
b- To take the valuable stone out.
c- To take food out for the other traveller.
d- So that the traveller could seethe stone.
5. Why did the traveller give the stone back?
a- He realised that the stone was not really valuable.
b- He realised that generosity was more valuable than the stone
c- He realised that the wise man needed the stone more than he did.
d- He didn't want to be rich.

The Reader (The Spiders)
7- a. Answer the following questions:
1. What made the journey with the plants so difficult for the three car~?
2. Why was it so important that this journey was successful?

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. A female spider is a thousand times more dangerous ................... .
2. Spiders live for only ....................................................... .

c. Read the quotation, then answer the questions:
"Wafaa climbed onto the third car, opened the door, and carried
the plants back to the captain's car. Then she drove off fast".
1. Why did she climb "onto" the car?

2. Why did she need the plants?

D· Writing
8- Write a paragraph of about 100 words on a building in your
town or city that you think tourists would enjoy visiting.

Translation
9- a. Translate into Arabic:
Lots of people admire Jules Verne. He was a French writer who was
born in 1828 and died in 1905. He wrote many novels in which he
introduced scientific technological marvels such as the submarine,
space travel and television.

b. Translate into Englih: '
.~~I ~I ~~~ ,~I..J~~~~~ '~J~\~..w ~-,
,.
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Practice Test 6
A. Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
a- Someone asks your opinion about good holiday weather.
b- A friend thinks that travelling by plane is dangerous. Express your

OpInIon.
c- You are going to interview someone you don't know. What do you

say?

'

d- Someone stops you in the street and wants to ask you questions

about when and where your family goes shopping. You do not
have time to answer any questions.

2· Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
a. A: Your tickets, please, sir.
B: Here you are. What time do we arrive at
~------------------~
Banha?
Place: ................... , ........... .
A: In half an hour or so.
Speaker A: ........................ ..
B: Will we stop at Tanta?
Speaker B: ..........................
A: No. We are going straight to Alexandria after that.
b. A: Thank you for rescuing me. I could have died.
B: You're going to be OK. This oxygen mask~_ _ _ _ _ _-,
will he1p you breathe?
Place: .................. ..
Speaker A: ............ ..
A: Where are we going?
Speaker B: ............. ..
B: We're on our way to Kasr AI Aini Hospital.
The doctors will take care of you there.

B. Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, cor d:
1. A shop in our city was completely ........... by fire last night.
a- hun
b- injured
c- destroyed
d- flooded
2. I can really ........... this book. I couldn't put it down.
a- recommend
b- build
c- admire
d- wish
3. I hope I ., ., . '" .. , " the maths test at school tomorrow.
a- pass
b- succeed
c- WIll
d- do well

4. My father's· company ......... '" people from many different countries.
a- plays
b- works
c- keeps
d-employs.
5. If you pour hot water onto ice, the ice ......
a- runs
b- melts
c- floods
d- freezes
6. You can't enjoy your holiday if you don't have good .............. .
b- room
a- hotel
c- accommodation
d- stay
7. My favourite holiday destination is a small fishing village on the ..... .
a-see
b-edge
c- ocean
d- coast
8. When I was a child, I remember reading alan .......... tale about a lazy
student.
b- warning
a- dangerous
c- advising
d- cautionary
9. Banks are places .............. you can keep your money safe.
b- where
.
a- which . .
c- that
d- when
10. Before the invention of cars, people ................. to walk more.
a- used
b- use
c- are used
d- have used
11. She looked at ........... in the mirror to see what the new dress was
like.
a- she
b- her
c- herself
d- himself
12. So far today, I ............. e-mails to six of my friends to tell them the
goodnews.
a- wrote
b- am writing
c- have been writing .
d- have written
13. I've decided that I .............. for that job as soon as I can.
a- am going to apply
b- applying
c- am applying
d- apply
14. I have an idea: we ...... all go in one car. That would save us money.
a-have to
b- need
c- could
d- would
15. There are always children near the school, so you ....... drive very
carefully.
a- can
b- must
c- mustn't
d- meed
16. Survivors of this morning's accident ....... to the city's main hospital.
a- have been taken
b- have taken
c- took
d- have been taking
i.. • • ••
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4- Find the mistake in each of the following se.,tences, then
write them correctly:
a. You needn't take things that don't belong to you.
b. Today,almost any information you need must be. found on the
internet.
"

.
...............................................................
" .......... .
' .

c. When we arrived hofne, we saw that our lights have been left on.
d. When a volcano disappears, it sends dust into the atmosphere.
e. Ice at the Antarctic and the Arctic is freezing because of global
warmmg.
" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " ,,". " " " " " " " " " " ,,"

f. Michael Crichton wrote a book about phonetic engineering.
" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " .. " " .:. " " " ."" " " " " " " " " " " " ""

C. Reading:
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
The fantastic Selous Wildlife 'Park in the south of Tanzania is the
largest wildlife area in the world and a great place to see lions,
elephants, giraffes, crocodiles and other wild animals. We stay in
comfortable accommodation by the Rufji River. From there, we can
drive into the park to look at the wildlife and take boat trips along the
river. When it is dark, we can watch the animals come down to the
river to drink.
Then we fly to the island of Zanzibar. Here we can wander through
the narrow streets of the old town with its beautiful mosques and busy
markets. We spend our last few days relaxing on lambiani Beach,
where we can go swimming and diving.
This 14-day holiday costs from ,only £1.500. per person. Flights, all
other travel and meals are included in,the price.

a. Answer the following questions:
1. Who is this text written for?·
2. What is special about the Selous Wildlife Park?
3. When do the animals come down to the river to drink?
b. Choose the correct answer froma',' b, c, or d: '
4. How do visitors travel to Zanzibar from Tanzania?
a- by road
b- by sea
c- by air
d- on foot
5. What does its refer to in with its beautiful mosques?
a- Zanzibar's
b- the narrow streets'
c- the island's
d- the town's

6-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
I always used to drive to work alone. The journey never took more
than 30 minutes, even when it was busy. One morning last month, I
couldn't start my car and I had to use public transport. I waited at the
bus stop. I couldn't get on the first bus because it was full, so I started
walking. Ali, a friend from work, saw me from his car and stopped.
"What's happened to your car?" he asked.
"It wouldn't start," I said.
"I'll take you," Ali said.
"Thanks. That's very kind", I said.
Ali drove me to work and back every day that week. I wanted to pay
him for petrol, but Ali refused to take my money. "You can drive me
to work next week," he said.
Now Ali and I always travel together. We take turns to drive. It costs
less and I enjoy travelling with a friend.

a. Answer the following questions:
1. Why didn't the writer travel to work by bus?
2. Who is Ali?
3. Why didn't Ali take the money the writer offered him?
b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, cor d:
4. How long did it take the writer to drive to work in his car?
a- more than 30 minutes.
b- 30 minutes exactly.
c- 30 minutes or less.
d- less than 30 minutes.
5. How does the writer travel to work now?
a- Ali takes him in his car.
b- He drives his own car and takes Ali.
c- He goes by bus.
d- Sometimes Ali takes him and sometimes he takes Ali.

The Reader (The Spiders)
7 - a. Answer the following questions:
1. What did the newspaper report say about Ayman?
2. Why does Lamia think that the spiders in the desert should not be
killed?

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. As a thank-you gift, Professor Jones gave Ayman ................ , .
2. When Ayman was bitten by the spider the first time, his body ..... ..
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c. Read the quotation, then answer the questions:
"But tonight, people throughout Egypt are not only praising Ayman;
they are also celebrating".
1. Who said this and where?
2. Why are people praising Ayman?

D- Writing
8- Write an e-mail to your friend Nur Ahmed saying why tourism is
important to your town. Your name is Hemrnat Nazmy.

Translation
9- a. Translate into Arabic:
Ice cream is frozen sweet food made of milk or cream and sugar. The
Chinese were the first people to invent ice cream in the fourth century
BC. It is surprising that the amounts of ice cream eaten in cold
European countries are more than those eaten in hot countries.

b. Translate into Englih:
.~J~\ u~~\ ~ ~ o~..?Yl \.A~y ~\ u~~\

J5..-'

.................................................................................................

Answer Key
Practice Test 1
A. Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
A. I enjoy reading them because they tell me what is happening in the
world.! Because they keep me updated about the world around me.!
Because I like to read about sports news.
B. I'd rather not answer that./Sorry, I would prefer not to answer that.
C. What do you think about! of this book?! Did you likel enjoy the
book?
D. Which subject did you enjoy most! the most when you a student?

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
a.
Place: Classroom
Speaker A: Teacher
Speaker B: Student

b.

Place: Clothes shop
Speaker A: shop assistant! Seller
Speaker B: Customerl Client! Buyer

B. Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
8 .. c. online
4- a. surfing
7 - c.marital
10- d. transplant
13- b. politician
16- b. ridiculous

2- a. rather
S- b. research
8- d. goes on
11- b. made
14- c. explanation

3- a. make
6- a. Single
9- a. do
12- d. make
15- a. Although

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
1. This car factory makes/ produces parts for cars and buses.
2. Have you ever met a famous person?
3~ When you pay with money, you pay (in! with! by) cash.
4. I don't like meat. I prefer to eat fish.
S. Something that contains new and interesting ideas is imaginative.
6. The children of our children are called our grandchildren. Or
The parents of our parents are called our grandparents.
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c. Reading
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
a. Answer the following questions:
1. This pa~sage is about goals and how to achieve them.
2. When I have written my goal on paper, I should think how happy I
will be when I succeed.! When you have written.
3. Some people don't reach their goal because they think it is
impossible

b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. b. fail.
5. a. Things that are easy.

6-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
a. Ans,wer the following questions:
1. One man was wearing old clothes and the other was wearing a suit.
2. The writer thought it was strange.
.
3. "Most" refers to people who passed by the man in old clothes.
b. Choose the correct answer from 3, b, c or d:
4. c. He put it there for people to throw money into.
5. d. He had lied about why he needed money.

The Reader (The Spiders)
7 - a. Answer the following questions:
1. The men's car moved without lights and with a silent engine
because they didn't want to alert others to their place.
2. The men were carrying special equipment that could see through
walls so that they c?uld use it to find treasures in the hidden
rooms.

b. Complete the following sentences:
3. Using a machine called Ground Penetrating Radar
4. The pilot thought the four men had died of thirst

c. Read the quotation, then answer the questions:
1. The helicopter crew need to get on the radio to report what they
saw/ had seen to use the police.
2. The engineer's words saved the pilot's life because by going back to
the helicopter to use the radio, the pilot walked away from the car
where the deadly spider was ready to bite him.

D- Writing
8- (Au'Swer will vary.)

Translation
9- a. Translate into Arabic:

uL::.,l.,p.. .DI.J ~i jlJ..i;. .ug o~I.u)\AjA ~ .y~ ~~ .J.jiS.lI~ 0~~1 ~

~10A~ b~ J~ JljW ,~I0A 0AW1 ~I ~.ul u...~yl ~J .y.llil ~1.Jj
.y.llil ~~.Y' 0-> 0j1l..y 0.l:ill1 J\.ibYI

b. Translate into English:
1. Now I am doing (a) research about modern technology.
2. I have never been! gone to any (foreign) country in Europe or
America. Or
I haven't visited any (foreign) country in Europe or America
before.
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Answer Key
Practice Test 2
A. Language Functions ,.
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
a. What do you think of the tennis match?! Did you likel enjoy the
.
tennis match?·
b. I would have a healthy diet and exercise a lot.
c. Omar Samra is I was the first Egyptian to (successfully) climb
Mount Everest.
d. I think to be a successful swimmert One needs Iyou need to
practise regularly and follow all the instructions of his! her! your
swimming coach.
'

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
. a-

r-----------------------~

Place: Radio programme/ show/ studio.
Speaker A: Professor Magdi Yacoub.
Speaker B: Radio host! presenter.

bPlace: Hospital! Clinic.
Speaker A: Doctor.
Speaker B: patient.

B. Vocabulary and Structure:
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
I.d. fun
3.a.cash
5. a. cooperate
7. c. pessimistic
9. a. lifelong
11. c. because
13. c. The
15. d. am meeting

2. c. unifonn
4. a.atearn
6. b. made
8. d. literature
10. b. met
12. a. had missed
14. a. as
16. a. will enjoy

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
a. Ali is the fastest runner in our school.
b. I'd like to be a doctor when I'm older.
c. Mona surfs the internet for long hours every day.
d. Egypt, Greece and Italy are all on the Mediterranean Sea.
e. My father was a sailor in the navy.! My father was a sol<:lierl an
officer in the army.
f. The children in Lord of the Flies were cruel to each other.

C. Reading
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
a. Answer the following questions:
1. Hockey is played on grass and ice.
2. Hockey player:s use sticks which they carry to hit the ball.
3. Goalkeepers can kick the ball. ordinary hockey players cannot! can't.

b. Choose the correct answer from 8, b, c or d:
4. b. They hit the ball into the net with a stick.
5. c. It is smaller.

6-Read the following pus8ge, then answer the questions:
a. Answer the following questions:
1. The writer's friends had! took climbing lessons for six months (and
took ropes and other important equipment with them before they
went climbing.
2. The weather was bright and sunny when they started climbing.
3. They were unable to continue because snow was falling. They had to
wait for five hours to be rescued.
b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. c. three weeks.
5. a. on the second morning.

The Reader (The Spiders)
7 - a. Answer the following questions:
1. Ayman wrote an e·mail to Dr Shereen Fakhry at Oxford University to
ask her for information about the strange spider he sawlhad seen
earlier.
2. When the spider found a quiet dark place, it laid 2.000 eggs then
waited.

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. To research about the spider, Ayman used the internet.
2. The spider needed a safe place for its family because the spider was
a female and it was ready to lay its eggs.

c. Read the quotation, then answer the questions:
"The story of the spiders may just be a story. Good luck with
identifying your spider".
1. The story of the spiders is about a town in ancient Egypt (called
Bawiti). Its people had to burn it down because it was full of
deadly spiders.
2. (Answers will vary).

lS4

D- Writing
8- (Answers win vary).

Translation
9- a. Translate into Arabic: ·

u-- ~ 'r4"il o~ o~ o~4j ~.fo'i' ~.)a
~<! It ~

r">j

(jC- /

~ L;..,....:lll ..:Ibjl ..:Iil
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o~.J orWka)IJ o.;\!i) fo'.J ~).J ~l ~I~' (~) ~ ~ ~.fo'il
.~.fo'il ~.;b

(jC- /
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b. Translate into English:

Y"" ;.2 ~.;1J1

1. When will the plane reach Rome: in the morning or evening?
2.
all must! have to cooperate together and be more tolerant in
order to lead a better life.

We
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Answer Key
Practice Test 3
A. Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
A. Could you please not smoke? / Do you mind putting out the
cigarette?
B. I think a good team player cooperates with his mates and plays to
win.
C. Pleased/ Nice to meet you.! How do you do?! It's a pleasure to meet
you.
D. How have you been (all this time)?/ What have you been doing?

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
a.

r---------------------~

Place: Street! Taxi.
Speaker A: Taxi passenger! Customer.
Speaker B: Tax.i driver.

b.
Place: Cairo Citadel! The Citadel.
Speaker A: Tour Guide.
Speaker B: Tourst.

B. Vocabulary and Structure:
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
l.d. voyage
3.c. summit
5.c. afIord
7.d. part
9.c. seen
II.b. the best
I3.d. where
IS.b. that

2.a. deep
4.d. employs
6.a. valuable
8.b. highlight
lO.a. while
l2.a. will be
l4.d. used
l6.c. did

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
a. How long have you been learning English?
b. What is the most enjoyable thing about learning English?
c. In the past, Egyptian children didn't use to learn English until
they were 11 or 12 years old.
c. People describe today's world as a global economy.
e. Diamond necklaces are expensive pieces of jewellery.
f. People who come third in a race win a bronze medal.! People who
come first in a race win a gold medal.
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c. Reading
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
a. Answer the following questions:
1. Maupassant moved to Paris during the early 1870s.
2. "These" means the new buildings (built in place of the old houses
in the poorer parts of the city.
3. People came into Paris by railway to work in the growingindustries (there).

h. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. a. in the 1840s.
5. d. an underground railway.

6-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
a. Answer the following questions:
1. The man on the bicycle was travel1~ng to Turk~y.
2. They guard expect to find something in the bag.
3. "This" means going from Greece to Turkey and the guard looking
inside the bag and finding only sand.
h. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4 - c. between 21 and 30
5 - a. in a Turkish town

The Reader (The Spiders)
7- a. Answer the following questions:
1. Dr Fakhry received an e-mail with a picture of a deadly spider in
ancient Egypt from the archaeologist in Egypt.
2. In her computer conversation with Ayman, Dr Fakhry suggests
photographing the spider next time he sees it.

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. Ayman thinks that if he tells the police that he's seen a big
dangerous spider, they will laugh at him.
2. Some species of spiders lay more than 2.000 eggs.

c. Read the quotation, then answer the questions:
"Businesses in the town would lose money. Everyone would be
furious, Ayman wished he had never started this".
1. Businesses in town would lose money because people would
believe Ayman's story about dangerous spiders. They would not
stay in the town's hotels, eat its restaurants, or buy its food
products.
2. Everyone would be furious because they would be losing money
and living costs would be very difficult for them to afford.

D- Writing
8- (Answer will vary).

Translation
9- a. Translate into Arabic:
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b. Transl!lte into English:
1. Do you think the Pacific Ocean. is deeper than the Indian
Ocean?
2. We travelled to Sudan and spent two weeks with my
brother, who works at the Egyptian Embassy there.
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Answer Key
Practice Test 4
A. Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
a. Welcome to Egypt. OR it's great seeing you in person.
b. This magazine is great! nice! fantastic. Would you like to read it?
c. Does the magazine discuss issues that I'm interested in? OR Do
you really think I should read it, don't you?
d. To keep fit, don't eat much fat.

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
a.
Place: Airport (departure hall).
Speaker A: Airport ground staff clerk.
Speaker B: Airline passengerI traveler.

b.

Place: Hospitall Dentist's clinic.
Speaker A: Dentist.
Speaker B: Patient.

B. Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
I.d. steal
3.c. an amateur
5.c. protein
7.c. crew
9.h. who
II.c. the longest
I3.d. himself
-IS.c. than

2.a. honest
4.h. ingredients
. 6.a. determined
8.h. outskirts
10.a. were
12.h. whose
14.h. had started
16.a. had been repairing.

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
a. You must eat lots of fresh fruits because they're very good for
you.
b. When I was born, my parents had been living in their flat for
three years.
c. You say it's very expensive to live in the city, but I don't agree.
d. I hope I find myself a flat that's not too expensive so that I can
afford it.
e. Asia is the biggest continent in the world.
f. We couldn't get into the car because our keys were locked inside.
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C. Reading
)ad the following passage, then answer the questions:
j"nswer the following questions:
1. because they are well insulated because the blocks of ice are hard
and thick.
2. "These" refers to large blocks of ice.
3. Birds which are looking for food go to the same nest every year.

b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. c. He uses them as an example.
5. b. They needed to move often.

6- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

a. Answer the following questions:
1. because her mother (The writer's grandmother) had refused to let
her in the kitchen while she was cooking.
2. The writer's mother realized how important it was to know how to
cook when she got married (at the age of23).
3. The writer's plan for the future is to teach her children to cook.
b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, cor d:
4. a. five.
5. c. eggs and chicken.

The Reader (The Spiders)
7 - a. Answer the following questions:
1. The Ancient Egyptians used the roots of a plant called Echinacea
Negra as a medicine against the spider bites.
2. They returned to the town with the dead spiders from the underground
tombs in order to send their venom sacs to an antivenom lab (so that
the scientists there would begin working on an antivenom).

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. The Echinacea Negra plant contains the antivenom for the deadly
;,
spiders.
2. The Echinacea Negra plant only grows in Sinai.

c. Read the quotation, then answer the questions:
1. Ayman doesn't have much more time because he has only hours to
live since being bitten by the deadly spider.
2. They waiting for the Echinacea Negra plant from Sinai (so that
they can make the antiverom from it).

D- Writing
8- (Answer will vary).
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Translation
9 .. a. Translate into Arabic:
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h. Translate into English:
1. The police chased the thieves and managed finally to arrest them.
2. Many people think that traveDing by air is a lot of fun.

Answer Key
Practice Test 5
A. Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
a. I'd like to work as a ......... OR I'd tike to be a ........ because ......... .
b. Excuse me. Could you please stand in the line? OR would you
mind moving to the back of the line?
c. Have you seen my magazine? (I can't find it anywhere).
d. Sorry, 1 can't. I have a lot of studying to do at home.

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
a-

b-

Place: Carl Bus! Coach.
Speaker A: Tour guide.
Speaker B: Tourist.
Place: Restaurant.
Speaker A: Waiter.
Speaker B: Customer.

B. Vocabulary and Structure:
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
l.h. sloping
3.d. editor
5.c. gone missing
7.d. carry
9.a. had seen
ll.d. have been cleaning
I3.c. would need
IS.c. by

2.a. exercise
4.b. bargain
6.d. regret
8.a. ambition
lO.c. because
12.b. are made
14.b. at
16.c. is known

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
a. If the film hadn't been funny, I wouldn't have laughed.
b. I enjoy history, but fm not so keen on geography.
c. My father's lost glasses were found in the garden. OR My father's
lost pair of glasses was found in the garden.
d. We will run out of oil in twenty years.
e. The train's conductor asked for my train ticket.
f. Two paramedics ran out of the ambulance and carried my sick
friend into the hospital.
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C. Reading:
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
a. Answer the following questions:
_
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1. Visitors can see two markets in Takayama.
2. "Off the beaten track" means interesting places which are not too
full of tourists.
3. "Two" refers two of the places off the beaten track.

b. Choose the correct answer from

a~

b, c or d:

4. b. on a mountain.
5. c. religious buildings.

6-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
a. Answer the following questions:
1. The wise man stopped to catch fish to eat.
2. The traveller wanted the valuable stone because he was poor and
needed money.
3. "It" means the valuable stone.
b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. c. To take food out for the other traveller.
5. b. He realised that generosity was more valuable than the stone.

The Reader (The Spiders)
7 - a. Answer the following questions:

.

1. Heavy rain made the journey with the plants difficult for the three

cars.
2. It was important that this journey should be successful because it
would bring the Echinacea Negra plant to Ayman to save him from
the deadly bite of the spider.

b. Complete the following sentences:
1. A female spider is a thousand times ni9re dangerous than a male
. one.
2. Spiders live for only a few weeks.

c. Read the quotation, theD: answer the questions:
1. She climbed onto the car because it had rolled on (to) its side (when,
tree hit it).
2. She needed the plants to make an antivenom to give to Ayman (who
was bitten by the deadly spider).

D- Writing
8- (Answer will vary) .
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Translation
9- a., Translate into Arabic:
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h. Translate into En,glish:
1. The city of Hurghada. a magnificent! great! wonderful touristic
resort, is situated on the Red Sea coast.
2. Car drivers are not allowed to wait here because this is a noparking area. OR Cars are not allowed to wait here because this is
.
a no-parking area.
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Answer Key
Practice Test 6
A. Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:
1. I enjoy cool autumn weather. OR I like going to the beach when it
is hot and dry.
2. Actually, travelling by plane is safer than ,travelling by car.
3. Would you mind answering some questions, please?
4. Sorry, I'm very busy right now.

2- Say where these mini- dialogues take place and who the
speakers are:
a.
Place: Train.
Speaker A: (Train) Conductor.
Speaker B: Passenger.

b.

Place: Ambulance.
Speaker A: Patient.
Speaker B: Paramedic.

B. Vocabulary and Structure:
3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, cor d:
l.c. destroyed
3.a. pass
5.b. melts
7.d. coast
9.b. where
II.c. herself
13.a. am going to apply
I5.b. must

2.a. recommend
4.d. employs
6.c. accommodation
S.d. cautionary
IO.a. used
12.d. have written
14.c. could
16.a. have been taken

4- Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then
write them correctly:
a. You mustn't! shouldn't take things that don't belong to you.
b. Today, almost any information you need can! may be found on the
internet.
c. When we arrived home, we saw that our lights had been left on.
d. When a volcano erupts, it sends dust into the atmosphere.
e. Ice at the Antarctic and the Arctic is melting because of global
warming.
f. Michael Crichton wrote a book about genetic engineering.

C. Reading
5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
a. A'nswer the following questions:
1. This text is written for touristsl possible customers.

2. The Selous Wildlife Park is the largest wildlife area in the world.
3. The animals come down to the river to drink: when it is dark.

b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4.c. byair.
5.d. the town's.

6-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
a. Answer the following questions:
1. The writer didn't travel to work by bus because he had his own car
(which he ust:?d to drive to w<;>rk).
2. Ali is the writer's friend from work.
3. Ali didn't take the money the writer offered him to be polite and
because he thought it would be better if the writer would drive him
to work next week.
b. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
4. c. 30 minutes or less
5. d. Sometimes Ali takes him and sometimes he takes Ali.

The Reader (The Spiders)
7. a. Answer the following questions:
1. The newspaper report said that Ayman had saved hundreds of lives.
2. Lamia thinks that 'the spiders in the desert should not be killed
because they only hurt people when people disturb them.

b. Complete the following to make meaningful sentences:
1. As a thank- you gift, Professor Jones gave Ayman a camera.
2. When Ayman was bitten by the spider the first time, his body made
lots of antivenom.

c. Read the quotation, then answer the questions:
"But tonight, people throughout Egypt are not only praising Ayman;
they are also celebrating".
1. A reporter said this in a television! T.V report.
2. People are praising Ayman because th~y believe Ayman's
intelligence and bravery saved many (thousands of) people from
dying.
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D- Writing
8- (Answers will vary).

Translation
9- a. Translate into Arabic:
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b. Translate into English:
1. All the information you need is (available) on the internet.
2. You cannot drive without (having/ getting) a driving license.
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